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lV 

A massive war engulfed the world in 1 9 1 8 . Enormous armies of men laid 

waste to each other with appalling casualties. However, all of mankind was 

threatened by an invisible killer much deadlier than any war. This menace to 

humanity killed more people in a shorter time period than any other event recorded in 

history. Millions died in just a little over a year. This massive killer was influenza. 

As the Great War held the attention of the world, influenza circled the globe 

spreading infection and death everywhere. The science of man was unable to identify 

it and therefore unable to combat it. Comfort care and prayer were the tools that 1nost 

people resorted to when influenza invaded their homes. 

Rochester, New York was no exception to the pandemic in 1 9 1 8 . The citizens 

of Rochester read about the influenza outbreak just outside of Boston and watched in 

horror as it spread like a spider web across America. Rochester knew influenza was 

coming. Influenza invaded Rochester, killed hundreds, and then abruptly left. For a 

few deadly weeks in the fall of 1 9 1 8, Rochester was held captive by this invisible 

killer. 

This is the story of influenza in Rochester, New York in 1 9 1 8 . 

A hu1nan face is put on the tragedy that grasped Rochester. This is the story of 

the battle the people of Rochester fought against influenza. There were winners and 

losers . A massive volunteer effort brought the full resources of the population to bear 

down on influenza, people helping people regardless of class or status. This is the 

account of hard work, long hours , fear, perseverance, and com1nunity. This is when 

Rochester coughed. 
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I. Introduction 

Imagine a time and place where a cough killed hundreds, sneezing in public 

resulted in being arrested, shaking hands was prohibited and hundreds of people were 

dying daily. The time was the fall of 1 9 1 8  and the world held its collective breath. 

The place was the entire world, from the largest cities to the smallest villages, from 

coastal 1netropolises to the most remote hamlet. Every man, wmnan, and child on the 

planet shared a cmnmon deadly enemy. The enemy was invisible but extremely 

deadly. The lethal threat was a virulent pandemic of influenza. 

The world of humans was at the 1nercy of a microscopic virus . The influenza 

virus does not have a brain but rapidly 1nutates in order to survive. The virus is robust 

enough to jump the species barrier not once but twice. As it passed fron1 hutnan to 

human it became more efficient at killing. Scientists and medical historians have 

estimated that half of the human population of 1 9 1 8  was infected and between 30 to 

50 million people died. The pandemic was the largest and fastest killer of humans in 

history. It swept the globe in three waves washing the world with death. Then, as 

suddenly as it appeared, the deadly virus vanished. 

This biological threat to the world took place during of the largest war to date. 

The world had been in a military war since 1 9 1 4  and in the fall of 1 9 1 8  a war against 

an unseen enemy. This enemy traveled as fast as any human. Every human could 

become an unwillingly participant in the proliferation of death. Rochester, New York 

was no exception. Influenza came to Rochester, it killed in Rochester and then it left 
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Rochester. In the time between the arrival and departure of this unwanted visitor, the 

people of Rochester lived in conditions that no one had ever experienced before. City 

government officials did little about the sickness and city health officials knew little 

about the sickness .  An atmosphere of extre1ne caution, perhaps even fear, pervaded 

the city. Sick and dying family members were isolated and sick neighbors and friends 

were even abandoned. Children would go off to school in the morning, only to return 

hmne in the afternoon to find a parent dead from influenza. The city eventually shut 

down for four weeks. Public places were drenched in useless disinfectants . Police, 

mass transit workers, and health care providers wore gauze masks. Desperation and 

fear drove ordinary citizens to wear masks .  Black wreaths or black buntings were 

draped over the front doors of house after house in every neighborhood of Rochester. 

Schools and playgrounds were closed. Children were kept indoors, separated from 

potential disease carriers. A popular nursery rhyme that children jumped rope to was : 

"I had a little bird and its name was Enza 
I opened the window and in-flu-enza. "  

Resources within the city were stretched to  the maximum. The Red Cross 

established emergency medical facilities across the city. Appeals were made daily for 

volunteers to help and Rochesterians responded donating a few hours a day. There 

were Boy Scouts, nuns, clergy, firemen, policemen as well as the selfless doctors and 

nurses who taught the volunteers and cared for the sick and dying. So many 

Rochesterians died that there were shortages of coffins, and graves and funerals were 

even prohibited. 
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How did Rochester react to the crisis? What were the effects of the epidemic 

on the functioning of the city? How did Rochester' s  reaction compare to other cities? 

How did deadly influenza impact the social fabric of the Rochester community? 

Throughout the death and despair, the people of Rochester banded together in 

a gallant effort to rid the city of influenza. People from all walks of life participated in 

this challenging chapter in the history of Rochester. This is the story of when 

Rochester coughed. 

II. Historical Background and Infection of America 

The world which influenza invaded in 1 9 1 8  was vastly different from that 

world today. Kingdoms and empires ruled the world. Modern technologies were 

emerging and making their presence known in everyday life and on the world stage 

itself. This was no where more apparent than in the event that consumed the world in 

1 9 1 8 ; "The Great War" i .e .  World War I. The political states of Europe were in a 

death grip that had stalemated at a cost of millions of men mobilized, deployed and 

then slaughtered. The battlefields of Europe ran red with the blood of young 1nen that 

old men sent to die by means of modern warfare. Tactics were of the 1 9th century 

while weapons were of the 20th century resulting in huge numbers of troops required 

to feed the attrition of a war for a few hundreds feet of advance across trenches . The 

war had ground to a stalemate, being held steady at a huge cost of men, materials ,  and 

money. 

The war started in 1 9 1 4  but the United States remained neutral for the first 

three years of the conflict. By 1 9 1 7, however, circumstances based on political and 

economic factors had forced President Woodrow Wilson to ask Congress for a 
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declaration of war against Germany and her allies . America joined Great Britain, 

France, Italy and other nations to mount a sustained offensive that would result in 

victory. When war was declared, American was not prepared for war. There was no 

large standing army and the previous three years of European warfare proved that 

huge numbers of troops were required. To that end, the American government 

initiated a massive call up of men to arms. Volunteers flocked to recruiting stations 

during the first few governmental summonses. However, the military infrastructure 

was not prepared to handle the massive numbers of recruits. The inductees needed to 

be trained and the existing training facilities were inadequate to handle the need. 

Large tracts of military land were hastily converted into training camps. Some 

existing forts were enlarged in order to create larger training facilities. But the one 

factor in common among all the facilities was the overcrowding of young men. These 

young men were a cross section of America itself. Farm boys from the Midwest 

mingled with city boys from the largest cities. Poor boys rubbed elbows with rich 

boys. Immigrant young men stood in chow lines with the sons of smne of A1nerica' s 

oldest families . The gathering of young men was a cross  sampling of America the 

represented every state from the largest cities to the smallest hamlets in the 1nost 

re1note corners of the land. The war 1nobilization of these young rnen created a deadly 

environment in which influenza thrived. 

Eighty-one years after the pandemic, scientists and historians are in general 

agreement that the first evidence of the American pandemic occurred in Kansas . One 

aspect of military life that goes unnoticed at times is the amount of information 

collected, recorded, and archived. These archived records have allowed historians and 
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scientists to determine that the first case of the disease that came to be called "the 

influenza pandemic of 1 9 1 8" occurred at the Anny Catnp Funston in Kansas on 

March 4 ,  1 9 1 8 . 1 No one knows the reason the pandemic started in Kansas but there 

were circumstances that blended together that allowed the virus to emerge and thrive. 

The winter of 1 9 1 7- 1 9 1 8  had been particularly cold in Kansas . The farmlands of 

western Kansas were rich with isolated com1nunities that raised hogs and chickens. 

The unusual severe cold that winter increased the close quarters interaction between 

humans and their stock of hogs and chickens. Veterinarian J .S .  Koen, working out of 

Fort Dodge wrote in early 1 9 1 8, "The similarity of the epidemic among people and 

the epidemic among pigs was so close the reports so frequent that an outbreak in the 

family would be followed immediately by an outbreak among the hogs and vice 

versa."2 Dr. Loring Miner, practicing in and around Haskell County Kansas noticed 

that the type of common cold that season was unusually intense. Although, influenza 

was not a reportable disease in March of 1 9 1 8, Dr. Miner thought the sickness 

affecting his patients so unusual that he reported it to the U.S .  Public Health Service. 

The young farm boys of Haskell County were just as patriotic as any American 

county. By March 2, 1 9 1 8, Dean Nilson, Ernest Elliot and John Bottom, all of 

Haskell County had reported for duty at Carup Funston (now Fort Riley) just 300 

miles away. All three of the Haskell County recruits were sick "with a cold" upon 

arrival at Camp Funston On the morning of March 1 1 , company cook, Albert 

Gitchell reported to sick call with what 1nedical historians believe to be the first case 

of influenza in the military. At noon of the same day, the cmnp infinnary had 100 

1David Getz, Purple Death: The Mysterious Flu of 1918 (New York : Holt, 2000), 13 .  
2James E.  Hollenbeck, "The 1 9 18- 1 9 1 9  Influenza Pandemic: A Pale Horse Rides Home from War," 
Bios Vol.73, No. 1 (March 2000): 24. 
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soldiers sick with the same illness. Within the next four days, 500 soldiers were so 

sick with the flu that they could not get out of bed. 3 By the end of the month, 

thousands at Camp Funston were ill. Due to the need to ship trained troops to the war 

in Europe, these sick soldiers were stuffed into troop trains and sent off to other 

training camps. At these other camps, the infected soldiers coughed or sneezed 

contaminating other soldiers. Of the 3 6  largest 1nilitary camps, 24 suffered fr01n 

unusually high rates of influenza. With all the movement of young men between 

Army camps and their nearby cities, it is not surprising that thirty of the fifty largest 

American cities also suffered high rates of influenza in the spring of 1 9 1 8 . 4 The 

spread of the sickness followed the routes of transportation. The rail lines transported 

soldiers and sickness to and from the Army camps. Europe needed American soldiers . 

In March of 1 9 1 8, 84,000 soldiers were shipped to the war and in April another 

1 1 8 ,000 followed. Along with their equipment the soldiers brought their sickness and 

shared it easily. 

This period of the influenza pande1nic is referred to as the first wave. The first 

wave was unique in that although the virus n1ade a lot of people very sick, the 

mortality rate was very low. Ford Motor Company reported 1 ,000 cases of flu in 

I"v1arch but no deaths . San Quentin Prison reported 500 cases of flu in a population of 

1 ,900 with no deaths. Soldiers referred to it as the "three day fever."5 The mortality 

rate for the first wave was not above what was expected as part of the normal flu 

3 Killer Flu, DVD, directed by Bill Lyons (2003; PBS Home Video, 2003) 

4 Connie Goldsmith, Influenza: the Next Pandemic? (Minneapolis, MN: Twenty-First Century Books, 
2007), 24, 25 
5 Gina Kolata, FLU The Story of the Great Influenza Pandemic of 1918 and the Search for the Virus 
That Caused It (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1999), 10. 
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season. The intensity of the first wave should have been a forewarning but at the time 

it was just considered a "bad flu." 

By the spring of 19 18 ,  each side of the war in Europe knew that the im1ninent 

injection of American troops would be pivotal to the war effort. The Allies 

desperately awaited American deployment to overwhelm the Gennans with sheer 

numbers. The A1nerican govem1nent understood that American intervention in the 

war was crucial . President Wilson, having reluctantly brought the country into war, 

now threw the entire country into a total war effort. Victory was dependent upon vast 

numbers of American troops being trained, supplied, and shipped to Europe. The 

Wilson administration cultivated an atmosphere of total devotion to a victorious 

nationwide war effort. All energies of the nation were used to facilitate victory and no 

excuses were tolerated. An excuse of being sick with the flu was not acceptable. This 

was as true in civilian life as well as the military. However, it was the military, in its 

blind adherence to the war effort that created the perfect environment for influenza 

thrive and become deadly. Thousands of sick soldiers were crammed into troop ships 

bound for Europe. Military leaders knew that sick soldiers were being shipped in 

crammed tight transport ships .  The military n1edical staff knew that deaths would 

result and warned as such but to no avail. The deaths of soldiers during transport due 

to influenza were a calculated loss equation that was acceptable to the military. This 

was a perfect breeding ground for influenza to grow in strength and virulence. 

The trans-oceanic shipping industry of 19 18  was well regulated and well 

documented. Ship ' s  itineraries as well as cargo were all docu1nented. This was true 

for cargos of humans as well as cargos of materials . The crews of the ships were also 
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well documented. Medical historians have been able to piece together an 

approximation of how, when and where influenza migrated around the world in 1 9 1 8 . 

The A1nerican military in 1 9 1 8  did not have enough troop transport ships to 

move the huge quantities of men and materials required in the timeframe demanded. 

Merchant ships and their crews were contracted to transport the troops to Europe . It 

was to the benefit of the war effort and to the bottom line of the shipping companies 

to cram as many men as possible onto each ship crossing the Atlantic . Cargoes of 

materials were loaded by longshoremen right alongside the troops as they also were 

loaded onboard. Wharves and piers of departure were small crowded places with 

plenty of opportunities for a sick or infected soldier to cough or sneeze on anyone 

else . The warring empires of Europe drew men and supplies for their far flung 

colonies. Boston, Massachusetts was one of the main ports of departure for American 

men and materials. The 1nain port of disembarkation in Europe for the Americans was 

Brest, France, which had the best deep water harbor in Europe for the Allies . The 

harbor at Brest could accommodate up to 500 ocean going ships at one time. Of the 

nearly 2 1nillion Americans shipped to Europe, 79 1 ,000 arrived at Brest.6 

Supplies as well as men from the colonies of the Allies also landed at Brest. 

In 1 9 1 8 , all international transportation of goods and rnen was done by steamship. 

Long steamship trips needed to be refueled along the way. Coaling stations were 

positioned at strategic ports around the globe by each nation in order to achieve 

efficient deliveries .  One of the most important coaling stations was at the port of 

Freetown in Sierra Leone on the west coast of Africa. Supply ships from the Allies' 

vast colonial holdings in Asia and Africa stopped to refuel and load additional 

6Alfred W. Crosby, America 's Forgotten Pandemic (New York: Cambridge, 1989), 38. 
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supplies stopped at Freetown. The global trafficking of war supplies was carried on 

by international merchant marine fleets and their crews. Round trips from the ports of 

supply to the port of Brest France were scheduled without delay. Crews of ships 

coming from Freetown shared the same wharves and piers in Brest as the American 

troop transports . Cross contamination occurred easily. Crews and troops 

contaminated with influenza from America infected others at Brest. Between June 1 

and August 1 1 9 1 8 , of the nearly 2 million British soldiers com1nitted to the war 

effort in Europe, 200,825 soldiers (one tenth of the entire British force) were so s ick 

with influenza that they could not report for duty even at a time when every man was 

needed to give the Germans a knockout offensive. 7 The British Grand Fleet did not 

put to sea for three weeks due to 1 0,3 1 3  sailors being sick. 8The same conditions 

existed on the German side of the trenches .  German Chief of Staff, General Eric Von 

Ludendorff noted in June of 1 9 1 8  that over 2,000 men in each division were so s ick 

with influenza that the Germans could not mount an offensive that they hoped would 

end the war in their favor.9 

By the sum1ner of 1 9 1 8, Europe was in the fourth year of a stalemated war 

and was suffering from influenza. Newspapers were the mass media of the time 

period. The disease did not respect battle lines or borderlines .  The Allied combatants 

as well as the Central Powers censored all negative news of the war effort. Nothing 

was allowed to be published that would reflect badly on themselves or provide 

encourage1nent to the enemy. This was true for all aspects of life. Neither side 

7 John M. Barry, The Great Influenza: the Epic Story of the Deadliest Plague in History (New York: 
Penguin Group, 2004 ), 17 4. 
8 

Kolada, 11. 
9 Hollenbeck, 19. 
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reported the extent of influenza. However, the situation was different in Spain. Spain 

was neutral in the Great War and as such, there was no wartime censorship on the 

newspapers . Influenza had invaded Spain just as it did the rest of Europe. The 

Spanish press openly reported the spread of the sickness .  King Alphonso XIII of 

Spain was seriously sick with influenza and it was feared that he might die. Because 

the world as a whole heard of influenza from the Spanish press first and often, it was 

referred to as Spanish Influenza or Spanish flu. 10 Newspapers also referred to it as La 

Grippe or just Grippe . 1 1  

Ships returning through the port of Freetown carried the sickness .  Africans 

were relatively un-resistant to influenza and were particularly hit hard. An estimated 

two-thirds of the native population of Sierra Leone was infected as a result of visiting 

ships . So many African longshoremen were unable to work that crews were forced to 

load their own ships . Ocean-going ships are the worst place to have either a fire or a 

contagious disease . The close quarters of merchant ships provided a perfect breeding 

ground for influenza to perfect its killing power. The logs of smne ships leaving 

Freetown in 1 9 1 8  illustrate how influenza affected the crews and how it was spread 

by the crews. H.M.S .  Africa reported that that 75% of the crew of 779 were sick 

resulting in 5 1  deaths enroute. Chepstow Castle reported 38 deaths while at sea and 

the Tahiti reported 68 deaths between Freetown and Europe. The harbor at Brest 

became the mixing bowl frmn which influenza spread around the world. 1 2 The ships 

10 Hollenbeck, 21. 
1 1 '"���====:;;;::_ "The Influenza Pandemic of 1918" 

1 2  
Crosby, 38. 



brought in influenza and took away influenza. It was common for ambulances and 

hearses to meet the ships from around the world as they docked at Brest. 

1 1  

The influenza of the spring and early summer of 1 9 1 8  is referred to as the first 

wave. In a time when long distance travel was accomplished by rail and ship, 

influenza had circled the globe infecting the world in the relatively short time period 

of a few months. The rapid worldwide infection was accelerated by the world wide 

war effort. The sickness thrived in overcrowded conditions that war brought on. The 

unprecedented level of movement of men on a global scale helped to spread it to the 

world. The first wave started in the spring of 1 9 1 8, peaked in early summer and 

disappeared by summer' s  end. For a few weeks at the end of the summer of 1 9 1 8, 

influenza took a back seat to the carnage of the Great War. It would be only a matter 

of weeks however before the mortality of influenza would surpass the Great War in 

the ability to quickly kill on a mass scale. 

III. Warriors Against the Enemy of Influenza 

The sickness of the spring and summer did not go un-noticed by the 

authorities . Both military and civilian organizations took noticed of the 

unprecedented epidemic. The military was the first to move against influenza. The 

war effort was paran1ount. Influenza was seen as a hindrance to fulfilling the stateside 

war objective; to supply men to Europe in order to defeat the Germans. The 

numerous large scale outbreaks of influenza in the military training camps were 

negatively affecting the war effort and military leaders moved against influenza. 

Some of the greatest 1ninds in American 1nedicine were pitched into the national 

battle against the disease. 
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Rupert Blue, the Surgeon General o f  the United States Public Health Service, 

was responsible for inforn1ation and protection regarding the general health of the 

nation. Blue had charge of onlyl80 health officers and 44 quarantine stations across 

the nation. During the first wave, Blue released an advisory stating that the strain of 

influenza appears quickly, presents itself with general soreness and weakness ,  and 

lasts three to four days with the patient recovering. But Blue knew that the crowded 

military camps were the prime environment for influenza to spread and that from the 

camps influenza could easily spread to the civilian population. Blue was also 

occupied with the concern about the nation' s  medical professionals .  Due to the war 

effort, the medical ranks were depleted with many doctors and nurses being sent 

overseas with the American troops .  Blue was worried that if the disease reached the 

general population, that there would not be enough trained 1nedical personnel to deal 

with a large scale epidemic. 

Dr. Victor Vaughan was the Acting Surgeon General of the United States 

Anny. Dr. Vaughan served in the Army during the Spanish-American War twenty 

years earlier and was very familiar with how disease in a 1nilitary environment could 

quickly become extremely serious . Part of Vaughan' s responsibilities was to keep 

enough soldiers healthy enough to fulfill the shipping requiren1ents . Vaughan's office 

1nonitored the reports stating the nu1nber of sick soldiers in each of the cmnps, the 

reports of the sick soldiers arriving at eastern seaports ready for transport to Europe, 

and the medical reports from European ports where American solders disembarked. 

William Welch was a very distinguished pathologist, physician, and scientist. 

He was at the zenith of a stellar career, but had agreed to a request from President 
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Wilson to leave his position at the prestigious Johns Hopkins to join the battle against 

this ene1ny attacking America from within. His position was to troubleshoot for the 

Anny Surgeon General. Welch traveled to various Army training camps throughout 

the country on the lookout for ways to improve the health of American soldiers . It 

was the goal of the Army 1nedical authorities to have fewer men killed by disease 

than by battlefield wounds. 

These men of medicine knew that the training camps were the pnme 

incubators for disease. If influenza took hold in the training camps it would be serious 

but might be manageable. The military authorities could take action to control the 

spread of the disease within the population that they controlled. However, if the 

influenza spread into the civilian population, with the uncontrolled movement of 

people and commerce, the results could be devastating. 

The first wave of influenza in spring 19 18  made a lot of people (mostly 

soldiers and sailors) sick and killed relatively few. The summer of 19 18 saw influenza 

recede fr01n the public view of Americans. Influenza still affected Europe, but there 

was a war going on over there so sickness and disease were expected. Influenza was a 

concern for the military and the war effort, but the American civilian population 

thought that the specter of disease had come and gone. They were wrong. Influenza 

took the summer of 19 18  as a time to subside and grow stronger, to develop stronger 

strains, to become a mass killer. Was the influenza of 19 18  a unique occurrence that 

was perhaps spawned by the events of the world wide war? Or was this a new disease 

of the technologically advanced 20th century? 
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IV. Definition and Explanation of Influenza 

Infectious diseases are as old as the human race. Recorded history is full of 

references to episodes of disease wiping out large populations of humans. One of the 

most infamous was the bubonic plague that ravished Europe in the 14th century, 

known as the Black Death. Over a four year period the disease killed an estimated 

one-quarter to one-third of the population of Europe. Devastating epidemics have 

been caused by small pox, measles, tuberculosis, and other diseases throughout 

history. 

Diseases are caused by primitive organisms that are able to survive throughout 

the millenniums .  The organisms have evolved little from their original state. They are 

simple yet sophisticated creatures that have preyed on humans since the dawn of time. 

Influenza, one of the most common infectious diseases, is also one of the 

oldest in recorded history. Scientists believe that influenza first appeared somewhere 

in central Asia. In 4 1 2  B .C .  the Greek physician Hippocrates wrote about a sickness 

that he believed was brought by travelers from Asia. The sickness that Hippocrates 

wrote about had symptoms of influenza. Medical historians regard sicknesses of 

epidemic proportion in 1 1 73 and 1 5 1 0  to be influenza. By the 1 500 ' s  people were 

traveling further and farther around the globe. In 1 580 the first known epiden1ic of 

influenza was recorded. The word "influenza" was first used in the accounts of a 

wealthy Florentine family of this time period. The documentation noted the unusual 

conjunction of planets at the time of the epidemic . It was this "influence" of the 

planets and other circumstances that gave the sickness its name. It was commonly 
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believed that the coughs, colds and fevers were due to the influence of external 

factors, thus "influenza." 1 3  

As the population of the world increased, the population density increased and 

the mode of transportation improved; so did the occurrences and spread of influenza. 

In 1688 a sickness that resembles influenza spread from England and Ireland to the 

North A1nerican colony of Virginia. In January of 1699, in the colony of 

Massachusetts, Cotton Mather wrote about "a sickness that extended to almost all 

fmnilies . Few or none escaped, and many dyed especially in Boston." 1 4  Medical 

historians are quite positive that in the eighteenth century there were 13 severe 

epidemics and in the nineteenth century there were probably eight or nine epidemics .  

By the end of the 19th century, influenza was a common disease with frequent, though 

limited, outbreaks . 1 5 None of which were extremely deadly. 

What is influenza? Why does it become so deadly and how does it kill? These 

questions need to be answered for a thorough understanding of the 19 18  pandemic. 

Influenza is caused by a virus. Virus is defined as "any of various 

sub1nicroscopic pathogens consisting of essentially of a core of a single nucleic acid 

surrounded by a protein coat having the ability to replicate only inside a living cell ." 16 

The keywords in this definition are submicroscopic and ability to replicate itself only 

inside a living cell. The doctors and scientists on 19 18 were looking for a microscopic 

cause such as a bacterium. A virus is extretnely smaller than bacteriu1n and so it 

eluded scientists . While the scientific and medical communities searched for a 

13Y ouri Ghendon, "Introduction to Pandemic Influenza Through History," European Journal of 
Epidemiology, Vol. 10. No. 4 (Aug. 1994). 452-453 
14 Barry, 113. 
15 Goldsmith, 22. 
16 American Heritage Dictionary, 1432. 
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bacterial cause for influenza, the disease spread. It was not until scientific equipment 

advanced that viruses were seen for the first time in the 1 930 ' s . Viral diseases to this 

day are usually untreatable, but at least the n1edical world can isolate and see a virus 

with a micron microscope. 

History has shown where and when past epidemics occurred but where does 

the disease itself start? What is it about this submicroscopic organism that makes it so 

fearsome? 

A virus is just not a very small version of bacteria. Viruses are unique in their 

own niche of life. A virus does not need oxygen to live. Nor does it produce any 

waste product, or take part in any type of metabolic process. They do not reproduce 

sexually or reproduce through division like bacterium. A virus has only one function: 

to replicate itself. It needs a host cell to reproduce in and a host to provide an 

environment in which to spread and flourish. A virus invades the host cell, takes over 

the nucleus and robs the cell of its original function. The purpose of the invaded cell 

is to reproduce the alien virus, making hundreds of thousand copies in each cell . The 

power of a virus to do this  is held within its genes .  

In  most forms of life, genes are lined up in a row in a molecule of DNA 

(deoxyribonucleic acid) . DNA is relatively stable . Viruses line their genes up in Ri�A 

(ribonucleic acid) a sitnpler but less stable platform. The influenza virus is a 

combination of eight genes . 17 Genes hold the code for the creation of proteins that are 

the building blocks of life. Each protein has one function. When a virus invades a cell 

it takes over the host cell and forces it to reproduce the invader. The newly created 

viral proteins burst out of the host cell . The host cell dies and the body is now under 

17 Getz, 35. 
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attack from the newly released viruses . In an infection, this happens hundreds of 

thousands of times continuously. 1 8  

Influenza i s  the process i n  which this cellular piracy occurs i n  the lungs. The 

lungs are an mnazing organ. They are the key to life .  It is in the lungs that oxygen 

from the atmosphere is exchanged for the waste product of carbon dioxide fron1 the 

body .  This exchange occurs at the molecular levels through the metnbrane walls of 

the alveoli. Alveoli are tiny sacs of folded tissue that provide the surface area that 

allows the expulsion of deadly carbon dioxide for life sustaining oxygen. The 

capillaries in the alveoli are filled with single file red blood cells that carry on the 

exchange. In an adult male there are approximately 7 50 million alveoli providing an 

area of exchange 25 times that of the skin. 19 Any compromise to this delicate 

environment of exchange compromises life itself. It is here, deep within the human 

body, at the very source of life sustenance that the influenza virus strikes .  

Each type of virus attacks a certain type of cell (The reason will be discussed 

later.) Some viruses attack muscle cells while other attack nerve cells .  Influenza virus 

attacks epithelial cells. Epithelial cells line the respiratory tract including in the 

alveoli. With each inspiration, hundreds of thousands of air borne influenza viruses 

are inhaled into the body. Once in the body, the influenza virus seeks out its preferred 

target, the epithelial cells . The vast n1ajorities of inhaled particles do not 1nake a 

secure contact with the epithelial cells and are expelled by either exhalation or a 

cough. However it only takes one successful secure contact to start the infection. 20 

1 8  Barry, 98-100. 
19 Crosby, 8. 
20 

Getz, 34. 
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In order to understand how the infection gets started and why it so difficult for 

medical science to combat influenza at the viral level, a basic study of shape and size 

in nature needs to be appreciated. In nature everything has a specific shape and 

specific size for a specific reason. The reason is survival. Nothing in nature is wasted 

or random. The key to survival is the appropriate and efficient use of shape and size. 

Nature utilizes all forms of shapes having three dimensions. Shapes can be concave or 

convex. Every surface has either receptors that will receive a shape or protrusions that 

will fit into a receptor, most surfaces having a very specific cmnbination of both. 

The influenza virus is shaped like little balls or egg shaped?1 The virus 

consists of two portions, exterior and interior. In a simple analogy the virus is like a 

piece of M&M candy; soft interior surrounded by a hard exterior. Here is where the 

si1nple analogy ends . The hard protein covering of the influenza virus has a unique 

combination of receptors and protrusions . Each one of these receptors and protrusions 

are a marker. It identifies the type of cell that it is and the type of cell that it is able to 

attack. Each receptor and protrusion is a very cmnplex shape. Each complex shape is 

the 1narker, the devise that sends a message out to all other cells around it what it is 

and what is wants to do. The message on the influenza virus is that it wants to find 

epithelial cells. The protrusion and receptors on the virus are just the reverse of the 

protrusions and receptors on the epithelial cells .  This is just like a round peg fitting 

perfectly into a round hole. It is the exact perfect match. This allows the virus to 

"bind" to the epithelial cell, which starts the cellular invasion process. Not every 

influenza virus cell can bind with an epithelial cell . The vast 1najority of influenza 

virus cells created are defective in some way or another, just enough so that it does 

21 Kolada, 27. 
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not have the exact perfect fit to be able to bind. But it only takes one successful 

binding to start an infection. 

There are two types of uniquely shaped protrusions on the exterior of  the 

virus. One type of protrusion is hemagglutinin. 22 He1nagglutinin is a glycoprotein 

that is the majority of the protrusion on the influenza virus.23 He1nagglutinin is a 

trimeric shape and has 1 3  major variations . 24The purpose of hemagglutinin is to bind 

to the epithelial cell. The outside of the epithelial cell is covered with sialic acid 

which has the perfect receptor shape for the virus to anchor to . Once one 

he1nagglutinin is securely attached, the virus matches up many more hemagglutinin 

protrusions to the appropriate sialic acid receptors. The epithelial cell is now doomed 

because underneath the canopy of firmly attached hemagglutinin a pit is formed. This 

pit erodes away the membrane of the epithelial cell and once penetration is achieved, 

the virus invades the interior of the cell. Influenza virus is unique in this aspect 

because it does not bind to the outside of  the host cell . By invading the cell itself, the 

virus is hidden from the body ' s  defenses, the immune system. The virus invaded the 

host cell in a capsule called the vesicle . Once safely inside the host cell the vesicle 

starts to dissolve. This process is called "uncoating" of the virus and "fusion" with the 

cell. The genes of  the virus previously contained in the vesicle, now are free to attack 

the nucleus of the epithelial cell. The influenza virus is unique in this process due to 

the fact that its genetic code is contained on eight separate segments that can re-

arrange themselves in any order. Once inside the nucleus, the virus genes are inserted 

22 Barry, 103. 
23 

G.G. Brownlee and E. Fedor, "The Predicted Antigenicity of the Haemagglutin of the Spanish 

Influenza Pandemic Suggests an Avian Origin," Philosophical Transactions: Biological Sciences, Vol. 
356, No. 1416, (Dec. 29, 2001), 1871. 
24 

Anthony Keene, UCT lecture May 1995, http ://we.uct.ac.za/deptsmmi/jmoodie/influen2.html 
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into the genome of the cell and the function of the cell now has been changed. It is  no 

longer programmed to be an epithelial cell . The sole purpose of the cell now is to 

replicate the invading virus. The invaded cell has become a proficient viral factory. 

Quickly the cell becomes packed with newly replicated viruses waiting and wanting 

to explode into the host and find their own epithelial cells and begin the process over 

agmn. 

The other type of protrusion on the surface of the influenza virus is called 

neurmninidase.25 Neuraminidase is a box shaped protein and has 9 major varieties?6 

The purpose of neuraminidase is to create an exit for the newly created viruses held 

within the host cell . This exit strategy is achieved by the neuraminidase breaking up 

the remaining sialic acid on the surface of the host cell. It destroys the ability of s ialic 

acid to bind with the hemagglutinin on the exterior of the newly created viruses once 

they burst through the weakened cell membrane. This allows for a free release of new 

viruses from the dying host cell. On average, it takes about ten hours from first 

cellular attachtnent to cellular rupture. This time factor varies depending on the health 

of the human host. Many timefrmnes are much shorter. Very quickly the body is 

hosting millions of influenza viruses. 

Influenza virus uses Rt�A to carry its genetic infonnation. RNA tnutates n1uch 

faster that DNA and as such produces swarms of new versions . This enhances the 

ability of the virus to adapt to each individual host. This ability to quickly mutate in 

order to adapt usually is faster than the human immune system can respond. The 

25 Barry, 104. 
26 Anthony Keene, UCT lecture May 1995, http ://we .uct.ac.za/deptsmmi/jmoodie/influen2 .html 
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ability o f  the influenza virus to adapt to its environment is known as "passage."27 

When influenza virus with a weak pathogenicity passes from host to host, it 

reproduces more proficiently, growing and spreading more effectively. 

The human ilnmune system is very sophisticated and complex. It operates 

everywhere in the body. The system is a co-ordination of various players such as 

white blood cells, enzymes ,  antibodies and others .  They circulate throughout the 

body. All of these players are readers; they read the identifying markers on every cell 

they come in contact with. If the contacted markers are read as part of the body the 

immune system leaves them alone. If the markers are read as foreign or diseased, the 

immune system attacks .  The immune system is always looking for, and reading for 

antigens. Antigens are "substances that cause the body to produce antibodies in an 

allergic or immune response; they include proteins such as those found in viruses ,  

bacteria, pollen and foods ."  Antibodies are "proteins produced in the body as an 

immune response to help defend against invading foreign substances such as bacteria 

and viruses . "28 The prilnary antigens of the influenza virus are the surface protrusions 

of hemagglutinin and neuraminidase .  This is what the immune system is looking for. 

Once an antigen is identified the body makes antibodies to hunt the antigen down and 

kill it. The antibodies will only bind to the antigen that it will perfectly tnatch up to . 

The body also sets off a chain reaction of other defense responses in addition to 

antibodies. Body temperature rises causing fever, white blood cells are sent in mass to 

the infection site, capillaries dilate in order to let killer blood cells exit the 

bloodstream, and fluids (causing swelling) are sent to the infection site to flush the 

27 Barry, 177. 
28 Goldsmith, 99. 
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area of combatants . But the i1nmune system response takes time . This period allows 

the virus to gain a larger beachhead in the lungs. The battle between the body and the 

virus rages. If the immune system wins, the body lives . The victory of the immune 

system not only continues  life ,  it protects it for future invasions of the smne type . 

Specialized white blood cells called "memory T cells" remain in the body imprinted 

with the antigen pattern that it just successfully fought off. If a future invasion of the 

same antigen occurs, the body will already be programmed to fight it off. 29However, 

if the virus wins the conflict, the body dies .  

However, the influenza virus again shows its ability to  survive with its 

capability to change the shape of the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase . If the new 

shape is close to the old shape, the immune system can still read the shape and bind to 

them and kill it. If the new shape is so different than the old shape, the immune 

system will not be able to read the antigen receptors on the hemagglutinin and 

neuraminidase , bind to it and kill it. The virus then is free to attack the body. This 

process of shape changing is called antigen drift. The art of survival for the influenza 

virus is this ability to constantly change shape in order to evade the immune system 

that is hunting it. Antigenic drift allows the virus to evade the immune system in 

people with pre-existing immunity to a different influenza virus. Two different types 

of influenza viruses may invade a cell at the same time . The genes of each virus are 

segmented, therefore free to rearrange themselve s  into an entirely new configuration, 

producing a new variety with an entire new external configuration that the body needs 

to learn to identify and co1nbat. 30 

29 Barry, 109. 
30 Brownlee, 1871. 
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Once a successful shape has been achieved, it is this shape configuration that 

goes on to replicate itself millions of times over in the helpless host body. A new 

entirely different combination of hemagglutinin and neuraminidase shapes is called 

antigen shift. Antigen drift causes epidemics. Antigen shift causes pandemics. 

In order to identify the cotnbinations of the different hemagglutinin and 

neuraminidase shapes, a nmning system has been developed since 1 9 1 8  to help 

scientists track and attack the virus . The naming system simply gives a number to the 

shape that the hemagglutinin is presenting itself and a number to the shape that the 

neuraminidase is presenting itself. The virus that scientists believe caused the 19 1 8  

pandemic has been given the identification tag as "H 1N1 ."31 Research by medical 

historians and scientists has identified epidetnics of the past using this simple but 

effective naming system. The evolution of the strain of influenza A in 1 87 4 was 

H3N8,  1 890 was H2N2, 1 9 1 8  was H 1N 1 ,  1 957 was H2N2, 1 968 was H3N2, 1976 

was H1N1 and 1 977 was a combination of H1N1  and H3N2. The 1 976 strain was the 

same as 1 9 1 8  but did not develop into an epidemic. 32 

But where does this ever changing shifting and drifting virus originally cmne 

from? There have been three types of influenza virus strains identified. Influenza type 

A has the ability to change rapidly. Type B changes very slowly and has been only 

found in humans. Type C is very uncommon and only found in humans. Type A is the 

strain of the virus that causes extretnely dangerous conditions . Type A is found to 

31 Barry, 111. 
32 Anthony Keene, UCT lecture May 1995, http://we.uct.ac.za/deptsmmi/jmoodie/influen2.html 
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occur naturally in the digestive tracts of wild waterfowl especially migrating birds. 33 

These migrating birds pass the virus from their bodies in their excrement. The virus 

tainted excrement drop to the ground or in water where domesticated fowl become 

contaminated. The virus does not 1nake the wild fowl sick but can and does 1nake 

domestic fowl sick. This is referred to as "avian flu". The virus infects the host bird 

where it undergoes the usual types of transformation that allows it to survive and be 

spread quickly to other birds in the flock. Entire flocks can be wiped out by avian flu, 

killing the birds by respiratory failure. As the virus festers and grows in a self 

perpetuating population such as a flock of birds, the conditions become perfect for a 

new type of virus gene combination that will allow the influenza virus to jump the 

species barrier. The virus shifted enough so that it is strong enough to live in another 

species; this time in swine. Swine provide an environment that creates the "perfect 

storm" of influenza mutations .  The epithelial cells in the respiratory tracts of swine 

have receptors that can bind with both avian viruses and human viruses. Once the 

viruses have entered the host swine epithelial cells, they are free to re-arrange the 

eight segmented genes into any combination that works . Numerous cmnbinations are 

tried in each cell but it is only the cmnbination of human flu genes and avian flu 

genes that is strong enough to reproduce en-n1ass in the host swine. The successful 

combination is passed through out the herd intensifying in intensity and density. The 

respiratory systems of humans and swine are very similar physically and che1nically . .  

Swine act as the re-assorters and transformers for influenza viruses. A virus that is 

33Jeffery Taubenberger and others, "Integrating Historical, Clinical and Molecular Genetic Data in 
Order to Explain the Origin and Virulence of the 1918 Spanish Influenza Virus," Philosophical 
Transactions: Biological Sciences, Vol. 356, No. 1416 (Dec 29, 2001), 1829-1839. 1829. 
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proving to be successful within a swine population has a high probability to survive in 

h 1 . 34 a uman popu atlon. 

The opportunity to jump the species barrier can only occur in an environment 

where the species intermix freely and closely. Asian cultures have a history of 

allowing domestic birds (chickens and ducks) to intermix freely with s1nall herds of 

pigs. Rural villages where birds and pigs wander freely are just as 1nuch prime 

breeding grounds as urban market places crowded with birds and pigs. 

Thus, medical historians generally agree that Asia has been the source of 

many epidemics of influenza through history. The virus is air borne, propelled into 

crowded spaces by coughs and/or sneezes .  Discharges from infected avian and/or 

swine mucus membranes spread the virus among the dense population. Into this 

atmosphere of airborne contaminants, add humans that have epithelial cells similar to 

swine. The virus that has been brewing itself within an unknowing but prime breeding 

ground has developed the ability and strength to jump the species barrier a second 

time; this time from swine to humans . A full scale infection needs only one successful 

binding. The opportunity for a successful binding is dramatically increased in the 

dense, multi -specie population. The human tries to expel the virus by coughing and 

sneezing and so the hurnan to hun1an contan1ination begins . There are separate strains 

of influenza that effect only birds and stay within the bird population. There are also 

influenza strains that effect only swine and stay within the swine population. It is the 

strain of influenza that has shown the ability to jump the species barrier twice that 

develops into human killing pandemics . The strain of H5N1 in 1997 killed 1 8  people 

in Hong Kong but was prevented from spreading further when public health officials 

34  Hollenbeck, 23-24. 
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required every chicken in Hong Kong to be slaughtered and carcasses burned. The 

wholesale slaughter of 1 .2 million chickens was a successful attempt to stop the virus 

at its source. 

V. Symptoms of Influenza 

The early physical symptoms of the 1 9 1 8  influenza were just like any other 

case of the flu or bad cold. It usually started with coughing and sneezing. This was 

followed with dull headache, muscular pain, and fever. About 20% of patients had 

this mild form of influenza. They recovered quickly. The rest of the patients 

experienced one of two fatal pathways as the symptoms quickly increased in 

intensity. One pathway was an accelerated course to death sometimes occurring in a 

day or even just hours from onset. The other pathway took the patient on a journey of 

four or five days of sickness, then bacteria would invade the weakened, severely 

damaged lungs causing a deadly case of pneu1nonia. All victims suffered the same 

symptoms. Patients complained of splitting headaches never before experienced. 

Muscular pains could be so intense that it left the patient completely prostrate, unable 

to care for others or themselves. No amount of blankets would drive away the chills 

that were quickly followed a growing fever. Fevers spiked within a few hours to 

levels that resulted in febrile convulsions and/or delusions. In an atte1npt to rid the 

body of the virus, the immune system sent fluids to the lungs. The virus provoked the 

im1nune system to create uncontrolled inflmnmation in the lungs in order to fight off 

the infection . This excessive infla1nn1ation and fluids weakened the structure of the 

inner lungs. The weakened blood vessels at the alveoli level leaked, causing blood 

tinged fluid to fill the lungs .  The patient would try to clear the liquid by coughing, 
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thus shedding the virus and spreading it to others. The heavy sputum was also cleared 

by spitting. Patients became very short of breath in-between harsh coughs. Their faces 

became blotchy and turned a bluish tint. The blue rapidly turned to a purple color as 

the level of oxygen in the bloodstream sank. Delirious from lack of oxygen, patients 

thrashed, coughed and spit without regards for others as they vainly attempted to 

breathe. Blood leaked from eye sockets . Uncontrollable nose bleeding was also 

common. These symptoms could increase slowly over a day or two or progress 

extremely rapidly. 

Children reported that when they left for school in the morning one of their 

parents might have had a slight cough. When they returned home frmn school that 

same parent would be dead. Healthy children would be playing outside on the 

weekends and be dead by Wednesday. People were flooding the hospitals, looking for 

some relief and answers . Patients were piled in whatever space was available. By the 

time 1nost patients reached the hospital, they were approaching the end stage of the 

disease. Medical staff quickly learned how to estilnate the stage of the disease by how 

the patient looked. The decision to treat the treatable and ignore others was extremely 

painful for medical personnel . Nurses and doctors knew that they could do nothing 

else to do for the patient and that death was near when the patient' s  feet turned black. 

Pinkish foam bubbled out of their mouths in-between weakening coughs. The vast 

1najority of patients died due to secondary bacterial pneumonia. There were no 

antibiotics in 1 9 1 8 . They died rapidly after the onset of symptoms either of massive 
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acute pulmonary hemorrhage or pulmonary ede1na. 3 5  Influenza patients drowned in 

their own body fluids . 

Dorothy Deming was student nurse in 1 9 1 8 . In 1 957 she wrote about her 

experiences during the epide1nic. At the beginning of the epidemic she worked her 

regular 12 hour shift in the flu ward. The flu ward soon invaded the entire hospital. 

She remembered that a night without a single death was unusual and at the peak of 

the epidemic one death per hour was com1non. In 1 9 1 8  there were no wonder drugs or 

bedside hospital equipment that we take for granted today. Deming wrote that the 

only real care the nursing staff could provide was supportive. She administered a 

variety of cough medicines, expectorants, and stimulants for respiratory and cardiac 

benefit. Cupping (the practice of pounding the chest and/or back with cupped hands 

in order to break up fluids in the lungs) and poulticing were common. She tried to get 

patients to drink fluids, but as the disease progressed, drinking became more difficult. 

For six weeks Dorothy and her fellow nurses did battle in the wards of the hospital. 

The epidemic and the crisis it created were accepted and the burden carried. This 

stoic, patriotic attitude is represented very well in Dorothy' s  reflection back on those 

times . "Those were dedicated weeks, as truly under fire as though we were with our 

brothers in the Argonne." 36 

The vast majority of influenza deaths were a result of a secondary infection of 

bacterial pneumonia that followed the initial viral infection. The pneumonia was 

caused when bacteria that normally inhabit the nose and throat invaded the lungs 

along a pathway created when the virus destroyed the cells that line the respiratory 

35 Taubenberger, 1831. 
36 Dorothy Deming, The American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 57, No. 10 (Oct., 1957), 1308-09. 
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tract and deep into the lungs. The damaged respiratory system had no defense from an 

otherwise benign native bacterium. The body was at war against itself. 37 

VI. Rochester Is Introduced to Influenza 

Rochester escaped the first wave of influenza in the spring of 1 9 1 8 . The cases 

of influenza that did occur were absorbed into the everyday occurrence of life. The 

first wave was primarily a military issue. Fortunately, there was no large military base 

or training camp in or near Rochester where influenza could breed and infect. 

However, Rochester was aware of the first wave. Newspapers were the main source 

of information to the public. Newspapers communicated with each other by telegraph. 

The wire service was crucial to the disbursement of information in 1 9 1 8 . Rochester 

newspapers gleamed the wire service for information to pass on to their readers. 

A source of infonnation coming into Rochester was the New York Times. 

Although it was one of many newspapers in New York City, it was of special interest 

to Rochester due to its detailed coverage of the business world, based in New York 

City. Rochester in 1 9 1 8  was a bustling city full of manufacturing companies that were 

connected to the world and the New York Times was a way to monitor that 

connection. The newspaper was shipped to Rochester and in the time it took a train to 

get from New York City to Rochester, Rochesterians could be reading the news of the 

world. 

The people of Rochester knew of the influenza outbreak of the spring of 1 9 1 8  

through reading the New York Times and from what local Rochester newspapers 

1918  
Influenza Pandemic." 



picked up off the wire services. News about the first wave was usually contained in 

articles about the war. Influenza information was contained in the war coverage 

articles or as little side stories . Local newspapers did not give much attention to 

influenza because it was not a big local story. 
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What attention Rochesterians did give to the influenza story was because of 

local men being in the military. People were concerned about their men fighting 

influenza before they even had a chance to fight the Germans. Towards the end of the 

smnmer of 1 9 1 8, there was an increase in the coverage of influenza in the newspapers 

of large east coast cities as Influenza started to becmne a news item unto itself. No 

longer was influenza tied only to military news reports. Influenza started to become a 

standalone issue. 

The last week of August, 1 9 1 8  influenza came out of its self imposed 

hibernation. An unusual incident occurred in Boston, Massachusetts that caught the 

attention of local Boston newspapers and the New York Times. 

The harbor at Boston was one of the main ports of departure for servicemen 

bound for the battlefields of Europe. The 1nilitary authorities, in their manner of 

consolidating in order to get correct counts of men and material, funneled everything 

through a large pier complex called Commonwealth Pier. On their way to be packed 

into troop transport ships, all soldiers and sailors crossed the docks at Commonwealth 

Pier. 

On August 27, 1 9 1 8, a large number of sailors working on the Commonwealth 

Pier reported sick with influenza-like symptoms. On the 30th, there were over 60 

influenza patients in sick bay at the Pier. Within a few days, the sickbay station on the 
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Cmnmonwealth Pier was so overcrowded with influenza patients that about 50 cases 

were moved to Chelsea Naval Hospital. A common description of how the sick 

sailors felt were that they "had been beaten all over the body with a club ."38 On 

September 1 st, 8 1  men reported sick with influenza, the next day another 1 06 reported 

unable to work. Two days later, on Septe1nber 4th, 1 1 9 more men reported to sick bay 

with influenza. 39 

This event on the Commonwealth Pier was significant because prior to 

departure from Boston, all soldiers were processed through Camp Devens. And all 

soldiers returning from Europe at the Commonwealth Pier were also processed at 

Camp Devens. From there, soldiers were either sent to other military stations or sent 

home. Camp Devens became a funnel of disease. 

Camp Devens was located just outside Boston, Massachusetts . Just as 1nost 

military facilities in the First World War, Camp Devens was extremely overcrowded. 

The large population of young men was constantly changing with units of soldiers 

coming and going in the flow of the war effort. Camp Devens served as a collecting 

point for soldiers that had been trained at various training camps scattered throughout 

the United States . These soldiers were a prime example of a cross section of the 

American population. They were from the largest cities and the srnallest han1lets , they 

were from wealthy long established A1nerican families and they were the sons of 

poor, recent immigrants . However, they all shared two common factors : they were 

young and healthy (the unhealthy recruits had already been weeded out prior to 

arrival at Camp Devens) . 
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This population of young, healthy soldiers in a fluid, overcrowded 

environment was the perfect breeding ground for the influenza virus to emerge from 

its sumtner hiatus. This repeats what you 've explained earlier. . An infected cough or 

sneeze in the middle of the night in a tightly packed, overcrowded barracks spread the 

virus quickly. The next day, the soldiers who shared the infected barracks were 

carrying the virus within them. Soon the virus would invade their respiratory systems 

and they would become sick and infectious. All this was occurring as the flow of 

soldiers was constantly in motion and changing direction. 

The first soldier with influenza at Camp Devens reported to sick bay on 

September ih. This soldier was from Company B,  42nd Infantry. The next day, 

September gth, 1 2  soldiers from Company B, 42nd Infantry reported to sick bay. They 

all cmnplained of fever, headache, prostration, cough, drippy nose, sore throat and 

that their backs and legs ached terribly. By September 1 6th' 36 more soldiers form 

Company B, 42nd Infantry reported to sick bay with the same symptoms as their 

comrades .  This was out of a company of 1 00 soldiers . Across the vast expanse of 

Camp Devens, influenza attacked. By the 1 8th of September, the total number of 

influenza patients at Camp Devens was 1 ,  1 76 .  By the 23rd of September, 1 2,604 cases 

of influenza had been reported. Between 7 Aiv1 on the 22nd and 7 Aiv1 of the 23rd, 66 

soldiers had died.40 

The outbreak of influenza at Camp Devens grabbed the attention very quickly 

of the military authorities. Such a large virulent outbreak had the potential of 

adversely affecting the war effort. 

4° Crosby, 5,6. 
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Dr. William Welch and Dr. Victor Vaughan were dispatched by their military 

superiors to Camp Devens to investigate the outbreak. The day they arrived 90 1nore 

soldiers died. On his arrival at Camp Devens, Dr Vaughan wrote, "I saw hundreds of 

young stalwart men in uniform coming into the wards . . .  every bed was full yet others 

crowded in. The faces wore a bluish cast; a cough brought up the blood stained 

sputum."41 Welch, being a pathologist reported to the morgue to conduct an autopsy, 

hoping to be able to learn more about how and what was killing so many soldiers so 

quickly. In the open chest of an influenza victhn, Dr. Welch found the cause of death. 

In the autopsy of a healthy patient, the lungs are the lightest part of the body. They 

are pink, fluffy and lightweight. Dr. Welch found the lungs of these dead soldiers to 

be heavy, sodden, masses filled with blood tinged fluids . The soldiers drowned in 

their own body fluids. Their slate gray bodies were stacked like firewood in the 

hallways of the morgue, waiting for the overburdened undertakers to do their work. 

By the middle of September, 1 9 1 8, influenza established a firm beach-head on 

A1nerican soil. The wharfs and piers of Boston harbor were ratnpant with sick 

soldiers and sailors . Camp Devens was reeling under the onslaught of this quick killer 

of healthy young men. 

Influenza spread through the overcrowded military population extremely 

quickly and escaped into the civilian population easily. The war effort mobilized all 

aspects of the economy and there were daily interactions between military and 

civilian individuals and organizations. The Boston area in 1 9 1 8  was a typical urban 

area. Newly arrived immigrants lived in cramped tenement housing and provided 

manual labor such as loading and unloading ships down at the Commonwealth Pier. 
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Boston was a hub of co1nmerce and transportation. From Boston, influenza hitched a 

ride on the sailors on the ships leaving Boston harbor and on the people riding the 

railroads connecting Boston to the rest of the country. 

On September 3 ,  1 9 1 8, the first civilian with influenza was ad1nitted to Boston 

City Hospital. The first cases of death attributed to influenza at Boston City Hospital 

occurred on September 8, when three men died. Influenza was killing in the military 

and civilian populations alike. 

It was this large rapid outbreak of deadly influenza that first got the attention 

of the people of Rochester. There were four major English speaking newspapers in 

Rochester in 1 9 1 8 : The Democrat and Chronicle located at 59-6 1 Main St East, The 

Rochester Times Union and A dvertiser located at 22 Exchange Street, The Rochester 

Herald located at 34-36 Aqueduct Street, and The Post Express located at 5 South 

Water Street. 42 These four major newspapers, The New York Times and other out

of- city newspapers and ethnic language newspapers relayed the events of the day to 

their readers. 

Illness and disease in the 1nilitary were an accepted part of war. Previous to 

the fall outbreak, any reports about influenza or any other sickness had been blended 

and buried in the news of the war. The military propaganda rnachine controlled the 

information available to the public and was careful to minimize any perceived 

weakness in the American war effort. However, the unprecedented avalanche of 

influenza cases and deaths could not be contained. 

The New York Times had been watching the events in Boston and reporting 

about them in their stories about the war effort. Due to the proximity of New York 

42 1919 Rochester City Directory, (Rochester New York, 1919), 1196 
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City to Boston, it was a story to keep up with. Ships from infected Boston harbor 

were docking in New York harbor one day later. Sick or infected crew and passengers 

ended up in New York City hospitals . On September 1 3 ,  1 9 1 8  the Times ran a story 

on page 7 with a title of "City Is Not in Danger fr01n Spanish Grip." (newspapers 

used a variety of names for influenza such as Spanish flu, Spanish Grip, LaGrippe, 

Grippe) The purpose of the story was to calm the public about any fear of an 

epidemic originating from the infected ships .  

In 1 9 1 8, mass transport of people and products over long distances was 

accomplished by rail or water. Rochester 1 9 1 8  was a center of both forms of 

transportation. The Erie Canal still was still being used although the railroads had cut 

deeply into their business. The Erie Canal crossed the Genesee River at Rochester. 

Rochester was served by 12  different rail lines. Rail lines connected Rochester to 

Syracuse to the east and Buffalo to the west. Other rail lines paralleled the Genesee 

River up to their stations in Rochester where the canal crossed the river. All the train 

stations were a scene of mass movement of people and products, which were moved 

by large groups of men and boys that worked alongside the traveling passengers . This 

work was usually done by recent im1nigrants to the city. The train stations were in 

different areas of the city. There was a station on \Vest Avenue that was used by the 

Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railway. They also had a station on Oak Street. A 

station on Court Street next to the canal was used by the Erie Railroad Company, the 

Lehigh Valley Railroad, the Rochester, Lockport and Buffalo Railroad Corporation, 

and also the Rochester and Syracuse Railroad. The Rochester and Syracuse Railroad 

also had a station on University at the comer of Culver Road. The New York Central 
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Railroad used a large station on Central A venue at the corner of Clinton A venue, a 

station on Lyell Avenue at Warner Street and a station on Allen Street at Plymouth 

Avenue North. New York State Railways used a station at 267 State Street. The 

Pennsylvania Railroad had a station at 357 West Main Street. The station on Central 

at Clinton was also used by the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad along 

with the West Shore Railroad.43 

The location of the train stations and a general identification of the workers at 

the stations are critical to understanding how influenza reached Rochester and spread 

out through the city. Trains were the mass transit of 1 9 1 8 . People were the cargo of 

the trains and influenza was the cargo of the people. The railroads were the highway 

for influenza into Rochester. Nice 

Historians have been able to research medical records and news reports of 

cities across  the nation. A pattern developed showing how influenza infection 

followed the rail lines out of the Boston area. Once influenza reached the other large 

east coast cities such as New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington 

D.C . ,  the virus had an almost unlimited population in which to breed and replicate. 

Historians have also been able to research the further spread of influenza from these 

n1etropolitan areas along rail line as well . 

VII. September, 1918 

Rochester, New York was a bustling city of just under 250,000 people in 

1 9 1 8, a typical mid-size city of the early 20th century. The city was home to a variety 

of businesses, factories and shops. Eastman Kodak was well established as a major 

employer in Rochester. Rochester was hon1e to a large immigrant population that 

43 1919 Rochester City Directory, (Rochester, New York, 1919), 58, 88. 
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came to Rochester to work in the clothing industry. The city was served by an electric 

street car mass transit system that workers crowded into on their way to and from 

work. Railroads connected Rochester to the rest of the world. The city was divided 

into 23 wards that were the grassroots level of municipal government and fostered as 

sense of community. Rochester was served by five hospitals in 1 9 1 8 . Rochester 

General Hospital was located at 4 7 1 -5 17 West Main Street. St. Mary ' s  Hospital was 

at the comer of Genesee Street and West Main Street. The Hahnemann Hospital was 

at the corner of South A venue and Mt. V em on Ave. Rochester Homeopathic Hospital 

was located at 224 Alexander Street. The Municipal Hospital was on Waring Road 

near Clifford A venue. The Municipal Hospital was owned and operated by the City of 

Rochester. 

An ardent reader of the variety of newspapers in Rochester would have been 

able to track the influenza epide1nic as it escaped from the Boston area and spread 

along the East Coast. Such a reader would have known the damage that influenza was 

inflicting and the lack of controlling tneasures taken by the authorities . Just as it was 

easy to read the newspapers to track the advancement of the troops in Europe, it was 

easy to follow the spreading influenza epidetnic as it marched towards Rochester. 

Rochesterians becmne aware of the second wave of influenza in early 

Septetnber 1 9 1 8 . The effect of influenza on the war effort, especially the situation at 

Ca1np Devens was reported as a war story, not a menacing tnedical issue. Influenza 

was not a standalone story line yet. It was just part of the war environment. The 

papers were full of articles about the progress of the war. The war dominated the 
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the end of a column. 
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On Wednesday, September 1 8, the Rochester Times Union ran a very s1nall 

article on page one. It was a three sentence article about Gloucester, Massachusetts . 

The schools, public amusements and dance halls were ordered closed due to 

influenza. An emergency hospital had been established there due to the two hospitals 

in Gloucester were full of influenza patients. The story headline referred to influenza 

as "grip." 

Two days later, on Friday, September 20, the Rochester Democrat and 

Chronicle ran a page one story about "400 New Cases of the Grippe" in New York 

City. The authorities there sent physicians and nurses to the railroad stations in the 

city to treat travelers showing "symptoms of the malady." This story was of concern 

to Rochester readers. Rochester and New York City were connected by a train ride of 

only a half a day. 

Just like today, the rich and famous were followed by the media in 1 9 1 8 , 

especially if a pro1ninent name was involved. The Rochester Herald ran a story on 

September 20 that informed Rochester readers that Assistant Secretary of the Navy, 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, a cousin of the former President Roosevelt, was sick with 

influenza. Secretary Roosevelt had just returned from Europe on war business and 

was one of many influenza patients on the cross Atlantic steamer. 

On the same front page, the Herald ran a story about the fight against 

influenza. From Washington D.C . ,  Surgeon General Rupert Blue asked the Division 

of Medicine of the National Research Council to determine the exact nature of the 
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microbe o r  micro-organism that was behind the growing epidemic. Blue suggested 

that fresh air, nutritious diet, including plenty of milk and covering of every cough 

and sneeze would be of help. Rochester, along with the rest of the nation would 

receive advice from Surgeon General Blue throughout the time span of the epidemic. 

The Rochester Post Express ran a story on September 20, which linked 

influenza in Camp Devens Massachusetts and Camp Upton New York. Army 

Surgeon General Gorgas warned that the disease was expected to appear at other 

Anny camps around the country. This story should have concerned Rochester readers 

in a couple of ways. First, the disease was spreading throughout the Army training 

camps. Men from Rochester were being sent to various training camps across the 

country. Next, Arrny personnel were in constant motion traveling along the 

interconnecting rail lines, potentially spreading the disease where ever they went. 

This included coming home to Rochester prior to shipping out to war. 

Saturday morning, September 2 1 ,  on page one of the Democrat and Chronicle 

the influenza epidemic started to be a numbers story. Tucked in between stories about 

the war, Army Surgeon General Gorgas reported that there were 9,3 1 3  cases of 

influenza in nine different training camps .  Camp Upton New York reported 604 cases 

and Camp Syracuse reported 61 cases. Influenza was only a train ride of a couple of 

hours away frmn Rochester. 

On page two on the same day, the Democrat and Chronicle reported that 

bacteriologists in New York City ' s  Department of Health had discovered a new 

organis1n in the research of the epidemic. It was a two-sentence story that gave no 

details .  
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The evening edition of the Times Union on the 2 1 st reported that influenza had 

forced a quarantine of the Great Lakes Naval Training Station in Chicago. Rochester 

readers knew that night that influenza was not contained along the East Coast. It had 

spread inland and into the Naval training system. The story states that it is believed 

that the infection was spread by retun1ing personnel and that the illness had escaped 

into the surrounding civilian population. Men from Rochester were now threatened by 

influenza in the Army and the Navy, from the East and from the West. 

On the same day the Post Express continued the numbers game in the 

reporting of the epidemic. Rochester readers were informed that there were no 

definite figures to the extent of the spread of influenza among the 4 7 ,000 men at 

Great Lakes Naval Training Station, where men from Rochester were being sent to . 

Surprisingly, tucked away on page seven of the September 2 1 st edition of the 

Post Express, there was a story that was local and positive. 

Dr. Joseph Roby, Acting Health Officer for Rochester, informed readers that 

there were no cases of influenza in Rochester. Instead, Dr. Roby stated that the 

illnesses similar to influenza were in fact lobar pneumonia. Lobar pneumonia could 

be treated with a serum, said Dr. Roby, and be almost 1 00% effective .  The sub-

headline to this story read that a quick recovery was expected when patient was 

inoculated. 

The Times Union reported on the evening of Monday September 23 , that 1 00 

deaths occurred at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station since the outbreak began .  

The Naval authorities reported one in ten men were affected by the illness and that 
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the sailors were on restricted liberties but the base was not closed to civilians coming 

and going. This story ran on page one. 

On page 1 3  of the same edition, a story ran entitled "How To Avoid 

Influenza." The death rate had become so high in the military population and the 

disease was spreading rapidly into the civilian population that President Woodrow 

Wilson commented for the first time on the epidemic. Army Surgeon General Gorgas 

issued rules to observe to avoid the disease. President Wilson urged that the rules be 

distributed throughout the nation and that all citizens follow that rules .  

The rules were: 

1 .  A void needless crowding - influenza is a crowd disease 

2 .  Smother your coughs and sneezes - others do not want the germs 

which you would throw away. 

3 .  Your nose, not your mouth, was made to breathe through - get the 

habit 

4 .  Remember the three C ' s - a clean mouth, clean skin and clean 

clothes. 

5 .  Try to keep cool when you walk and warm when you ride and 

sleep. 

6. Open the windows - always at home at night; at the office when 

practicable. 

7 .  Food will win the war if  you give i t  a chance - help by choosing 

and chewing your food well. 



8 .  Your fate 1nay be  in  your own hands - wash your hands before 

eating. 
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9 .  Don't let the waste product of digestion accumulate - drink a glass 

or two of water on getting up. 

1 0 . Don't use a napkin, towel, spoon, fork, glass or cup which has 

been used by another person and not washed. 

1 1 . A void tight clothes, tight shoes, tight gloves - seek to make nature 

your ally not your prisoner. 

12 .  When the air is pure, breathe all of it you can - breathe deeply. 

These rules were sent to all military and government offices and installations for 

distribution. This included Rochester. 

On Tuesday, September 24, grim news about influenza greeted Rochester 

readers as they opened their morning newspapers . On page one of the Democrat and 

Chronicle, directly under a map detailing a battle in Europe, an article ran the title of 

"23 ,000 cases of Spanish Grippe in Army Camps." This was up from 9 ,000 just three 

days earlier. The story printed right below this one told of 37  civilian deaths in New 

York City in one day due to influenza. 

In the same edition, the manufacturers of Father John' s Medicine, ran an 

advertisement stating that in order to avoid influenza, people that are weak and run 

down should use their product. It was billed as being a "common-sense preventive, to 

be taken at once because of the pure food elements which this old-fashioned, 

wholesome body-builder is made. Guaranteed to be free of alcohol and dangerous 

drugs ." 
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By the evening of the 24t\ the Times Union reported influenza was so 

rampant in Boston that authorities were forced to close all schools until further notice. 

The Boston area reported an average of 1 00 deaths per 24 hour period over the past 

few days Children were now becoming infected and spreading the disease. It was no 

longer an adult disease or a 1nilitary disease. It was a killing disease. 

At the bottom of page one, on the same evening, it was reported that 

"Rochester Physicians Called to Combat Sickness in East." Rochester became 

involved in the influenza epidemic at a personal l�\el. Men were leaving Rochester to 

fight influenza along with leaving to fight the Germans. 

The morning edition of the Democrat and Chronicle carried a story on page 

three, quoting officials from the National Public Health Service. Surgeon General 

Blue stated that influenza was reported in 26 states, mainly east of the Mississippi and 

declared an influenza epidemic in New England. 

On Wednesday, September 25 ,  1 9 1 8  influenza claimed its first Rochester 

victim. The Times Union reported on page five that William Henry, 28 years old, died 

of influenza at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station. He left behind a wife and 

child. 

The Herald reported on the same day that new cases of influenza in the Anny 

had increased by 2,943 in less than 24 hours . 

Starting from this point in time, the recording of influenza became 1nore 

precise and personal. Deaths rates were given in 24 hour buckets and victims started 

to be named. It was no longer a story that happened far away to nameless soldiers and 

sailors. Rochester readers started to see that influenza was spreading uncontrolled in 
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the military; it had invaded the civilian population, affected children, and had claimed 

a local man. 

On the morning of September 26, the Democrat and Chronicle reported in a 

small, two sentence article, at the bottom of the page, that cases of influenza in army 

camps topped 3 0,000. That was more than 7,000 new cases in less than 48 hours. 

The Herald reported on the 26th in a front page story that Camp Syracuse had 

declared an influenza epidemic listing 2,000 cases and 14  deaths . So many nurses 

were taken ill that a call was put out to Rochester and other cities to send nurses to 

help. 

However, on September 26th, the people of Rochester were presented with a 

story of at least promising news. The Times Union that night ran a story on page nine 

that ran a headline of cautious optimism. The small article was entitled, "No Actual 

Case of Influenza; Suspicious Cases Are Reported."  The first sentence reassured 

readers that two suspected cases of Spanish Influenza were reported, but there were 

no actual positive cases of the epide1nic in the city. The story continues to comfort 

readers by stating that the epide1nic is rampant in the New England states and even 

downstate New York, but not in Rochester. The story hopes to give the illusion of a 

safe enclave frorn the disease by reporting that Syracuse "has hundreds of cases and 

10  deaths," while Rochester health authorities are taking all possible precautions by 

urging the public to follow the various prevention measures that have been suggested. 

The positive and promising reports of the 26th were swept away by the 

mon1ing headlines of the Democrat and Chronicle on the 2i11• On page one, under 

the latest news from the European war front, was a story of importance to all 
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Rochesterians. Provost marshal-General Crowder cancelled the order for entrainment 

of all soldiers between October ih and October 1 1 th . This order affected 1 42,000 draft 

registrants around the country. Every state had a quota of draftees to fulfill and men 

from Rochester were of course included. This meant that the 1 42,000 men scheduled 

to report to the various training camps were to stay home. The federal govemtnent 

was taking steps for the first time to try to contain the epidemic. The story reported 

that in the last 24 hours 6, 1 3 9  new cases were reported along with 1 70 deaths . The 

story continued to inform readers that stamping out influenza had been recognized by 

the federal government as a war measure. Local medical and nursing units were 

being put on alert and were to be under the direction of a soon to be created 

committee representing the Public Health Service, the Anny, the Navy and the 

American Red Cross. 

New York State officials were quoted on page 12 of the same edition of the 

Democrat and Chronicle. Commissioner of Health, Hermann M. Biggs confirmed 

that New York State was being confronted by the influenza epidemic just as the states 

of New England were. What was worse was that the headline for the article stated that 

there was "No Known Cure" according to Mr. Biggs. The article told readers that no 

cure was available because there was no known cause for the i llness. The staff of  the 

New York State Departtnent of Health was conducting laboratory investigations into 

the illness but nothing definitive had been determined. What had been determined 

was that the disease presented itself with uniform symptoms. Dr. Biggs informed 

readers what symptoms to watch for. These were the first wan1ing signs that 

Rochesterians had. Dr. Biggs urged citizens to be cognizant of fevers of 1 0 1  to 1 05 ,  
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headache, muscle pains, a great deal of prostration, and at first, a dry nagging cough. 

In this observation of the disease, Dr. Biggs stated it was seldom fatal in and of itself. 

It was when the disease was so intense that pneumonia was allowed to set in that 

death may occur. Dr. Biggs noted that the complication of pneumonia was "very 

1nuch to be dreaded; many deaths have already occurred from pnemnonia." It was 

accepted that the illness was spread by contact, so Dr. Biggs warned to avoid "badly 

aired and crowed places . "  He also warned against excesses in eating or drinking, over 

exertion, and over fatigue as ways to avoid influenza. Finally, Dr. Biggs shared with 

the readers his hope that the epidemic would "run its course as rapidly as possible and 

subside before the cold weather sets in." 

However, if anyone in Rochester did have influenza, page 24 had an 

advertisement for A.D.B . Grippe Tabs for 25 cents . 

The morning 1nail on September 2ih, 1 9 1 8  brought a letter to Acting 

Rochester Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby. The letter was fro1n the American Public 

Health Association (APHA). The APHA letter called for an urgent convention to 

address the expanding influenza epidemic "which has spread so widely and threatens 

to seriously hamper war preparations ."44 

The evening edition of the Times Union on the 2ih ran both an encouraging 

story and a discouraging story. On page 8 ,  it was reported that Congress appropriated 

one million dollars to fight influenza. (In 1 9 1 8 , one million dollars was an 

extraordinarily large sum of money) . On the next page, Rochester readers learned of 

the death of Private John Clancy, fonnerly of 820 University Avenue. Private Clancy 

44 Goler Papers, Box Letters 3/1/98 2/1/1919, letter of September 27, 1918, Rochester Public Library 
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was a member of 28th Company, ih Battalion, 1 24th Depot Brigade stationed at Fort 

Dix. He died of influenza at 27 years old. 

An article on the bottom of page one of the Post Express on the 2i11 informed 

the people of Rochester that at the University of Rochester, the registration of young 

1nen into the Student Military Training Corps had been suspended due to influenza. 

The order from Washington was prompted in order to preserve the health of the 

Student Corp.  Students were to go on with regular studies . 

The influenza epidemic continued to be interwoven within the national war 

effort. As it affected the Army, it affected the nation as a whole. Influenza began to 

cripple the A1nerican war effort in a measurable manner by the last week in 

September. The Democrat and Chronicle reported on page 2 on the 28th that the 

Anny released mortality figures for the past week. The death rate due to influenza of 

military personnel at home in the United States was more than twice the nonn. It was 

expected to continue to climb. 

The Rochester Herald broke the story of influenza being confirmed in 

Rochester in their Saturday September 28th edition. Four cases were confirmed by 

Acting Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby. One was the case of a soldier who just 

returned frorn Carnp Dix, one civilian man and two wornen civilians . Dr. Roby 

expressed hope that an epidetnic could be prevented in Rochester if people would 

follow the preventative instructions . Dr. Roby informed the public that the greatest 

danger to the city was the person who would not cover his cough or sneeze. Roby 

thought it unrealistic to avoid all crowed places going about regular daily life, but it 

was very realistic to ask everyone to smother their coughs and sneezes in order to 



prevent the spread of influenza. Roby ended the article by stating that prompt 

treatment of illness and prompt reporting of illness, along with smothering coughs 

and sneezes would contribute to minimizing the effects of influenza in Rochester. 
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The Democrat and Chronicle also reported the four cases of influenza in 

Rochester. It was added in this article that the Rochester Health Bureau pathologist, 

Mrs . Karker, was working on identifying the organism causing the illness. A request 

for doctors to send specimens of patients ' sputum was made by the Health Bureau. 

Sample of urine were also sought due to the belief that the causative organism 

presents itself in all bodily fluids. 

By the evening of Saturday, September 28 ,  influenza in Rochester had been 

reported by all the newspapers. The Times Union, along with reporting about the four 

confirmed cases, carried an article written by Dr. Franklin W. Bock of 1 32 Clinton 

A venue South regarding how to stop the spread of influenza. Dr. Bock stressed 

personal hygiene. According to Dr. Bock, proper personal hygiene was critical to 

prevention of infection. Dr. Bock warned Rochester readers that infection entered the 

body in two ways: through the portal of the mouth and the portal of the nose. 

Infection entered the body through these portals on dirt that was either ingested or 

inhaled. To prevent such type of infection, Dr. Bock stressed keeping the mouth and 

nose clean. Good nose and mouth hygiene would keep influenza at bay, according to 

Dr. Bock. 

More bad news was delivered to Rochester readers on Sunday, September 

29th. The Herald reported that two more cases of influenza were confirmed in 

Rochester, one 1nan and one w01nan. The story points out that no children have been 
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infected yet. Acting Health Officer Roby stated in the article that very little can be 

expected from efforts to teach the public how to prevent influenza which is epidemic 

along the East Coast but not in Rochester. Dr. Roby expected 1nore cases of influenza 

both in people who lived and/or worked in cramped, crowded areas and in people 

who worked out in the fresh air. The situation in Rochester was considered as not 

senous. 

Dr. Roby informed the readers of the Herald on Sunday Septe1nber 29th in a 

page nine article about the accepted treatment for influenza. Roby stated the 

principles of treatment in the hands of professionals were just two : to wash out as 

much of the infection as possible with a warm saline or alkaline solution; and 

secondly to apply antiseptic medications to the mucus lining of the mouth and nose. 

The three types of antiseptics suggested were: silver nitrate spray in a 2% solution, 

menthol oil in a 5% solution, and finally dichloramine-T in chlorcosauc oil. 

On the last day of September, 1 9 1 8, the Times Union had a small article 

tucked away on page eight. It told of two Rochester soldiers home with influenza. 

Lieutenant John Holland, an aviator home from Baker Field and George Adwin home 

from Fort Dix. Dr. McCready, surgeon in charge of the Kodak Park School of Aerial 

Photography was caring for Holland and Dr. Roliand Harris of Monroe A venue was 

caring for Adwin. Both men were reported in serious condition. 

By the end of September 1 9 1 8, the people of Rochester were well informed 

about the influenza epide1nic that was running rampant across the United States and 

concentrated along the East Coast and in New England. The newspapers of 1 9 1 8  

Rochester kept their readers infonned about influenza both locally and elsewhere. 
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Influenza in Rochester had been li1nited to just a few cases that could even be named 

by patient and even the attending doctor. The people of Rochester were informed 

what to watch for, how to try to prevent infection and what to do if sick. By the end 

of September, nurses were going into homes to nurse the sick, care for children, cook 

food, wash dishes, clean up, and whatever it took. Rochester contributed to the fight 

against influenza by sending the few doctors and nurses that could be spared to 

communities that needed the extra medical help such as Boston, Gloucester and 

Syracuse and others . 

The Rochester readers of The New York Times had throughout the month of 

September been able to follow the progression of influenza within New York City. 

Infonnation that came out of New York City was used to forewarn Rochesterians 

about influenza. As early as September 16 ,  New York City Health Commissioner Dr. 

Royal S .  Copeland urged that a public educational program was vital to keep 

influenza from running wild in the civilian population. Dr. Copeland also suggested 

that "persons who become infected with the disease should be placed in a room where 

no other person sleeps .  No one should come in contact with anything the patient 

uses."45 Rochester health officials and the general Rochester public kept an eye on the 

conditions in New York City. It was hoped that successful actions in New York City 

could also be effective in Rochester. The Times reported on September 1 8, that all 

influenza and pneumonia cases were required to be reported to the Health Departlnent 

by attending physicians . 46 

=���==.;:_ "A Commentary on the JAMA Study's Interpretation of the Influenza 
Experiences in New York City and Chicago, 1918-1919" January 17, 2008. 

46 New York Times, September 16, 1918, 10 and September 18, 1918, 24. 
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The September 1 9th edition of the New York Times ran a very interesting 

article on page 1 1 . The article quoted Lieut. Col. Phillip S .  Doane, head of the health 

and Sanitation Section of the Emergency Fleet Corporation. Doane said, 

"It is quite possible that the epidemic was started by Huns sent ashore 
by bosche submarine commanders . We know that men have been ashore from 
German subtnarines boats, for they have been in New York and other places. 
It would be quite easy for one of these German agents to turn loose influenza 
germs in a theatre or some other place where large numbers of persons are 
assembled. Of course, there is no way of proving that the disease was started 
here by German submarine agents, but it is well within the range of 
possibility ." 

This article, although almost hidden on page 1 1 , was enormous in its impact 

on the perception that the American public had of influenza. If Doan was to be 

believed, influenza had become part of the war effort. It was just as much a part of the 

war suffering on the American homeland as the suffering of Americans on the 

battlefields of Europe. A common perception was that the American civilian 

population could put up with influenza, because, after all, "the boys are dying in 

France ." Influenza became part of the war environment. As such, American civilians 

were expected to bear their losses in their own homes as if they were losses on a 

foreign battlefield. Epidemic influenza became woven into the fabric of a country at 

war. If int1uenza attacked on the home front, it was to be borne, battled, casualties 

accepted, and finally defeated. This was the American response to the epidemic that 

had spread to at least 26 states by the end of September, 1 9 1 8 . 4 7 

By the end of September, 1 9 1 8, influenza had established itself as a deadly 

disease on American soil. The process of influenza detection, identification and 

confirmation was still in the early stages and far behind the acceleration of the disease 

47 New York Times, September 26, 1918, 24. 
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in its breadth of distribution and killing ability. Errors were made by physicians 

determining cause of death in some cases . Deaths that were attributed to pneumonia 

as the cause of death were probably the end result of influenza infection, especially if 

the age of the victim is considered. 

Internment records for Rochester Mt. Hope Cemetery lists four entries that 

are listed as pneumonia related death that might have developed post influenza 

pneu1nonia infection. William Hopkins, 57 ,  of South Avenue was buried on 

September 26. September 27 was the funeral for George Edward Keith, 32, of 

Morningside Park. Burials were held for Walter DeGanco,  5 1 ,  who died at the 

Homeopathic Hospital and for Frank Gorman, 39, on September 28, 1 9 1 8 . 

There were two confirmed influenza victim burials at Mt Hope in September, 

1 9 1 8 . Frank E. Bersch, 42, was in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania when he died of 

influenza. Charles Stillson was at the Great Lakes Naval Station when he was stricken 

and died of influenza. Stillson was just 1 9  years old. Both men came home to 

Rochester to be laid to rest. 

VIII. October, 1918 

October in western New York is a burst of activity and color. The skies are 

full of rnigrating birds and the trees have painted thernselves into a canvas of 

spectacular colors . October 1 9 1 8  initially appeared to be no different than any other 

October as the month started. Unknown to most Rochesterians, influenza had 

infiltrated their city. The influenza virus hitched a ride in the noses and lungs of 

undetermined number of people that came to Rochester by rail . Influenza had 

established a beach-head in Rochester. Its presence was small at first, but in the hustle 
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and bustle of  the busy city, the beach-head quickly grew into a full invasion. This 

invasion would be quick, expansive, and extremely aggressive. October 1 9 1 8  would 

become the deadliest month in the history of Rochester. 

Bad news from the Army camps was reported by the Herald on Tuesday 

October 1 .  On page one, among the stories about the war in Europe, there was a small 

article about the war with influenza on American soil. The Army reported that there 

were 1 4, 638  new cases of influenza in just the last 24 hour reporting period .This was 

the largest increase for a single day since influenza had been declared an epidemic by 

the Army on September 1 3 .  The Army was recruiting medical assistance from the 

civilian population. The people of Rochester were worried about their men in the 

Army. 

The rapid· increase of influenza cases was not limited to the over-crowded 

training camps .  On October 2, the Herald reported on page 1 5 ,  that New York City 

Health Commissioner, Dr. Royal Copeland released information that showed an 

increase of 1 2 1%  of influenza cases in the civilian population. Commerce and people 

moved between New York City and Rochester on a daily basis. 

In spite of the increase in cases of influenza in the Army camps, Provost 

Marshall General Crowder let it be known that he "does not intend to allow the 

present epidemic to stop in any way the flow of men to Europe."48 The 1 42,000 

registrants that had their call up cancelled will receive new orders shortly. Men from 

Rochester were part of the 142,000 that would be going into infected camps for 

training, and then coming home on leave prior to shipping out to Europe. 

48 Rochester Herald, October 3,  1918, 1 .  
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The Times Union reported that Frank A. Lynch died on October 2nd from 

influenza. Lynch died at his home at 1 1  Churchlea Place, one week after returning 

from Camp Upton where he was sent for military clerical training. 

The Rochester Post Express reported on October 2nd the Infants Summer 

Hospital closed for the season. Located in Charlotte on the shore of Lake Ontario, this 

seasonal hospital would soon be part of the influenza story of Rochester. 

Rochester readers of the Post on the 4th learned that Rochester nurse 

population was understaffed due to the calling of nurses into the military for overseas 

duty and for others being used to fight the influenza epidemic in New England cities 

and military training camps. Nurses were sent from General Hospital, the 

Homeopathic and the Hahnemann. The demand was so high that even student nurses 

were being sent. This left a nurse deficit in Rochester in the fall of 1 9 1 8 . 

Ensign Jarvis Abey, USN, of 222 Lexington Avenue, died on Saturday the 5th 

on board a troop transport ship bound for France.49 That same day, influenza reached 

a landmark in Rochester. Influenza had taken a back seat to the war effort in the 

Rochester newspapers that is unless influenza affected the war effort itself. In an 

article almost hidden on page 1 9, the Democrat and Chronicle ran a story strictly 

about local influenza. Acting Health Officer, Dr. Joseph Roby reported that 1 5  new 

cases of influenza were reported just on the prior day. These new cases brought the 

total number of influenza cases in Rochester to 1 00. Dr. Roby said that this was 

nothing to be alarmed about, that if the disease grew into epidetnic proportions, that 

Rochester had "ample hospital accommodations ." Roby did, however, acknowledge 

49 World War Service Record a.[ Rochester and Monroe County, New York, Vol. l ., City of Rochester 
1923. 
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that there was a shortage o f  trained nursed in Rochester due to military service and 

helping East Coast cities that had already been hard hit with influenza. 

Miss Mary L. Keith, who was the Superintendent of General Hospital from 

1 90 1  to 1 923 , she kept a diary reflecting on the happenings at the hospital. The entry 

in her diary for October 5 read, "Influenza enters Rochester General Hospital. Twelve 

cases. Two deaths. "50 

In other stories in the various newspapers, Rochester readers learned how 

influenza was affecting sections of society other than the military, and in other cities . 

In New York City, Dr. Copeland ordered changes in the hours of operation for 

stores ,  factories and offices. Copeland staggered the work hours in order to reduce the 

chance of infection in overcrowded mass transit systems during the morning and 

evening rush hours . The City of Pittsburgh cancelled all football games within the 

city limits in order to reduce the gathering of crowds. All amusements places and 

saloons were ordered to be closed also. National conventions of large organizations 

were cancelled in most East Coast cities such as Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York 

City, Boston, Springfield and Albany. This was significant news for Rochester 

authorities . City leaders kept a keen eye on how other cities responded to the 

epidemic. Anticipating the epidernic to hit Rochester, authorities hoped for the best 

but were trying to prepare for the worst. 

The Sunday edition of the Democrat and Chronicle reported on October 6, 

that in the past 24 hours, 1 7,303 new cases of inf1uenza had been reported to Army 

50Virginia Jeffery Smith, A Century a,[ Service, Rochester General Hospita/ 1847-1947 (Rochester, 
New York : 1 947), 1 42. 
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health officials . Nationwide 653  soldiers died of  influenza on Saturday October 5 ,  

1 9 1 8 .  

By  press time for the Monday October 7 edition of the Democrat and 

Chronicle, the number of influenza cases in Rochester had grown to 300. In just two 

days, the number of case had exploded from 1 00 to 300, roughly about 1 00 new cases 

per day. Dr. Roby continued to acknowledge influenza while still denying that it was 

a serious problem. For the first time, individual hospitals are listed and reported on. 

The Homeopathic Hospital reported that 1 7  of their own nurses were ill with the 

'grip . "  St. Mary ' s  Hospital reported that all five members of the Thomas Kenealy 

family of York Street were there with influenza. 

The General Hospital stated it was setting up the entire fifth floor as a special 

ward for influenza patients . Plans were created to use one of the medical annexes for 

influenza patients as well. Canvas curtains were ordered for two of the porches in 

case they were converted to influenza wards. The children' s  ward was put under 

quarantine due to four children being diagnosed with influenza. Six nurses at General 

were out sick with influenza. As of the ih, there were 20 cases at General. 5 1  

In her diary, General Hospital Superintendent Miss Keith wrote, "Twenty 

cases . C lear West 5 and enroll new class of aides."52 The Hahnetnann Hospital 

reported no influenza cases. 

Dr. Roby prescribed actions to be taken by local medical personnel. Dr. Roby 

asked readers of the Democrat and Chronicle to call the Health Bureau when an 

influenza patient recovers . He said that it was thought that once infected by influenza, 

5 1Rochester General Hospital Board ofLady Managers Executive Committee Minutes, Book 5, 89-90. 
52 Smith, Century of Service, 142. 
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that patient' cannot be infected again. This led physicians to think that something must 

be in the blood of the recovered patient. Roby was advocating that one of his 

physicians would draw blood from the recovered patient and then inject it into a 

patient with active influenza. The goal being the transferred blood would contain 

something that would cure or at least minimize the influenza infection. 

Rochester became part of the national fight against influenza on October 7, 

1 9 1 8 . Dr. John E. Weaver of 409 Meigs Street was appointed assistant surgeon 

general of Boston in an effort to stamp out influenza in that hard hit city . Dr. Weaver 

was a leader in the knowledge of infectious influenza. 

Army sergeant Frank King, of 3 8 1 Blair Street, died of influenza on the 7th 

waiting to etnbark to France .  

The effects of mass epidemic took another step closer to Rochester when 

readers of the Democrat and Chronicle read page one. The previous night the city 

authorities of Syracuse issued an order closing theaters, schools, churches and dance 

halls along with forbidding meetings and public funerals .  All this was happening in a 

city very similar to Rochester and just a very short train ride away. 

Funerals for influenza victims were held in Rochester during the first week of 

October. Burials included Margret Lyddon, 45, on the first, Jessie IvlcKenna, 2 of 

Langslow Street was buried the next day. Peter Lougan, 55 of Copeland St. was 

buried on the 4th . The ih was the funeral for Jessie Brown Foulks, 37 ,  and Ray 

Elwell, 2 1 . 53 

The late edition of the Times Union ran two stories side by side. One listed the 

death of Angelo J. Newman from influenza. Mr. Newman was prominent in 

5 3  Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 



Rochester business ,  music and theater. Newman was 3 5  years old. The story next to 

the Newman death notice was one that reported Acting Health Officer Roby 
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admitting that there were 400 cases o f  influenza in Rochester. This quantity of 400 

contradicted the quantity of 300 cases reported earlier the same day. The Post Express 

realized the difference in number of cases in Rochester. The Post asked Roby about 

the difference to which Roby replied, "It is not a reportable disease so there is no 

means of knowing just how many cases there really are in town." Roby went on to 

tell reporters that influenza in Rochester "is more of a scare than an epide1nic ."54 

All during the first week in October, Rochester readers found information 

about influenza in indirect ways. All the major newspapers in Rochester covered the 

war effort diligently. Each day brought some type of report that linked the war effort, 

influenza and the location of the information. It would not be too difficult for a reader 

in Rochester to watch the increase in influenza in the military camps and cities in 

New York State and as it 1narched across the state. The tidal wave of influenza was 

headed towards Rochester. 

Even though the latest news about Rochester influenza was getting quickly 

worse, such news was still not front page news. Perhaps it was done purposely to 

avoid panic but a disturbing article was buried on page 1 4  of the morning edition of 

the Democrat and Chronicle on Tuesday, October 8 .  Dr. Roby reported that because 

of the rapid increase in the spread of influenza that there were 1 ,000 cases of 

influenza recorded by his office. Dr. Roby was going to recommend at the evening 

meeting of the City School Board of Education that all schools be closed. Dr. Roby 

also confirmed that 1 4  men frotn the United States School of Ariel Photography at 

54 Rochester Post Express, October 7, 1918, 6. 
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Kodak Park were in the Municipal Hospital with influenza and that quarantine was 

declared at the school. 

In another article in the same edition, Rochester learned for the first ti1ne that 

the national response in attacking the influenza epidemic was being conducted by a 

joint effort of the American Red Cross, US Public Health Service, and states Boards 

of Health. 

The edition of the Herald on the gth brought a new perspective of the epidemic 

to Rochester readers . An article stated that the 1nilitary reported 12 ,402 new cases 

within the last 24 hour reporting period. The total cases in the camps were just under 

1 68 ,000; however, the number of cases in the civilian population, as a whole, cannot 

be determined. This lack of certainty was due to the individual practices and policies 

of the various states and that the civilian population is not nearly as controlled as the 

military population. The article did admit to epidemic proportions spreading quickly 

through the country and that the states of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, 

Indiana and the District of Columbia had taken action to close schools, theaters and 

all meeting places wherever possible. 

Private A.J. Piehler, USA, of 640 Maple Street, died of influenza waiting to be 

shipped overseas . 55 

On page eight of the same edition, the Herald went into more detail regarding 

the pending order to close Rochester schools . Dr. Roby had recommended the closing 

of the schools to the Board of Education. The Board agreed with Dr. Roby, but as of 

press  time, no order as such had been issued by the health authorities .  Dr. Roby made 

55 World War Service Record of Rochester and Monroe County, New York, Vol. I., City of Rochester 
1923. 
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this suggestion as schools are one of the quickest places for influenza to spread. 

School children are not as liable to observe the rules that prevent the catching of a 

contagious disease. Children are not as cautious as adults and in the busy environment 

of a school, an infected child may contaminate dozens of others before being noticed 

and removed from the school. Infected children thereafter have the potential to infect 

their parents who then spread influenza into the work force. Closing the schools was 

seen as a preventative action. 

The Post Express reported in their evening edition that according to Mr. J .  

Warrant Castleman, President of the School Board, "all pupils will report to school in 

the morning and be dismissed after instructions which they are to follow in the care of 

their own health are distributed. "56 The older male students might be sent out to farms 

to help with the harvest, one official stated. 

If the schools are closed, City officials believe that the next step to be taken 

would be the closing of theaters, churches, cabarets, saloons, dance halls and to forbid 

meetings and public funerals . 

The same article informs the reader that influenza has become so serious an issue that 

Rochester General Hospital has set aside an entire floor for the treatment of the 

disease and that 35  school children are sick in the hospital with influenza. All other 

Rochester hospitals report having influenza patients except the Homeopathic 

Hospital, who for at least on this day, had no influenza patients . Dr. Roby is quoted at 

the end of this article with a warning to the Rochester public . "It is not safe to say that 

the peak of the epidemic has been reached in Rochester. "57 

56 Post Express, October 8, 1918, 6. 
57 Herald, October 8, 1918, 8. 
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The Times Union ran two letters to the editor on page 20 on the gth regarding 

influenza. Both letters were from what the paper called "a well known physician." 

The first letter warned of "the inevitable epidemic of influenza in Rochester" and 

steps needed to be taken in "stemming the tide ." The writer worried that people are 

"so terribly busy about other things which though not as important are much 1nore 

attractive that they are going to let this thing go by the board until it is upon us . . .  " 

The second letter advocated specific preventative measures to be taken. This 

physician stressed that the mouth and nose were the entry way for influenza germs to 

attack the body. This physician advocated keeping the mouth and nose clean by using 

a rinse of salt water at least three times a day, and washing hands frequently. The 

doctor' s  closing advice is "These are simple and effective methods of prevention 

which anyone can undertake and will feel better for doing regularly." 

Burials were held for four influenza victilns (Edith Haswell, 28; Catherine 

Hunt, 60; Harold Rose Coxe, 25 ; and Stanley Jolley, 3 months, of Exchange Street) 

on October gth . Tragedy visited the Jolley family again in December when on the 1 9th' 

the family buried two year old Perry Jolley. 

On Wednesday October 9, Rochester readers of the Herald were informed 

about how to combat influenza. On page one, a small article quoted Professor Henry 

F. Smith of the University of Pennsylvania laboratory of hygiene, made 

recommendations for persons ill with influenza. Professor Smith suggested that 

people : 

"Use a teaspoon of salt, dissolved in water night and morning, as a douche in 

the upper respiratory passages and as a gargle. Get plenty of fresh air. Keep windows 



open all the time, rain or shine. Keep bowels moving freely. When symptoms first 

appear, take a hot footbath, a hot lemonade, a little quinine, go to bed and stay there 

for an entire day." 
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In other related stories in the same edition, readers were informed that 

influenza deaths in New York City increased by 50%, and schools, theaters , movie 

houses were closed and all indoor public gatherings banned in Albany and Baltimore. 

The morning edition of the Democrat and Chronicle on the 9th of October 

brought bad news. Influenza in the city had reached such epidemic proportions that 

drastic measures were taken. On page 1 9, the story ran that informed Rochester that 

schools were to be closed at noon and that theaters were to close at 1 1 : 30  that 

evening. These actions were taken to check the spread of influenza in the city. The 

public was informed that further steps were probable. 

The City Common Council enacted an ordinance empowering Commissioner 

of Public Safety, R. Andrew Hamilton to close all public, parochial and private 

schools .  In his statement, Hamilton declared that schools will be closed from noon on 

the 9th and re-open on the 2 1 st of October. When school children reported to school on 

the morning of the 9t\ they were informed that there would be no more school classes 

until further notice. Each student was sent home with written instructions for their 

parents . The instructions began with stating that schools would be closed until 

Monday October 2 1 .  Any change to this plan would be announced in the press. The 

instructions continued stating full support and co-operation between the School 

Board, Health Bureau and City authorities .  The closing of the schools and other 

places of gatherings was done after acknowledging that influenza was rampant within 
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the city but early enough in the epidemic to contain it in the com1nunities and in the 

numbers that already exist. Parents were informed that influenza was a very 

contagious disease and the closing of schools and meeting places would be of no 

benefit if children as well as their parents did not co-operate with the requests of the 

authorities. The public interest needed to be best served with individual co-operation 

in avoiding getting sick and spreading the sickness. The instructions urged parents 

and children to : avoid crowds; avoid going into houses where sickness is known to 

exist; keep hands and mouth clean; avoid putting anything unclean into the mouth; 

avoid all possible means of catching cold; keep living and sleeping rooms well 

ventilated. The instructions ended with a brief description of influenza symptoms and 

an appeal to call a physician at the onset of the symptoms . The instruction pamphlet 

was signed by Dr. Joseph Roby of the Health Bureau and Dr. Frederick Zimmer of 

the Board of Education. 

Hamilton further prohibited public gatherings of any size, private dances and 

all public and private meetings .  Churches were also closed for all social and special 

events and meetings. Worship services were not affected yet, but might be if the 

epidemic spread and grew. Hamilton declared that these actions were taken in 

response to the great and imminent threat to public health that the influenza epidernic 

presented to the city of Rochester. 

These actions were taken after a series of meetings between Commissioner 

Hamilton, Mayor Hiram H. Edgerton, Board of Education President J. Warrant 

Castleman, and delegates from the Chamber of Commerce who represented a few of 

the major employers in Rochester. Also present at this meeting was Colonel F. M. 
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Hornsby, of the Army Surgeon Generals Office. Colonel Hornsby had just come from 

Boston where he had been intimately involved in the battle against influenza in that 

ravished city. 

The City Common Council also granted Commissioner Hatnilton the power to 

alter the business  hours of factories, industrial, wholesale and retail stores and all 

offices in order to reduce the size of the crowds at any one time on the streets, in 

street cars or in any and all public places. The article quoted Alderman Bradley 

Carroll, who proposed the ordinance, as saying that these actions were necessary "in 

view of the serious epidemic confronting us ."58 

The afternoon edition of the Herald on the ninth ran a copy of the 

Proclamation of Safety Commissioner Hamilton under a headline that read 

"Rochester Now Under Quarantine For Spanish Influenza." In the story under the 

Proclamation, the Herald gave readers a few more details than previously reported. 

Prior to attending the Common Council meeting, Mayor Edgerton was advised and 

counseled by Acting Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby and Dr. Frederick W. Zim1ner 

of the School Board. Colonel Hornsby met with Mayor Edgerton prior to his 

recommendation presentation to the City Common Council. Along with schools, 

theaters and churches, the ordinance closed roller skating rinks and all other places of 

atnusement and entertainment. City officials across the board thought that no action 

could be too drastic in the battle against influenza within the city. The closings and 

bannings could be extended if there was no improvement by the 2 1 st of October. 

The article about the closings shared the same headline with another story. 

The focus of this story was the concern officials had about how influenza would 

58 Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, October 9, 1918, 19. 
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impact the War Bond Drive. Rochester was in the middle of their fourth bond drive. 

During the war, each city had a financial quota to meet established based on 

population and financial status of the city. Rochester was behind in collecting its 

quota amount. Due to influenza restrictions, bond campaign officials were concerned 

about raising the $ 1 9 ,000,000 required in the quota. The restrictions began with just 

ten days left in the campaign and Rochester had only collected $ 1 1 ,000,000. It would 

be very difficult to raise the remaining $8 ,000,000 without Liberty parades or rallies 

that had in the past been very successful as fund raisers . A unit of the French Foreign 

Legion scheduled to help the campaign had cancelled due to influenza and the band 

from the School of Aerial Photography at Kodak Park had also cancelled. The school 

was under quarantine. Even the large committee meetings that ran the campaign fell 

under the private meeting ban. 

The Post Express reported on the ninth in a page six article that about 100 

retail stores located throughout Rochester agreed to change their hours of operation 

due to influenza. The agreement called for merchants to operate between 9 :00 AM 

and 6 :  1 5  PM. Doing business during these hours would keep the retail clerks going to 

work in the 1noming from enlarging the crowds of factory workers going to work. 

The tiining in the evening would be just the opposite. Concerted efforts were being 

attempted to 1ninimize crowding in Rochester while still keeping all businesses, 

factories and merchants open. This agreement within the retail community would 

affect about 1 8 ,000 clerks and workers in Rochester. This plan of operation would be 

effective once it was formally approved by C01n1nissioner of Public Safety R. 

Andrew Hamilton. 



The Times Union reported that influenza had affected all the hospitals in 

Rochester, with as much as 50% of the work force sick. 59 

In her diary entry for October 9th, Miss Keith wrote, "2,500 cases in 

Rochester. 60 of them here."60 

Albert Shields, 34 ,  died at General Hospital of influenza and was buried at 

Mt. Hope Cemetery on the 9th . 

Private William Attridge, USA, of 1 5  Rockland Park, died on the ninth of 

influenza waiting to be shipped to the battlefields of France.6 1 

The day after City officials announced the closings of the schools and other 
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public venues, other organizations in Rochester started to fall in line. On the 1norning 

of October 10, the Democrat and Chronicle reported on the various closings and 

postponements around the city due to influenza. 

The Military Training Commission suspended all drills of their Cadet Corps 

until October 2 1 st . The Odd Fellows Temple (a social and benevolence society) at 1 1  

North Clinton Ave closed all operations until October 2 1 st . The Jewish Young Men' s  

Association also decided to  close their building until the 2 1 st . The state convention of 

the W.C.T. U. scheduled for Rochester was postponed indefinitely. The Monroe 

County Tuberculosis Dispensary on Chestnut Street closed until further notice. About 

a dozen churches listed their cancellations of various activities throughout Rochester. 

Some were just for the evening of the 1 oth, while others were until further notice .  

5 9  Rochester Times Union, October 9, 1918, 9. 
60 Smith, Century of Service, 142. 
6 1  World War Service Record a,[ Rochester and Monroe County, New York, Vol. I . , City of Rochester 
1923. 



Influenza in Rochester even started to affect politics .  The meeting of the 

Eighth Ward Republican Committee postponed their meeting on the l Oth. A new 

1neeting is to be held at a later date. 
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The effects of closing the movie theaters in Rochester and other cities up and 

down the East Coast rippled back onto the 1novie industry itself. A short little 

paragraph at the bottom of page one reported that The National Association of 

Motion Picture Industries decided to discontinue the release of all motion pictures 

until further notice. 

The edition of the Herald on the l Oth was full of influenza news for Rochester 

readers . 

Page one ran a story that let Rochesterians that the influenza epidemic that was 

attacking the country had multiplied the death rate of the entire country. A survey of 

the nation' s  50 largest cities (which Rochester was one of) showed that normal 

week1y death rates were elevated by as 1nuch as 600% 

An appeal from Acting Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby went out to readers of 

page 8 to the wo1nen of Rochester: 

"We are in desperate need of nurses in our fight to check the spread of 

Spanish influenza. We are in need of every woman with a knowledge of nursing, 

graduate nurses, pupil nurses, undergraduate nurses, trained attendants, practical 

nurses, and women who have taken Red Cross courses, volunteer for immediate 

service ."  Women interested in volunteering were directed to any of three different 

locations within the city. The Post Express ran a similar article. 
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The City officials had extended the policy of closure to all city playgrounds, 

pools, baths and recreation centers . Dr. Roby estimated that there were about 2300 

cases in Rochester, but it was difficult to have 1nore precise numbers due to the fact 

that influenza was not a reportable disease and as such physician were not required to 

report all cases to a central location. 

All day and night classes at the Mechanics Institute (the future Rochester 

Institute of Technology) were indefinitely postponed. 

Rochester was infonned in an article on page nine that there was "staunch co

operation with the city officials in the effort to strangle the influenza epidemic before 

it has a chance to strangle Rochester, has been manifested by theaters, churches and 

the general public." 

The last article about influenza in the Herald on the l Oth was on page 1 3 .  The 

articles on the beginning pages dealt with the grim news. This article was an attempt 

to calm and re-assure the public by stating that this influenza that was gripping the 

city was nothing new. In fact, "nothing new" was part of the sub-headline, along with 

another sub-headline that this was "No Occasion For Panic." The article said that the 

current strain of influenza was the smne as the "Old Grip," or "La Grippe" that was 

epidernic in 1 889-90. The story advised influenza patients to go to bed, stay quiet, 

take a laxative, eat plenty of nourishing food and that nature is the cure. 

Interestingly, in the column next to the re-assuring article, there was an 

advertisement for Vick' s  VapoRub. The advertisetnent informed the reader how to 

properly use the product and how the V apoRub would benefit the patient. The article 

was very specific in process and results. Vick ' s  VapoRub just recently introduced to 
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Rochester and New York State, having been recently invented by a druggist in North 

Carolina. 

The Times Union added to the coverage of the influenza situation in Rochester 

by reporting that Rochester was not alone dealing with city wide infection. Page one 

had a small article reporting that the City Council of Buffalo ordered the closing of all 

schools, churches, theaters, dance halls, saloons and all other places of public 

assemblage. The Times Union also reported the Executive Committee of the Union 

Ministerial Association met with their President H.H. Barstow to discuss the 

situation. The result of their meeting was a suggestion that all church and Sunday 

school services be cancelled for the upcoming Sunday. This action was a suggestion 

only and each church would close voluntarily. This was an attempt to further comply 

with efforts being taken by the City to stamp out the influenza epidemic in the city.62 

Dr. Harry M. Schall of 43 North Fitzhugh Street died of influenza on the 1 oth 

as did Walter J. Zim1ner of University Avenue.63 

Lex on Engel, 1 1 , died of influenza/pneumonia at his home on Wilkins Street 

and was buried at Mt. Hope Cemetery on the 1 01h. Also buried at Mt Hope on the 1 01h 

was August W eitlauf, 34 who died of influenza at Hahnemann Hospital. 

Rochester received less than enthusiastic news from the Federal government 

on October 1 1 th . In an article on page three, the Herald carried the announcement 

issued by Surgeon General Blue of the United States Public Health Service. Blue 

conceded that there was little prospect of immediate abatement of influenza in the 

civilian population; in fact influenza was on the rise. Blue informed Rochester and the 

62 Times Union, October 10, 1918, 9.  
63 Ibid., 9. 
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rest of the country that the science community was hard at work trying to develop a 

vaccine that would protect against the contagion, but no such discovery had been 

1nade yet. 

The epidemic in New York City is so wide spread and out of control that the 

New York State Board of Health is assuming control of all influenza related efforts 

and actions in the city according to an article in the same edition of the Herald. 

The Rochester Chapter of the American Red Cross published a call for 

volunteers on the 1 1 th . The Red Cross planned to create a corps of volunteers, all 

women, to assist doctors in battling influenza in the city. The Red Cross was looking 

for patriotic women who were willing to serve in any capacity asked of them. Age or 

level of training did not 1natter, only a patriotic desire to serve. Women were urged to 

report to the Red Cross House at 366 East A venue to enroll . The women were asked 

to bring three letters of reference with them in order to register. 64 

The response to the epidemic took on a more structured posture on or around 

the 1 1 th . The public was informed that Acting Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby and 

Commissioner of Public Safety R. Andrew Hamilton were in charge of the fight 

against the epidemic. Roby and Hamilton announced that the recent appeal for nurses 

had generated a large number of volunteers. 

Doctor Roby, Acting Health Officer for the City sent the following notice to 

all physicians in the City; 

"Dear Doctor, 
Until further notice INFLUENZA will be a REPORTABLE 
DISEASE. You will, therefore, kindly report it in the same manner as 
other infectious diseases . "65 

64 Herald, October 11, 1918, 8. 
65 Goler Papers, Box Ho-Lo, Influenza file, Rochester Public Library 
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The authorities announced that in the previous 24 hour period, 7 8  new cases 

were reported and five influenza deaths. 

Rochester started to take a more aggressive approach against influenza. 

Regulations were put in place that put litnits to the number of passengers allowed on 

trolleys, street cars and rail cars . The New York State Railways, Rochester lines 

disinfected all their cars . Patrons of the Rochester Public Library were asked to 

remain at the branches only long enough to procure their reading materials . Loitering 

and browsing were discouraged. All funerals for influenza victims must be private by 

order of the Health Department. 

Due to the wide spread influenza infection in the ranks of cemetery workers, it 

was becmning difficult to have graves prepared on funeral days. Receiving vaults 

were being used at cemeteries until proper graves could be dug. 

There were an estimated 2,600 cases of influenza in Rochester as of the 1 1 th, 

according to Dr. Roby. 

Dr. Roby released a statement that urged nurses and for others caring for 

influenza patients to use a gauze mask over their nose and mouth. Roby advised that 

persons ill with influenza should cover their coughs and sneezes with napkins of cloth 

or paper in order to prevent spreading the disease to others. The used napkins and 

cloths should be bun1ed immediately after use. 

The Homeopathic Hospital reported that 20 of their nurses were unable to 

work due to being ill with influenza. 
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The Hahnemann Hospital announced that one building on their campus had 

been set aside for influenza patients. 

Rochester began to put a human face on the influenza epidemic attacking the 

city. Influenza victims were listed in the Herald for the first time. Dr. Frank G. 

Kellog, 35 ,  died at his State Street home. Mrs. E1nma A. Robson, 5 5 ,  died at the 

home of her daughter on Vancleef Street. St. Patrick' s  Church held the funerals of 

Mrs .  Frank Carlo, 22,  and Mrs. Fred Fabian, also 22 years old. Vito Moreal of 66 

Waverly Street and Albert J .  Shields of 1 95 Troup Street died at General Hospital. 

Mrs . Annie Carroll, 70, died of influenza at her home on Walnut Street.66 

In a continued effort to limit the spread of influenza, more organizations in 

Rochester began to realize that they needed to close down or postpone activities . 

The Central YMCA cancelled their Boys Conference and Dinner. The 

Chmnber of Commerce cancelled their weekly Friday lunch until further notice. 

Te1nple B ' rith Kodesh cancelled all meetings that met indoors . Only outdoor 

gatherings were permitted. Activities and meetings scheduled at various churches in 

the city continued to be cancelled. Boy Scout meetings were suspended. 67 

Frank Parker of 3 1 5  Troup Street kept a diary of the daily happenings in his 

life reflecting on events both personal and public . The entry for October 1 1 th silnply 

stated, "Spanish influenza is raging in the US at this time."68 

Sunday afternoon baseball games around the city, that usually attracted large 

crowds were cancelled for at least two weeks .69 

66 Herald, October 11, 1918, 9. 
67 Herald, October 11, 1918, 9. 
68 Frank Parker diary, October 11, 1918 
69 Democrat and Chronicle, October 11, 1918 22. 
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It is interesting that with all the closings and actions taken to combat the 

spread of influenza in crowded areas, banks were still open regular hours . Newspaper 

advertisements for some banks in Rochester boasted of extended hours so that 

customers could buy Liberty Bonds . 

Even as the city was in the throes of the early stages of an influenza epidemic, 

patriotism prevailed in Rochester. An article in the Herald in the edition of the 1 1 th' 

on page 1 5 , put a positive patriotic spin on the blo01ning epidemic. Rochester 

Railway and Light Company reported that due to the closings of the movie theaters 

and other places of amusement, the electricity that would have gone to these places 

was placed back into the Niagara Power System. This addition available power in the 

Power System was able to go to be used by war industries. The article also points out 

that the money people would have spent at the movies or on other entertainment 

could be used to buy Thrift Stamps to support the war effort. The story ends leaving 

the reader with the idea that even the consequences of influenza could be turned into 

a patriotic advantage. 

The consequences of influenza for some people were not patriotic, they were 

deadly. General Hospital reported the influenza induced deaths of Mrs . Elinor 

Comper Collier, Henry Walock and Patsy Rich.70 Burials were held on the 1 1 th for 

Eska May Adams, 23 ; William Nixon, 3 1 ;  Sean Rood, 20; and William Zimmer, 20.7 1 

Private Harold F. Mackwood, USA, of 500 Sawyer Street had recently 

reported to training camp. He died of influenza on the 1 1 th . He was 22 years old. 72 

70 Democrat and Chronicle October 11, 1918, 22. 
7 1 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
72 World War Service Record of Rochester and Monroe County, New York, Vol. l ., City of Rochester 
1923. 
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The Post Express reported that the situation was seen so seriously by the 

Rochester Lutheran Pastoral that 1 2  Lutheran churches voluntarily cancelled services 

for the next Sunday. Public Safety Commissioner Hamilton again stated that he 

would not order all worship services to be cancelled unless the situation got much 

worse. 73 

The Times Union informed the people of Rochester that due to the epidemic 

General Hospital is under quarantine for visitors and St. Mary ' s  Hospital will let 

family members of severely sick patients only to the patient' s  sickroom door. All 

persons rendering care to influenza victims should wear a gauze mask over the nose 

and mouth. Influenza claimed the lives of Mrs. Eleanor Collier, Patsy Rich and 

Henry Waloch74. 

The edition of the Herald on the l ih, gave the people of Rochester a list: 

"Do" and Don't" for Spanish Influenza 

DON'T 

Mingle in  crowds on cars, in  the streets, o r  in  any enclosed place 

Fail to have homes and work quarters well ventilated. 

Use public drinking cups, dishes that have not been properly cleaned, or 

public towels. 

Sneeze or cough without covering the mouth and nose with a handkerchief. 

Spit in public places or on the highways. 

7 3  Post Express, October 11, 3 .  8 .  
7 4  Times Union, October 11, 1918, 8. 
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DO 

Go to bed at the first indication that you have contracted the disease 

Call and follow the instructions of your physician: the Depatiment of Health is 

unwilling to risk a general prescription for the malady. 

Stay in bed until your doctor tells you you have sufficiently recovered to get 

up. 

Isolate any metnber of the family who contracts the disease until he or she is 

thoroughly cured. 75 

In the previous 24 hours, the Health Department recorded 235 new cases of 

influenza against only 78 new cases in the previous 24 hour period. Health officials 

were openly stating that they did not foresee any abatement in the epidemic in the 

city. Hospitals in the city reported crowded conditions as more and more infected 

influenza victims made their way to various hospitals .  Rochester General Hospital 

was equipped to handle more patients than the other hospitals , reported 80 patients in 

house but that a number of nurses were also ill with the disease, thereby creating a 

handicap. The other hospitals reported caring for a number of additional cases, but 

only the most severely ill were being transported to any hospital . Doctors were urging 

people to stay at home in their own beds if they were sick. They were urged to call a 

doctor and the doctor would go to the patient. This was instituted to keep sick people 

off the streets going to the doctor. An unspoken policy of unofficial home quarantine 

was being used in order to stem the spread of the disease. Health officials predicted 

75 Herald, October 12, 1918, 8. 
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the number of cases of the disease would continue to climb, but were optimistic that 

the existing medical facilities could handle whatever developed. 

On the I ih that the Health Department decided to create a new way of 

tracking the disease as it spread through the city. Influenza had been declared a 

reportable disease and health officials wanted to know what areas or neighborhoods 

in the city were worst affected and least affected. It was decided that the disease 

would be reported on a ward by ward system. Each ward of the city would have a 

central information collection site and agency that would then report it to the 

Department of Health. In 1 9 1 8, there were 23 wards in the City of Rochester. It was 

hoped that if a pocket of influenza was detected it could be isolated as much as 

possible in order to prevent the disease from spreading to adjacent wards . 

Frank Parker wrote in his diary, "Temple closed on account of influenza 

epidemic."76 

The Post Express reported the "foreign sections of the city have been hit 

heavily" by the epidemic . Health officials centered their efforts from the Settlement 

House at 1 52 Baden Street. Superintendent Anna M Stahl and her staff provided 

bedside care for patients in their hmnes and provided instructions for family members 

to assist. Stahl stated that gains were being made in the ethic neighborhoods in the 

battle against the epidemic.77 

The Herald reported the deaths of influenza victims Mrs. Esther G. Waterman 

26, of 535  Tremont Street and Frank LaMonico, 40, of 8 Erie Street. 

76 Frank Parker diary, October 12, 1918 
77 Post Express, October 12, 1918, 3.  
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The ordinance issued by Commissioner of Public Safety R. Andrew Hamilton, 

against the crowding of streetcars during the rush hours was not being followed. 

People needed to get to work.  The workers crammed themselves into the streetcars 

and if the weather was cold or wet, they closed the windows, creating a perfect 

environment for spreading influenza. It was a very cmnmon policy of no work, no 

pay, so workers went to work every day, and on time. 

October I ih brought news of new efforts to combat the spread of influenza. 

The United States Training School at Mechanics Institute was placed under 

"technical" quarantine. The men at the school were not allowed to leave and no 

civilians were permitted to enter the school. The school building was fmnigated under 

the direction of Lieutenant Benjamin Gillispie of the Medical Corps .  

All trolley cars were fumigated every evening and the windows in every car 

were kept open all day long for ventilation. 

The City Council passed an ordinance that banned spitting in public . The 

Police Department was instructed to enforce the new ordinance strictly. Conductors 

on the trolley cars were also instructed to enforce the ordinance. 

The Columbus Day celebration and parade were cancelled in an effort to 

eliminate crowds in which influenza spread rapidly. 

All entertainments for military personnel held at the D .A.R. House at 1 00 

Spring Street were cancelled due to influenza. Gatherings at the D.A.R. House were 

very popular with the servicemen home on leave and preparing to ship out overseas .78 

The Herald reported that Surgeon General Blue of the U.S .  Public Health 

Service wired Dr. William B .  Jones of 525 Lake Avenue, requesting him to create a 

78 Democrat and Chronicle, October 12, 1918, 15. 



list of physicians that would volunteer to help stamp out the influenza epidemic 

throughout the country. 

Organizations throughout Rochester continued to cancel or postpone 

78 

meetings, activities and events due to the epidemic .  Churches led the way with 

meetings held at schools listing many cancellations . All meetings of chapters of the 

Rochester Rotary Club were cancelled until further notice. The Municipal Baseball 

League cancelled their annual planning dinner. The Bausch and Lomb bowling league 

postponed the opening night until further notice. 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the site of burials on the 1ih for influenza victims 

William Attridge, 29, of West Street; Eleanor Collier, 3 1 ;  Clarice James, 28 ;  and 

Ethel Schnell, 30 .79 

Sunday, October, 1 3 ,  was the day the Roman Catholic Diocese of Rochester 

released an official announcement regarding the influenza epidemic. Up to the 1 3th, 

the Protestant Churches in Rochester were generally following the request of city 

officials to close churches . Most churches cancelled or postponed non-worshiping 

activities. The Universal Council of Churches (a Protestant organization) urged 

member churches to cancel Sunday worship services and most churches followed the 

request. However, the City, up to this time did not challenge the powerful Catholic 

Church in Rochester. 

The Rt. Rev .  Thomas Hickey, Bishop of Rochester, released a lengthy 

statement on the 1 3th. Hickey acknowledged that the country was "experiencing a 

condition unprecedented in the rapid spread of a disease" and that Rochester was 

affected but not "suffering so severely as other cities ." Hickey explained to his flock 

79 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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that he had been in conference with Mayor Edgerton and public health officials. 

Hickey consented that the Mayor and his consultants had the authority and duty to 

preserve municipal welfare. Hickey stated that he was advised by City officials that it 

would be a "prudent preventative measure" to close all churches . The Bishop 

infonned Rochester Catholics that he had no intention "to interfere with them in the 

discharge of their duties .  The responsibility of closing the churches has been by the 

proper authorities of the city and we are prepared to obey it. "  Hickey directed all 

Catholic churches in the City to be closed as of midnight. Hickey admitted that the 

closing of the Churches and 

"the consequent inability of Catholics to assist at Mass and thus discharge 
their obligation in conscience is a most serious and unusual procedure. We beg our 
people to feel that this is the time for calm thought and prudent action and not an 
occasion for undo alarm. Let the prayers for Mass be said at home in union with the 
holy sacrifice at the altar and let us pray to the God of tender love and compassion for 
our spiritual needs and our bodily welfare."80 

This was a very significant development in the battle against influenza in 

Rochester as there was much debate as to if the City could order the Catholic Church 

to close their doors . The Catholic Church was a very strong and independent entity in 

1 9 1 8 . Many wondered if the Church would buckle under pressure from the City, and 

how the situation would be handled at the highest levels. After lengthy, informative 

meetings between city and Church officials, confrontation was averted and the health 

and welfare of all Rochester citizens, Catholic and non-Catholics, prevailed. 

Acting Health Officer Roby issued another closing order. The order issued the 

night before declared that all services and activities in and at all lodges, civic 

associations, social clubs, Sunday and Sabbath schools closed until further notice .  

8 0  Democrat and Chronicle, October 16, 1918, 16. 



The only exception was for the people who regularly took their meals at such listed 

places. 

80 

Dr. Roby also reported that 4 7 1  new cases of influenza were reported to his 

office in the last 24 hours . Roby re1ninded readers that if they wished to avoid 

influenza, the "should not get within range of the breath of anyone. The germs do not 

fly, but may be carried on the breath or sputmn when a person with influenza coughs 

or sneezes ."  

Commissioner of Public Safety, R. Andrew Hamilton, issued an order closing 

all saloons, bars of hotels, bars of retail liquor stores, soda fountains and club bars. 

This closing affected a huge number of the working class population in the city. 

Saloons and bars were popular stopping points for workers on their way home after a 

hard day at work. Hamilton tried to emphasize the urgency and validity of his order 

by stating that he did so "because of the great and imminent peril to public safety in 

the city existing by reason of the epidemic of influenza."8 1  Hamilton also ordered the 

closing of all ice cream parlors . 

The Red Cross announced that women were responding readily to the call to 

volunteers to fight influenza. The Red Cross again stated that it was patriotic to 

volunteer and all that is required is a willingness to serve and three references. 

The Infants Summer Hospital on Beach A venue in Charlotte was reopened to 

treat influenza patients from the Kodak Park School of Aerial Photography. Fifty

seven men were patients there as of the 1 3th. 

Influenza news from the nation' s  capital greeted readers of the Democrat and 

Chronicle on the 1 3th . Surgeon General Blue made a nationwide endorsetnent that 

8 1 Democrat and Chronicle, October 16, 1918, 16. 
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people should start wearing a gauze mask over the nose and mouth as a deterrent to 

infection. Again, Blue stressed that people who feel ill should stay home and call a 

doctor immediately. This should be done if one has a fever, coughs up pinkish 

sputum, breathes rapidly or painfully. The patient should be kept in a well ventilated 

room, given a light diet and kept quiet and clean.  All of the announcements from 

Surgeon General Blue were wired to all n1unicipal health officers across the nation, 

including Dr. Roby in Rochester. The newspapers in Rochester could pick up the 

news out of Washington on the wire service and print it in the next edition. Dr. Roby 

would release a press announcement later the same day, repeating what Dr. Blue 

stated. 

Rochester readers were being given multiple warnings and a constant stream 

of information from all health officials . The people of Rochester were "expressly 

cautioned to avoid panic, but enjoined to calmly face the situation which actually 

exists ."82 Be careful but don't  panic. 

The fight against the influenza epidemic in Rochester took a new turn on the 

13th . 

The Red Cross appealed for more women to come forward and volunteer. The 

process for volunteering was going to be 1nade easier that yesterday. Volunteers could 

call the Red Cross Coordinator, Mrs. E.W. Mulligan at the Red Cross House on East 

A venue, or call her at home on the Bell phone syste1n, Chase 1 6 1 .  The Red Cross 

welcomed all volunteers but it was prepared to pay trained women $ 1 5 .00 per week 

and untrained women $ 1 0 .00 per week for their services. The need for health care 

82 Herald, October 13, 1918, 2 .  
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was growing so acute in Rochester that for the first time, money was used as an 

incentive to help. 83 

This need for emergency health aids was due in part to people doing what the 

authorities had been telling them from the start of the epidetnic :  to avoid sick people 

and places where sickness existed. People were afraid. As much as possible, people 

stayed in the safety of their own homes .  Helping others might be suicide. Stories 

floated around Rochester about people refusing to help even their own family 

members. One wmnan was ostracized for refusing to help her brother and his stricken 

family. The brother and family were so sick and bed-ridden that they could not 

prepare food. The woman even refused to bring food and prepare in the brother' s  

empty kitchen. She left the uncooked food on the back steps of her brother' s  house. 

All gatherings and activities of Masonic chapters in Rochester for the coming 

week were called off. Masonic Superintendent Thomas C. Hodgson stated he would 

review the situation again the following Sunday. 

The diary entry of Frank Parker on the 1 3 th read: "Church closed on account 

of Influenza Epidemic. Took dinner at home. Quiet day."84 

Ali aspects of life were affected by the epidemic and many cmnpanies were 

developing policies of their own. The Cadillac dealership in Rochester was the 

Mabbett-Bettys Motor Car Company on Court Street. The dealership received a 

bulletin from R.H. Colline, General Manager of the Cadillac Motor Car Cmnpany 

who urged that everything be done to keep salesromns and shops free from the 

disease. The Cadillac Con1pany had their Welfare Department headed by Dr. E.H. 

83 Democrat and Chronicle, October 13, 1918, 23.  
84 Frank Parker diary, October 13, 1918 
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Hanna, who warned that the most serious attention be paid to even an ordinary cold. 

As soon as an employee appears to be ill, have him examined by a doctor. If an 

employee has a high fever, the e1nployee should be sent home immediately. All 

persons in the dealership should cover coughs and sneezes . Spitting should be 

prohibited and enforced. 

There were enough cases of influenza by the 1 3th that geographic plotting of 

influenza locations was being collected and analyzed. Dr. Roby stated that up to date, 

the hardest hit areas in the city were Joseph Avenue, North Street and the adjacent 

streets. This area contained a large immigrant population that tended to live in 

crowded conditions. New immigrants to Rochester would move in with relatives 

already established in Rochester until they could live on their own. It was common 

for multiple fan1ilies to live in a single family dwelling which created the perfect 

conditions for the spread of influenza. One cough or sneeze of an infected person in 

the crowded dwelling place spread the disease to all .  The inability to speak English 

kept some infected immigrants from seeking medical attention. 

Dr. Roby and his staff realized that the language barrier was contributing to 

the spread of the disease. Health officials distributed posters throughout the city 

printed in English, Polish, Hebrew, German, and Italian that read: 

"INFLUENZA 

Begins with a headache, chilly sensations and fever. 
When uncomplicated, it is not a serious disease and fever goes down in two to three 
days. 

PNEUMONIA 
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When first taken sick, patients must be put to bed in a room by themselves and must 
not get up for anything. 

We urgently advise patients to go to a hospital in the early stage. 

Rochester Health Bureau 
Joseph Roby, M.D. , Acting Health Officer"85 

These warning posters were too late for some residents of Rochester. While 

tending to the needs of her patients, Hahnemann Hospital nurse Rhoda Tilford 

contracted the disease and died. Nurse Tilford was 1 9  years old. Private Jewell H .  

Edwards, assigned to the Kodak Park School for Aerial Photography, died at the 

Infants Summer Hospital. Pvt. Edwards was 20 years old. Joseph Bohrer, 30  of 1 47 

Main Street West was found dead in his home after suffering with influenza for two 

days. General Hospital reported the influenza deaths of Ruth Calkins, 1 9, of 42 Greig 

Street and Carl Coe, 1 9, of 243 Lincoln Street. 

The Times Union reported that due to the overwhelming burden placed on 

Commissioner Hamilton and his staff, the annual inspection of the Rochester Fire 

Department was postponed for at least one week. 

The Herald ran a story on the 14th that showed an example of one way that 

influenza entered Rochester. 

Leo Murphy, USN, came home to 57 Fulton Avenue, on leave on October gth . 

Murphy was ad1nitted to the Homeopathic Hospital on the 1 3th . Considering the 

rampant influenza infestation in the military, it is very probable that Murphy arrived 

in Rochester already infected. Murphy was contagious and spreading the disease from 

the gth to the 1 3th . 

85 Goler Papers, Box Ho-Lo, Influenza file, Rochester Public Library. 



Another sailor who contributed to the spread of influenza in Rochester was 

Leo Reynolds who came home to Rochester on leave by train on the 1 3th. Reynolds 

was so sick that he was taken directly from the train station to the Homeopathic 

Hospital. 

The Democrat and Chronicle, on page one, informed Rochester readers of 

smne: 

Advice Worth Heeding 

Keep away from the cougher, sneezer or spitter who does not use a 
handkerchief. 

Keep out of crowds whenever possible. 
Don't  use dishes or towels which have been used by others until they have 

been washed in boiling water. 
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Don't put your lips against the telephone mouthpiece and don't put into your 
mouth a pencil or any other article that has been used by another. 

Keep in the fresh air and sunlight as much as possible, but wear sufficient 
clothing to keep warm. 

Sleep in a well ventilated room under plenty of bedclothes . 
Walk instead of using the street car whenever your journey is a short one. 
Be temperate in eating and observe the ordinary rules of hygiene. 
Wash your hands and face immediately upon reaching your home and change 

your c lothes if possible before mingling with the rest of the family. 
Go to bed upon the first indication of illness and call a doctor. 
The sick person should have a room by himself. 
Care should be taken to have the sick person cough, sneeze or expectorate in 

gauze which should be burned at once. Wash hands after handling used gauze. 
Patent tnedicines should be avoided. 
The patient' s  room should be kept well ventilated: care should be taken that 

no draught strikes hiln. 
The patient should remain in bed long enough after the fever has subsided, so 

that he will be no danger of an attack of pneumonia. 

This article was significant for a number of reasons. People are warned to 

wash dishes and towels in boiling water for the first time. This required extra work in 

the days prior to auto1natic washing machines .  Most people did not even have wringer 

type 1nachines so this advice was difficult to follow. The telephone is listed as a site 
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for possible transmission of the disease. The suggestion to avoid using streetcars is 

made publicly for the first time. It was accepted that the disease was airborne but the 

article suggests that the disease could be carried on clothing. Suggestions for taking 

care of infected people were made . Burning infected materials was suggested for the 

first time. The correlation between influenza and pneumonia was acknowledged 

publicly. 

Deaths from influenza continued to increase. Mortality rates were usually 

measured in 24 hour periods, but the Herald ran an article that listed the death rate 

from noon to midnight. Nine people died in that titne frame. Victims of influenza on 

the 1 4th were: Harry Cohen, 3 3 ,  of Chatham Street; Margaret Simpson; William 

Small of 805 North Clinton Avenue; Mrs. Leo Levy of 62 Edwards Street; Mrs. Nina 

Buoninconti of 3 10 Smith Street, and Edward Lewis of 2 1 68 East Main Street. After 

less than one day of hospitalization, navy man Leo Murphy died. He was 23 years 

old. 

Leo Murphy' s  short stay at a hospital was typical during the epidemic. 

Hospitals were used as a last resort. Home care was the accepted norm. Hospitals 

became a place to go to die. General Hospital reported 80 cases under treatment along 

with 35 of their nurses taken ill. The Homeopathic Hospital reported 1nore than 3 0 

cases being treated. 

Miss Keith wrote in her diary, "80 cases here. Two to four deaths daily."86 

A listing of influenza deaths was published in the afternoon edition of the 

Times Union: Mrs. Francis Peredum of 82 Kelly Street, Alfred J. Murphy of 1 06 

Hobart Street, Dorothy Burley of 537  State Street, Irene E. Kelly of 1 69 Albemarle 

86 Smith, Century of Service, 142. 
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Street, Henry Hotkon of 21 Murray Street, Marie Buttafusco of 16 Emma Street, 

Mary B .  Eichorn of 272 Clinton Avenue South, and Sebastian Ergitaun of 49 Wilder 

Street. 

Burials at Mt. Hope cemetery were held on the 1 4th for Fannie L. Heusner, 26; 

William Merley, 27; Annie Thomas of Hawley Street; and Elsie Vogt, 1 2, of Benton 

Street. 

The Waterman family of Tremont Street experienced double grief on the 1 4th 

when they buried Ester Waterman and her newborn infant. Both died of influenza.87 

The Post Express reported that some streetcar routes were running fewer cars 

as cars were removed from service due to a lack of employees to operate them due to 

influenza. This led to more passengers being crammed into fewer cars, compounding 

the problem of spreading the disease. 

This repeats what you said earlier. AS in every October in western New 

York, the leaves were changing color and falling and fallen leaves were raked into 

piles and burned. On the 1norning of October 1 5 , Public Health Commissioner 

Hamilton issued a warning that burning leaves irritated the lining of the respiratory 

system leaving it open for infection. Hamilton, later that same day, issued an order 

prohibiting the burning of leaves . Rochester Police were authorized to arrest on the 

spot anyone violating the order. 

Commissioner Hamilton issued another order effective on the 1 5th. Hamilton 

ordered all "persons, firms, and corporations trafficking in liquors shall not sell or 

distribute and liquor, wine, beer, ale, mineral water, or soft drinks to be drunk on the 

87 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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premises where sold . . . . until this order b e  rescinded."88 This new order was issued to 

fill-in the blanks and gaps that were being exploited in the order of the 1 3th. This was 

not the only instance of an order from the Health Bureau being ignored in Rochester. 

The street cars were still being run with their windows closed. An order had been 

directed to the mass transit companies in the city to run with windows wide open, 

hoping to keep the cars well ventilated and not as stuffy, crowded incubators of 

influenza. Street car officials stated that their customers were complaining of being 

cold due to the open windows and that numbers of riders were down. Crowding of the 

cars was also continuing, contrary to having conductors limit the nu1nbers of riders in 

each car . Hamilton stated that if these violations to his orders continued, he would 

report the situation to the State Public Service Commission which had the power to 

shut down all the streetcar companies in Rochester. 

On the afternoon of the 1 5th, Commissioner Hamilton met with a delegation of 

undertakers and funeral directors. This meeting was held to define what constituted a 

public funeral versus a private funeral. Hamilton had prohibited public funerals two 

days earlier until the epidemic had subsided in Rochester. 

The Monroe County Jail prohibited attorneys and visitors frmn entering the 

jail facility. All new prisoners were examined prior to be admitted to the cell blocks . 

If sick, they were sent directly to the infirmary. 

Acting Health Officer Dr. Joseph Roby informed Rochesterians that he 

believed that the influenza epidemic had not yet peaked. Roby believed that the 

epidemic would only be at its peak when 30% to 40% of the total population had 

become infected. Roby based his prediction on what had happened in other cities .  Dr. 
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Roby ordered a supply of gauze masks in a quantity large enough to supply all nurses 

connected with the Health Bureau and the hospitals in Rochester. 

The most alarming part of the situation in Rochester was the lack of nurses. 

Nurses were the front line defense in combating influenza. Nurses were sent out into 

the communities to render aid and assistance. The normal population of nurses in 

Rochester was severely reduced due to the war. Rochester was no different than any 

other community when it came to patriotism. Liberty Bonds quotas were met, 

enlistlnent quotas were met and nurses signed up to do their part. George Goler, 

Health Officer of Rochester, was in charge of AEF Hospital 1 9  in France. Goler was 

a prominent physician of his time, credited with discoveries making healthy milk 

production and consumption well established in the Rochester medical community. 

Dr. Goler pursued his patriotic duty and left Dr. Roby as Acting Health Officer of 

Rochester. Dr. Roby was faced with the dilemma of not enough nurses and health 

care providers. 89 

The newspapers of Rochester picked up the call for nurses and health care 

providers. The Red Cross ran advertisements in all the papers urging women to 

volunteer. The Herald ran a box add the read that there was "a great need for 

volunteer workers to help in families that are suffering from the influenza. Already 

more than one hundred volunteers are at work but the detnand exceeds the supply." 

All women who were "old enough to have common sense" were encouraged to 

contact Mrs. Edward W. Mulligan at 788 East Avenue.90 

89 Herald, October 15, 1918, 8 .  
90 Ibid., 5. 



All the newspapers ran an urgent Red Cross plea for volunteers. The 

advertisement was titled 

"A Stern Task for Stern Women.'' 

"There is nothing in the epidemic of SPAN ISH INFLUENZA to inspire panic . 
. There is everything to inspire coolness and courage and sacrifice on the part of 

American women 
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A stem task confronts the women of Rochester- not only trained women but untrained 
women. 

The housewife, the dietitian, the nurses' aide, the practical nurse, the undergraduate 
nurse and the trained nurse herself- all of these are needed. 

Humanity Calls Them to Join the Emergency Aides 

Lives Depend Upon Their Answer 

Capable, though untrained hands can lighten the burden of the trained ones. There are 
many things intelligent women can do to relieve the situation, working under the 
direction of competent nurses .  

Will You Help Do Some of Them? 

Will You Enroll for Service NOW?"91 

The advertisement went on asking physicians and the nurse-employing public 

to release all nurses for service unless absolutely necessary in life or death 

circumstances . Physicians were warned that nurses should not be employed as office 

workers or laboratory workers during the epidemic. The advertisement in each of the 

newspapers was a quarter page in size at the top of the page. The advertisements were 

no longer little end of column adds. The need for health workers was beginning to get 

serious and desperate. 

The ordinance requiring at least two windows to be kept open all day on every 

streetcar in Rochester was not being followed. Passengers closed the windows that 

the conductors had opened. To remedy this situation, at least two windows in every 

streetcar in service were completely removed from the frmne in the streetcar. 

91 Democrat and Chronicle, October 1 5 , 1 9 1 8, 1 5 .  Herald, October 1 5, 1 9 1 8, 6. Times Union, 
October 1 5 , 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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The number of influenza cases reported to the Health Bureau up to the 1 5 th 

was 2,242. Still, Dr. Roby maintained that the situation in Rochester was not one to 

cause real alarm. The article quoting Dr. Roby was next to an article from the wire 

service that quoted Surgeon General Rupert Blue of the United States Public Health 

Service (USPHS). Dr. Blue acknowledged the shortage of nurses available to care for 

influenza patients, but maintained that homecare could be just as good. Blue stated 

that "the present generation has been spoiled by having had expert medical and 

nursing care readily available. It was not so in the days of our grandmothers when 

every good housewife was expected to know a good deal about the care of the sick." 

The article continued with Blue repeating the standard advice that had been published 

many times prior, but adds a few new suggestions : "the room should be cleared of all 

unnecessary furniture, bric-a-brac and rugs. The patient should be fed a light diet of 

milk, soft boiled eggs, toast or crackers, a bit of jelly or jam, and steamed fruits. The 

patients c01nfort depends on a well ventilated room, smooth clean sheets and pillow 

cases, cool drinking water, a cool compress for headaches, keeping the face and 

mouth clean, the hair combed, and not to annoy the patient with too much fussing. 

The sick room should have a good airing out several times a day."92 Blue again 

reinforces the suggestion that anyone attending an influenza patient wash their hands 

with soap and water after tending to the patient, wearing a gauze mask and an apron 

over the dress. 

The Herald reported the deaths of influenza victi1ns Eric Anderson, 28, of 1 5  

Greenwood Street and Harry M .  Atkins, 35 ,  of 3 5 Murray Street. 

92 Democrat and Chronicle, October 1 5 , 1 9 1 8, 16 .  
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The afternoon edition of the Times Union reported that Dr. Roby suggested 

that the quarantine measures taken by the City might last as long as two full weeks . 

The article listed the latest victims of influenza: Joseph Coyle of 1 92 Nmih Union 

Street, Sebastian Rabino of 49 Wilder Street and Mrs. Marie Buttafusco of 14  E1n1net 

Street. 

The article on page 6 of the Post informed readers that their sources thought 

that the epidemic was expected to last four more weeks. 

Mt. Hope Cetnetery was the scene for burials on the 1 5th for influenza victims: 

Hippocratis Belmeigs, 29 ;  Frank Hammond, 40; Marjorica Hammand, 32;  John 

Kaffenberger, 3 9, of Jewell Street, and George Reichenecker, 50 .  Harold Mackwood, 

2 1 ,  died of influenza at the Great Lakes Naval Training Center and was brought home 

for his eternal rest. 

Page one headlines of the Democrat and Chronicle on the 1 6th confirmed 

what the people of Rochester already knew: that influenza was in epidetnic 

proportions across the country. Every state reported thousands of cases with hundreds 

of deaths occurring on a daily basis across the country. In war-crowded Washington 

D.C. ,  the Departments of Treasury, State and Interior issued orders banning 

employees from transferring to their capital offices . Travel into the capital was being 

monitored very closely by authorities in an attempt to minimize the effect of the 

epidemic of the mechanisms of the federal government. This type of transportation 

monitoring was occurring in other cities as well. Rochester continued in a business as 

usual mode but kept a watchful eye on the situation. 
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Organizations continued to follow the orders from the city authorities . 

Various organizations called off their meeting a week in advance by the second week 

in October. Church groups and the organizations that used churches for meeting 

places continued to cancel or postpone gatherings .  Social and civic groups such as the 

Knights of St. John, Sons of the American Revolution, Daughters of the American 

Revolution, the Knights and Dames of Malta, Rochester Lodge I .O.G.T . ,  Nineteenth 

Ward W.C.T .U.  and the Guild of Master Butchers cancelled meetings a week in 

advance 

The Herald, on page 8 ,  ran a type of box score about the epidemic in 

Rochester. This box of news reported the 

" total number of reported influenza cases was 2,648 .  New cases reported in 
the last 24 hours were 4 1 2 .  2 1  deaths in the last 24 hours. 73 deaths since epidemic 
began . Facilities taxed to care for patients. Nineteen more nurses taken ill in the 
hospitals .  The city is considering a new working schedule for industries. City 1nay be 
put under Federal control." 

People were getting sick so fast and in such numbers that the majority of 

deaths reported occurred at home. J .  Austin Young died of influenza at his hmne at 

203 Park A venue. Harry F. Breen died at his ho1ne at 299 Woodbine A venue. Mrs. 

!v1argaret Ocin died of influenza at her home at 3 86 Jefferson Avenue. Raymond 

Jones ,  24, died of influenza at the home of his parents at 67 Woodlawn Street. 

Hospitals were registering only a fraction of the actual death rate. The Health 

Departlnent reported 2 1  deaths on the 1 6th but only three were in hospitals .  They were 

Josephine Hearn, 24, died at General Hospital as did Makis Costas, 3 1 , of 56 North 

Plymouth A venue. The Hmneopathic Hospital reported the death of V em on Garstner, 

22, of 25 Marshall Street. Ray Teftstror of Houston Texas and James H. Rodgers of 
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Hastings Minnesota were two soldiers from the Aerial School who died of influenza 

at the Infant Summer Hospital. 

By this time in the progression of the epidemic in Rochester, whole families 

were taken ill. A family of four on Augustine Street, all bed ridden with influenza 

made the Herald. This new element of the epidemic prompted yet another appeal to 

the women of Rochester to come forward in order to help these stricken families . The 

Red Cross issued a statement that was aimed personally at the women of Rochester. 

The Red Cross statement wondered if the women of Rochester knew that "scores 

upon scores of influenza cases went unattended. Do you know that family after family 

lay stricken- every member in bed- and no one to offer even a glass of water? Do you 

know that a dozen deaths occurred yesterday probably due solely to inattention? 

Where is your honor? Where is your love of city? Where is your compassion?"93 

Mayor Hiram Edgerton, Commissioner of Public Safety R. Andrew 

Hamilton, and Corporation Counsel Benjamin B .  Cunningham were considering 

proposing to the Manufacturers ' Council of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce a 

plan that would stagger to dismissal of factory shifts throughout the city. It was hoped 

that the staggering of masses groups of workers on the streets and especially in the 

street cars could help to slow the spread of the disease within the city .  

Individual manufacturers reported absenteeism due to influenza to the Health 

Bureau. Eastman Kodak reported 40 men from the State Street Plant, bed ridden at 

home with influenza. Other employers reported workers out sick but not as many as 

Kodak did on the 1 6th . 

93 Herald, October 1 6, 1 9 1 8 , 8 .  



Funerals were held on the 1 6th for Maurice Adams, 27 ; Eric Anderson, 34 ;  

Sanford Casey, 1 1 , of Prospect Street; and Ida Pett, 3 5, of Augustine Street.94 

95 

The Post ran an interesting story on page 6 .  It  was reported that since all bars, 

saloons and other drinking spots in the city were closed, the regular drinking crowd 

were going to the saloons in the suburbs . It was a short streetcar ride to cross the city 

line into Brighton. Town health laws were less powerful than the city and town 

authorities stated that only an order from the state health department would have the 

ability to close all drinking establishments . While influenza was wrecking bar 

business in the city, the epidemic was good for suburban bars and saloons. 

Rochester Fire Department Chief Charles Little reported the department was 

running short handed due to 26 firemen unable to work due to influenza. Eight of the 

24 employees of the Police, Fire Alarm and Telegraph Department were out sick. 

The evening edition of the Times Union ran two interesting articles . An article 

on page 8 informed readers that influenza was a very common pathway tuberculosis . 

The Rochester Tuberculosis Committee was distributing posters to various places of 

employment around the city. These posters warned that the most dangerous time of 

having influenza was the time when the patient was just starting to feel better. This 

false sense of being well gave patients the desire to resume their lives, especially 

workers. Their systems were still in a weakened condition and the sudden and too 

early exertion frequently brought on a relapse of influenza and pneumonia. These 

relapses frequently were fatal. The posters informed that the correct period of bed rest 

should be at least ten days . Returning to work should be done only after consulting 

with a physician. 

94 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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The other story came frmn 20 State Street, the offices of the U.S .  Railroad 

Administration. Officials there released figures that showed rail travel in and out of 

Rochester was down by almost 50% since the outbreak of the influenza epidemic. 

Discussions were being conducted between the various rail lines serving Rochester to 

determine efficiency in operating all the lines of all the rail companies . Schedules and 

stops were being reviewed as well. It was reported that some stops in small towns in 

the southern tier and northern Pennsylvania were being eliminated. This policy was in 

effect for the railroad towns where influenza was rampant. It was a move to 

quarantine the disease and to keep the railroads from being an artery in the spread of 

the epidemic. 

By the middle of October, influenza was well entrenched in Rochester. Large 

numbers of people were sick and the death rate steadily rose and was very visible to 

the people of Rochester. As the epidemic became more and more the story of the day, 

advertisers latched on to the epidemic as well. It is not known positively if the 

producers and merchants that ran these advertisements had the health of the city in 

mind or just realized that there was money to be made off the epidemic. 

Advertisements for various products to combat the epidemic were scattered 

throughout all the newspapers for the readers ' eye. The more fortunate advertisements 

were placed next to a story about the local epidemic. Most of the advertisements were 

placed on a page that at least ran a story about influenza. Each product tried to 

convince the Rochester reader that their product was the product to prevent influenza. 

The advertisement for Pheno-Septol ran a headline that simply said, "Spanish 

Influenza, a Good Preventative ." The manufacturers and retailers of Pheno-Septol 
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recommended that their product be used daily as a spray in the nose and throat with 

equal parts of water and as a tonic three times a day. The advertisement tried to 

convince the reader that Rochester physicians recommended this product as an 

effective germicide. Pheno-Septol was available at all drug stores in packages costing 

25,  50  or 75 cents . 

Some products tried to convince consumers that influenza could be prevented 

by keeping a strong healthy body .  Gude' s Pepto-Mangan was promoted to fortify the 

body against influenza as a "Red Blood Builder. "95 

Bryans ' Drug Store at 92-94 West Main Street reported that medical 

authorities highly recommended their product called Boro-Quintol. Boro-Quintol was 

listed as a solution of 1 to 5000 quinine bisulphate combined with boric acid, thytnol, 

eucalyptol and other well known antiseptics. It could be purchased in 25 and 50 cent 

bottles .96 

Nostriola was promoted as an antiseptic, cleansing agent, air passage opener 

and a preventative of diseases of the nose, throat and bronchial tubes . Every member 

of the fatnily should use Nostriola morning and evening in either liquid or balm. 

The Kolynos Company of New Haven ran advertisements for their dental 

cream. Due to the effectiveness of Kolynos against influenza in Europe, consumers 

were urged to make their purchase while supplies lasted. Consumers were informed 

that a clean mouth was positively necessary to prevent influenza. The catch phrase of 

this product was "Kolynos stands sentry over the mouth and throat ."97 

95 Democrat and Chronicle, October 1 6, 1 9 1 8, 1 1 .  
96 Times Union, October 14, 1 9 1 8, 1 2 . 
97 Times Union, October 1 1 , 1 9 1 8, 22.  
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Religion was also used as a purchasing ploy for anti-influenza products. In 

order to prevent influenza, readers could buy and use Father John's  Medicine. As 

soon as one was feeling ill, this product should be taken at once because "Father 

John ' s  medicine soothes and heals the breathing passages, while its gentle laxative 

effect drives out impurities and relieves in the natural way. "98 

Another popular advertisement that ran often was one from Peruna was 

presented as "the greatest disease preventing and health restoring remedy known to 

science."  Peruna could be purchased in "either tablet or liquid form and was sold 

everywhere." An almanac was included with each purchase .99 

The use of a famous name in the fight against influenza was another 

marketing ploy. In an advertisement for a product call FRUIT-A-TIVES, quotes from 

Surgeon General Blue of the USPHS are used. Dr. Blue is quoted as suggesting that 

the public take appropriate steps to avoid becoming infected. The next sentence in the 

advertisement, the reader is informed the "everyone now needs a general tonic like 

FRUIT -A-TIVES .  This wonderful fruit medicine is a body builder, regulating the 

kidneys and bowels, keeps the skin active and purifies and enriches the blood."1 00 

There were many homemade remedies and cures for influenza. Some people 

advocated sprinkling a little sulpher in shoe every morning, while others suggested 

using 1 0  cents worth of asafetida to half a pint of brandy and be dispensed one 

teaspoon every two hours. Another cure promoted was to eliminate certain foods 

fr01n the diet such as white bread, coffee, rice and tea. Other ideas were to substitute 

foods for others . One idea was to replace sugar with a mixture of spring water and 

98 Democrat and Chronicle, October 9, 1 9 1 8, 28 .  
99 Democrat and Chronicle, October 1 0, 1 9 1 8, 17 .  
1 00 Times Union, October 14, 1 9 1 8, 4.  
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molasses . A common folk remedy was to wrap either camphor or asafetida in gauze 

and wear it around the neck. The inhalation of chloroform from soaked cotton was 

popular as well as using any type of alcohol . 1 0 1  

The newspapers ran stories that reflected the public ' s  reaction to the various 

medicines and remedies on the market. Readers were informed that the price of 

camphor skyrocketed due to the immense demand for it as an influenza preventative. 

Rochester was running short of the mouthwash Glycothymelin, therefore the price of 

that also skyrocketed. 

There were products to be used once one was ill with influenza. Horlick' s 

Malted Milk was sold as a very nutritious, digestible remedy for active influenza 

symptoms. This was advertised as being "endorsed by physicians everywhere." 1 02 

Another type of advertisements began to become more visible in the 

Rochester newspapers around the middle of October. This was a more somber type of 

marketing, one of last resort. Undertakers and funeral directors started to run 

advertisements in all the newspapers on a daily basis . They were usually small, 

discreet ads at the bottom of a column on the page that listed the death notices .  A few 

of the first to acknowledge the rampant need for their services and therefore advertise 

were C.F. Scheuerman, Funeral Director at 280 Brown Street; L. Schauman' s  Sons, 

Funeral Directors and Public Funeral Chapel at 1 80 Clinton Avenue North; Strauchen 

Undertakers and Public Funeral Chapel at 255 North Street. The tradition had been to 

have funerals at home with the deceased being laid out in the front parlor. This was 

1 0 1  "Sure Cures for Influenza, November 8,  1918" Public Health Reports Vol. 91, No. 4 (Jul.-Aug., 
1976): 380-381. 
1 02 Democrat and Chronicle, October 12, 1918, 6. 
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the period when funerals away from the home began to becotne more popular. They 

were expensive so not everyone could afford one and most wakes remained at home. 

Florists ran their advertise1nents alongside the funeral directors .One of the 

first was Neun ' s  Florists at 9 North Street. Neun's  Florists informed Rochester 

readers of their special casket bouquets starting at $ 1 .00 .  

Throughout all the misery of the influenza epidemic, the current of patriotism 

and the war effort was not far from the surface. Aspirin was the wonder drug of the 

early 20th century. Aspirin was taken for aches and pains just as it is today. The 

manufacturer of aspirin was the Bayer Company. The Bayer Company was a German 

company. Advertisements ran almost daily in all the Rochester newspapers with the 

purpose of instilling confidence in the quality of the drug. The ad stated "the 

company manufacturing them is being operated as a 1 00% American concern. Every 

officer and director is a native American."103 Consumers were being asked for their 

full confidence and the manufacturer was assuring them of a pure quality product 

with which Rochester could do battle with influenza. 

The publishers of all the newspapers in Rochester acknowledged by the 

middle of October that influenza was a spreading epidetnic in Rochester and that it 

was a serious matter. The newspapers printed on a daily basis, articles about general 

cautions and procedures to avoid, prevent and treat influenza. Some were quick little 

boxes of advice and others were detailed directions to assist the readers of Rochester. 

The daily boxes of advice were quick little bullets of general c01nmon sense 

such as keeping your hands clean, keeping fingers out of and away from the mouth 

1 03 Democrat and Chronicle, October 7, 1918, 6. 
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and nose, cover all coughs and sneezes, avoid crowded places and crowds in general, 

get plenty of fresh air, eat properly and keep the bowels moving freely. 

The larger, longer articles went into more detail about what to do if taken ill 

with influenza or if taking care to an influenza patient. Readers were reminded to 

keep the sick room isolated and windows open. Tips of what to feed influenza 

patients were given in an effort to have the patients stay as well fed as possible in 

order to minimize the effect of the disease. Caregivers were reminded to wear a gauze 

mask whenever tending a patient and to wash their hands after every visit to the 

sickroom. It was advised to keep patients as comfortable as possible and if in any 

doubt, a doctor should be called at once. These types of helpful reminders were in all 

the newspapers of Rochester on a daily basis. 

As bad as the influenza epidemic was effecting Rochester, there was still a 

war being fought and needed to be won. Wars are won with men and money. The 

men fighting the war had no chance of winning the war if they were not properly 

equipped and supplied. That process required 1noney. Money was raised for the war 

effort by selling govern1nent bonds. They were called Liberty Loans or War Bonds, 

but were just a loan given to the government for the war costs that the federal 

government would pay back on a long tenn basis with interest. Citizens were 

encouraged to borrow money fron1 banks in order to buy the bonds. Local Rochester 

banks competed with each other in order to attract investors . Each city was assigned a 

quota sum to raise during each bond drive. At the time of the influenza epidemic in 

Rochester, the fourth bond drive was being conducted. Local bond campaign leaders 

formulated a way for patriotic Rochesterians to see the silver lining in the epidemic. 
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Advertisements ran in the newspapers informing readers that they could take the 

money that they would normally spend at the now closed movies, theaters, saloons, 

dancehalls and other places of entertainment and buy bonds. Money that would 

otherwise be used for personal pleasure should be used for patriotic support of the 

boys in France. Rochester readers of all ages were reminded that any and all 

contributions were needed and no amount was too small. Influenza in Rochester 

would help Americans fighting in Europe .  These types of government advertisements 

ran in the Rochester newspapers almost daily. 

Thursday, October 1 7, 1 9 1 8  brought more bad news to the people of 

Rochester. The Democrat and Chronicle reported that even though the women of 

Rochester had reported in great numbers for volunteer duty, the supply of help was 

being out paced the need for help . Influenza was racing through the city, infecting all 

areas and neighborhoods. In order to provide more emergency aids, the Red Cross 

decided to establish a corps of male emergency aids. This newly created body of male 

volunteers would provide aid to bachelors who live alone in apartment houses, 

boarding houses or hotels and had no one to care for them. 

The influenza epidemic created another problem for the Red Cross in 

Rochester. Red Cross workers that were assigned to an individual patient would show 

up at the home of the patient only to find the entire family sick. Many of these 

families were so incapacitated by the disease that no one in the home was well 

enough to do any shopping or cooking. Some homes were so barren of food that not 

even any bread was available. Parents were so prostrated by influenza that s1nall 

children were left to fend for themselves . In order to combat this problem of feeding 
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entire sick families, a new department within the Red Cross of Rochester was created. 

The Emergency Food Corp was formed by the Canteen and the Motor Corp 

departments. Canteen workers would cook food and n1ake broth at the Mechanics 

Institute and the members of the Motor Corp would deliver the food wherever it was 

need in the city. 

The Democrat and Chronicle ran a story on page 1 8  that reported the numbers 

of the epidemic . The Health Bureau reported 3 ,333  cases of confirmed influenza so 

far. The mortality rates for the first two weeks in October were twice that of the first 

two weeks of October a year earlier. Physicians were complying generally with the 

order to report influenza but were so overwhelmed that time just did not allow for 

complete proper reporting. 

Monroe County Sheriff W eidenmann and Commissioner Hamilton sent 

members of their staffs to the legal library in order to research the statues in an 

attempt to find a legal way of closing the bars and saloons just outside the city limits . 

These crowded establishments were the perfect environment for influenza to spread 

into a whole new population. Provisions of the liquor licenses of the saloons and bars 

were being examined as a way of closing them down. Health inspectors were also 

being sent out to inspect the sanitary conditions of the drinking establishments. 

The Herald continued the bad news of the 1 ih. Reports from the hospitals 

and health Bureau were indicating that the number of children infected was climbing 

and more alanning was that the 1nortality rate among pediatric influenza patients was 

climbing. Children were getting sick and dying after only a day or two of being sick 
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An emergency aid worker, sent to check on an immigrant Polish family found 

the father dead in one room, the mother in agony in another room and three small 

children huddled together in the kitchen- cold, hungry and sick. 

The Times Union reported that Rochester' s leading hotels and the Odenbach 

restaurant were planning to pitch in to help out feeding victims of the epidemic. 

George Eastman spearheaded this project. Details had not been released as of press 

time but, it was hoped that progress would be made quickly. 

Commissioner Hamilton, it was reported, was in contact with health officials 

in Buffalo regarding the use, in that city, of gauze masks by the police department. 

Hamilton was considering ordering the Rochester Police Department to wear gauze 

masks until the epidemic subsides. 

Miss Keith wrote in her diary on the 1 ih, "46th pupil nurse in bed with flu 

which makes 46 more patients and 46 less nurses to care for them." 104 

Deaths frotn influenza for the previous 24 hours were printed by the Herald 

on page 8 .  The latest victims of influenza were: Mrs. Ida A. Pett, 3 5 ,  of 53 Augustine 

Street; Dolores Zwieden 28, of 27 Vase Street; Jennie Ridondo, 8 moths, of243 Jones 

Street; Fredia Ferguson, 27, of 54 Epworth Street; Harry Scotney, 2 1 ,  280 Rugby 

Avenue; Constantine Mykytyn, 1 0, of 53 Nassau Street; Raymond Jones, 8 ,  of 67 

Woodward Street; Margaret O 'Coln, 33, 386 Jefferson Avenue; John Geer of 205 

Fulton Avenue; Guiseppina Salerino, 8, of 287 Lyell Avenue; Michael Fahy, 3, of 63 

Melville Street; Eyrallo Cartella of 1 3 3  Monroe Avenue; Henry Helftich, 33 ,  of 33  

Tyler Street. 

1 04 Smith, Century of Service, 142 .  
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The Herald ran a set of photographs with the title "Here Are the Influenza 

Cough, Kiss  and Sneeze." It showed a young woman holding a handkerchief to cover 

her nose and mouth during a cough; a young couple kissing through a handkerchief, 

and a young man covering his sneeze with a handkerchief1 05 • 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the site for burials for influenza victims : Ralph 

Baker, 1 5  months old, of 2 1 5  Penn Street; Grace Booker, 27; George M. Brockway, 

36 ;  Edward W. Brooks, 42; Ferdinand Gruber, 60; Adilaide Plunkett, 1 9, of Avenue 

C; Charles Rose, 42. 1 06 

The Friday edition of the Times Union ran a follow up story to the one of 

October 1 7th regarding the suggestion of George Eastman to assist hungry families 

stricken with influenza. The meeting at the Powers Hotel did not go as well as Mr. 

Easttnan had hoped. Alphonso Sander!, proprietor of the Hotel Seneca was against the 

idea. Sanderl stated that he believed that the Chamber of Commerce should take the 

lead in establishing a soup kitchen at the Convention Hall and not private restaurants 

and hotels . Joe Messner, proprietor of the Powers Hotel, was ready at any moment to 

contribute as was Fred Odenbach of the Odenbach Restaurant. No definitive actions 

were taken towards the establishment of the soup kitchen; however, Odenbach had 

already contributed food and supplies to the efforts of the Red Cross to feed the 

hungry afflicted. 

The Times Union also ran a follow up story about the Men' s Emergency 

Corps project of the Red Cross. Very few men had applied at the Red Cross House 

1 05 Herald, Thursday, October 1 7, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
1 06 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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during the first day of recruitment. More men were asked to sign up and assist where 

and when they could. 

The Post edition of the 1 8th reported more influenza numbers . As of press 

time 4, 1 30 confirmed cases of influenza had been reported to the Health Bureau. The 

previous day was the worst day of the epidemic in Rochester; more deaths were 

reported from a single cause in a single day than ever reported before; and 805 new 

cases reported in a single 24 hour period. 

Dr. Roby released a statement in which he implored people to "conserve the 

health and services of our doctors . Persons with influenza need not wait until late at 

night before calling a physician. Please make your needs known before 6 PM. It is not 

necessary to call more than one doctor. Wait for the doctor and go to bed."1 07 

On page six of the Times Union was an encouraging story. The story reported 

that while no official statement had been made or released, it was generally 

understood that worship services would be allowed again in the city one week from 

the upcoming Sunday. It was expected that the churches would be the first to be 

allowed to reopen, to be followed by other re-openings, but nothing was official. 

The only thing official on page six of the Times Union that day was the daily 

list of influenza deaths. Influenza claimed Mary E. McBride, 7, of 23 7 A venue E ;  

Henry Damaschke, 30 ,  of  268  Wilkins Street; Alfred N. St. John, 24 ;  Bert C .  Cutler, 

32, 1 58 Plymouth Avenue; Mary A. Eichorn, 68, 408 Frost Avenue; Vernon W. 

Gerstner, 23 ,  25 Marshall Street; Antonio Ferrare, 1 9  months, 7 Saratoga Avenue; 

Elizabeth Carris , 24, 9 DePotter Street; Ida Albanese, 29, 1 1  Linwood Street; Ethel 

1 07 Post Express, October 1 8, 1 9 1 8 , 6 .  
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Spangenberg 1 3 ,  5 8  Champlain Street; Eva Waleski, 25 ,  1 8  Nash Street; and Roy M.  

Callard, 34 ,  of 5 3  Delevan Street. 

Posters were posted in all street cars in Rochester reminding patrons that 

coughing and or sneezing without covering the nose and mouth is a punishable 

offense as was spitting. The same posters were posted in Rochester factories and 

public places throughout the city. 

Dr. Roby, Acting Health Officer, released to the public, through the 

newspapers, outlines of treatment once influenza had taken hold. Dr. Roby advocated 

going to bed as soon as possible after symptoms were noticed. Roby suggested that 

the patient drink hot lemonade with one tablespoon of whiskey and then take 1 5  drops 

of tincture of digitalis every four hours. After this initial treatment, Dr. Roby 

recommended one of the following follow-up treatments : migraine tablet containing 

two grains of acetanitid, one half grain caffeine and one half grain camphor; ten 

grains of salley late of soda; five grains of phenacetine; phenacetine and salol, five 

grains each mixed together; or five grains of aspirin. 1 08 

Monroe County Sheriff W eidenmann sent a letter to health officials in the 

towns surrounding Rochester. The Sheriff acknowledged that he had no authority to 

close bars and saloons in the various towns; he reminded the town officials that ali 

eating and drinking establishments throughout the city and count need to be kept in a 

sanitary condition. The Sheriff suggested that town official take whatever actions are 

appropriate in order to keep these establishments clean and sanitary. 

Morris Frankel, 3 5 ;  Winnie Jacob, 3 5 ;  and Raymond Jones of Woodward 

Street were all buried on October 1 8, 1 9 1 8 . 

1 08 Democrat and Chronicle, October 1 8, 1 9 1 8, 22. 
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The news regarding the influenza epidemic in Rochester was not good on the 

Saturday, October 1 9  edition of the Times Union. 

The Rochester Retail Liquor Dealer' s Association met at the Powers Hotel the 

day before to discuss the epidemic ' s  effect on their businesses. All retail liquor retail 

operations had been shut down due to the epidemic. The group formed a committee to 

meet with Commissioner Hamilton. The committee met with Hamilton and 

complained about it being unfair that the breweries in town could deliver beer to the 

homes of patrons that were shut out of their beer halls . The committee saw it as a 

commodity issue where as Hamilton explained to the committee that it was not liquor 

at issue but the act of gatherings to drink liquor that was the issue. The committee 

asked when the ban would be lifted and Hamilton could not give any definite date. 

Influenza was costing the bar and saloon proprietors thousands of dollars in lost 

revenue. 

Death became the daily data of the disease. Walter G. Knight, 26, of 1 458  

Main Street East, died of  influenza on  Wednesday the 1 6th . His funeral was scheduled 

for the afternoon of Saturday the 1 9th. The funeral had to be postponed because his 

wife, Marcella died of influenza on Saturday morning. Mr. Knight became ill on the 

1 2th . His wife nursed him until she became ill on the 1 5th . Influenza killed each of 

them in only four days. A double funeral was held on Monday, October 2 1 .  

Page eight contained a large, lengthy article regarding all aspects of the 

epidemic. Commissioner Hamilton issued another order due to "the great and 

imminent peril to public health in the city of Rochester." This extended the closing of 

all public places of gathering. It was the same order as he had released earlier in the 
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month, however, this one stated that all closings would remain in effect until "this 

order shall be rescinded." This meant that the Commissioner did not want to allude to 

any time frame for the re-openings. The Commissioner also addressed the rumor that 

church services would be allowed in one week. Hamilton stressed that the ban would 

not be lifted "unless there be a decided change for the better in the situation." 

Influenza mortality reached another high point with 22 deaths reported in 24 

hours. The Health Bureau had received confirmation of 4,804 cases of influenza in 

the city as of October 1 9 . In another atte1npt to keep pace with influenza as it ravaged 

the city, another emergency hospital was opening. The Y.W.C .A. on Franklin Street 

offered to let its building be used as a temporary emergency hospital for women and 

children. This new hospital was a co-operation between the Health Bureau, the Red 

Cross and the Y.W.C.A. The Health Bureau would supply doctors and nurses. The 

Red Cross would supply volunteer aids, food, nightdresses, towels and washcloths. 

The Y.W.C.A. along with the space, would supply beds, bedding and dishes .  

The Red Cross reported there were about 200 volunteers working throughout 

the city, but urgently needed more. 

All student soldiers at Mechanics Institute were required to have their throats 

sprayed morning and night by their medical oft1cer, Lieutenant Giliespie . 

Monroe County Fuel Administrator Mortimer R. Miller urged citizens to use 

their coal if they had to . Miller stated that as a matter of public health, homes and 

offices should be kept heated during the epidemic . 1 09 

Soldiers sick with influenza at the Infants Summer Hospital benefited frotn 

the city wide closings. The Jewish Welfare Board used the money budgeted for their 

1 09 Herald, October 1 9, 1 9 1 8, 1 .  



monthly soldier ' s  dance to create packages of magazines and cigarettes for the 

infected servicemen. 

1 1 0 

More posters were put up in streetcars and streetcar stations reminding people 

that spitting and an uncovered cough or sneeze was a punishable offence. 

The Executive Committee of the Ministerial Association of Rochester and 

Vicinity issued a notice that due to the continued ban on gatherings for church 

worshiping ;  the time normally spent in church should be used reading Scripture as a 

family. The reader was questioned as to if their religion was just a formal Sunday 

occurrence or truly a part of their lives. A list a suggested Scripture readings was 

published. 

The diary of Miss Keith read, "Fourteen new cases today. Married graduate 

nurses come to help. Two, four and six hour shifts. All volunteer." 1 1 0 

The list of influenza deaths continued to grow in Rochester. Dead were: 

Theresa McGreery, 3 5 ,  of 9 South Street; Patrick Keane, 44, of 1 1 5 Frank Street; 

Louise Rackett, 28 ,  256 Sherman Street; Sophia Hoffman, 43 , 20 O'Nell Street; Mary 

E. Beardsley, 70, 303 Monroe Avenue; Eyraido Manuro, 36, 1 33 Magne Street; Roy 

F. Gardner, 26; Makis Costas, 3 1 ,  56 Plymouth Avenue North; Paul Campas, 3 6, 1 14 

Tre1nont Street; Florence Ashman, 30, 1 80 Middlesex Road; Vincenzo Erigitano, 36, 

49 Wilder Street; Rosina Dellaria, 27, 140 Davis Street; Angelo Iodadio, 1 9, 39 

Niagara Street; Reginald Clair, 30, 2 Paul Park; Nick Padusha, 26, 140 Joseph 

Avenue; Mary Ridlkus, 3 ,  1 1 6 Berlin Street; Herman Gasser, 32, 1 74 Urquhart Street; 

Maria Colosi, 37 ,  32 1  North Union Street; Maud l. Pamet, 36, 1 6  Hammil Place; 

1 1 0 Smith, Century of Service, 1 43 .  
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Rosa Polizzo, 4, 50  Niagara Street; Marisa Rotall, 4, 6 1  Jones Street; Ocala Sacca, 40, 

of 2 1 8  Jones Street. 

Burials on the 1 9th were held for: Henry Damascke, 30, of Wilkins Street; 

George Dittman, 22; ; Louisa Rackett, 28 ,  of Sherman Street; Frances J. Rartz, 22; 

Allie Leroy Scoville, 29 ; Herbert Sterns, 4 1 ;  Saburow Tanicka, 39 ;  and Florence 

Wilcox 35 . 1 1 1  

It rained all day in Rochester on the 20th according to Frank Parker' s  diary. 

Parker wrote, "Rain all day. Church closed by reason of Influenza Epidemic. Went to 

Ellen' s  for dinner. She has no help due to influenza epidemic."1 1 2 

The Post edition on the 20th ran a story that contained frightening numbers but 

put a different type of spin on the information. The total number of influenza case 

reported to the Health Bureau was listed at 6, 1 28 .  That was a huge increase but the 

newspaper softened the blow that those numbers should have sent to the public. 

Commissioner Hamilton stated that although influenza was rampant in Rochester, it 

was minor compared to other cities .  Hamilton let the readers know that some cities 

reported a 30% infection rate. Rochester was nowhere near a 30% infection rate. 

According to Hamilton the infection rate in Rochester was just a little over 5%. 

Hamilton continued this perspective of the epidemic regarding death rates . Hamilton 

assured Rochester that their influenza death rate was "not anything like those reported 

in Syracuse and Buffalo." 

The Rochester office of the New York State Railways released a statement 

that acknowledged a 30o/o drop in business among all rail companies in Rochester. 

1 1 1  Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
1 1 2 

Frank Parker diary, October 20, 1 9 1 8  
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The Priorities Commissioner instructed the manufacturers of caskets that only 

the simplest styles be made due to the huge demand for caskets . All highly trimmed 

styles of caskets were ordered out of production. The National Casket Company, 

located in downtown Rochester at the comer of Court and Exchange Streets, was 

ordered to increase production. Plant manager William H. Pidrick stated that only the 

plainest caskets were scheduled for production, and that the company should be 

prepared to be able to supply unfinished caskets as well if the demand for caskets 

outpaced production of finished caskets. 1 1 3 

On the first day of operation, the new emergency hospital for women and 

children at the Y.W.C .A already had 1 5  patients. 

Readers were supplied with a suggestion that telephone mouthpieces be 

frequently sprayed with a disinfectant or be wiped off 4 or 5 titnes a day with a 5% 

carbolic acid solution. 

The news of the 20th brought awareness of further needs in the battle against 

influenza in Rochester. Along with the need for emergency medical aids, the Red 

Cross put out a call to the citizens of Rochester for 1naterial goods . The cmnmunity 

health aids, the emergency hospitals and clinics set around the city were in need of 

bedding, cots, towels, food and money to buy medicines . The Red Cross also put out 

an appeal for people to donate or lend their automobiles to the Red Cross for use in 

transporting influenza patients. The ideal candidate was a man that volunteered his 

time to drive his own car in the service of sick Rochesterians . Male volunteers were 

needed due to a unique twist to influenza. Influenza was marked with a high fever. 

Very high fevers sometimes result in the patient being delirious and hallucinating. 

1 1 3  Democrat and Chronicle, October 20, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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Strong young men were needed to help restrain patients that were too delirious and 

physical for female nurses to control . The Red Cross House on East A venue served as 

the central distribution point of information, volunteers and supplies to physicians and 

settlement workers in the community. 

Rochester was not left alone in the fight against influenza. Dr. Roby was in 

almost daily comtnunication with medical authorities in surrounding cities such as 

Buffalo and Syracuse, monitoring the spread and effects of the epidemic in each city. 

Dr. Roby and Rochester officials exchanged information with 1nedical authorities 

across the state and nationally. One such correspondence came from Captain Norris 

G. Orchard of Base Hospital No. 1 in New York City. Captain Norris was doing work 

with developing an influenza vaccine. Norris informed Roby and other doctors that 

the vaccine he was using was effective only after the influenza patient had developed 

pneumonia. This reduced the mortality rate of his study patients, but only the 

pneumonia patients . The vaccine Norris was using was not effective against 

influenza. It would be years later that the medical community learned why their 

efforts were not fruitful. 

The Red Cross was not the only organization needing nurses .  The four major 

hospitals in Rochester urgently needed nurses .  Any extra nurses had long past signed 

up for military duty or were sent to other cities earlier in the epidemic. The surge in 

patients at the hospitals due to influenza exaggerated the shortage. The nurses 

working at the hospitals were overworked and stressed, putting them at greater risk of 

bec01ning sick. As of October 20th, 55 nurses were confirmed sick with influenza. 

This severely taxed the remaining staff. Rochester General Hospital, which had the 



largest influenza population, was using two entire floors and the annex just for 

influenza patients, with plans to open another floor if needed. 

1 14 

Dr. Roby release a new set of rules to the public in hopes of halting the spread 

of influenza throughout the city, which as of yet had not been accomplished. Dr. 

Roby urged the public : keep away from the cougher, the sneezer or spitter who does 

not use a handkerchief; keep out of crowds; do not use towels or dishes used by 

others until they have been washed in boiling water; do not put lips against telephone 

mouthpiece; keep in fresh air as much as possible; walk instead of using streetcars; be 

temperate in eating and drinking; wash hands and face immediately upon reaching 

home and change clothing before mingling with other family members. 

Commissioner Hatnilton contemplated ordering all city employees, including 

policemen and firemen to wear gauze tnasks while working. 1 1 4 

The Democrat and Chronicle tried to bury the grief that was hanging over 

Rochester. On page 27, the list of influenza victims sadly read: Patrick J. Kline of 1 1 5 

Frank Street; Sister Mary Eleanor; Mary N. Werner, 3 1 , of 670 Maple Street; 

Catherine M. Rehbach, 27, 330  Conkey Avenue; Susan C. Lucas, 43 , 1 63 Averil l  

Avenue; Johanna Burley of 42 Texas Street; George Brewer, 26 ,  41  Gardner Park; 

John H. Thorne, 54, 68  Wilder Street; Ethel Cady Landschoot, 22; Robert Hayes of 

1 52 Brunswick Street; Brady Deer, 3 3 ,  of Sherman Street; Karl P. Hall of 376 Grand 

Avenue; Nora Hastings of 63 Stillson Street; Albert J. Weeks, 30 ;  Belle Kapelwich 

Applebaum of 1 88 Culver Road; Arthur Strowger age 12 ;  Alice Moore, 30, of 5 67 

Court Street; and Dr. Bradford A. Richards, 4 1 ,  of 1 375 Highland Avenue. 

1 1 4 Herald, October 20, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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A new area of concern was first written about in the Times Union on October 

2 1 ,  1 9 1 8 . This article explained that the Chamber of Commerce, in co-operation with 

the retail merchants of the city was starting an educational campaign to help stem the 

spread of influenza. The focus of this campaign was the returning of clothing. The 

Chamber and the merchants were in favor of implementing a policy of no returns 

allowed for clothing. The thought was that if an influenza patient tried on clothing 

and then returned it to the retailer, the clothing would be contmninated with influenza 

and be able to spread the disease. Dr. Joseph Roby, stated that he did not wasn't to 

officially endorse this new policy, He urged the public to carefully buy the correct 

size the first time. The campaign was directed at educating the public about carefully 

selecting clothing to buy. 

Another emergency hospital was opened in Rochester on the 2 1 st of October. 

The Baden Street Settlement House, at 1 52 Baden Street, was converted for use as a 

hospital by the Rochester Red Cross. This new hospital received only male patients . 

The day it opened, 26 of the 40 beds were filled with influenza sufferers . Miss Anna 

M. Stahl, nurse of the settlement was in charge of the hospital. 

The Red Cross House on East Avenue reported that 350  women and 25 men 

were working day and night assisting influenza sufferers throughout the city. With the 

help of local hotels and the kitchen at the Mechanics Institute, hot soup and food are 

sent with each aid as they leave for a new case. The Red Cross reported that all calls 

for assistance would be answered as long as aids were available. 

After the closing of the City schools, school nurses joined the ranks of the 

emergency aids .  The nurses were dispatched to the most severe cases, usually when 
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an entire family was stricken and bed-ridden. The nurses usually did not stay long at 

each home. They stayed long enough to give some immediate care, give advice and 

assess the situation to determine further assistance needs . 

General Hospital authorities were pleased to see the return of their nurses that 

had been sent to Massachusetts to help battle influenza. These nurses were put right 

to work to fill the vacancies caused by 30  nurses being sick with influenza. 1 1 5 

The work load in Rochester as of October 2 1 st kept all health care workers in 

the field very busy. The Democrat and Chronicle reported 6, 1 3 8  cases of influenza in 

the city as of their morning edition. 

James F. Hamilton, vice-president and manager of the street car company was 

quoted in the Democrat and Chronicle praising his workers. Due to the war efforts in 

Rochester, all lines were open even though more than 50 of the 600 employees were 

out sick. 1 1 6  

Frank Parker wrote in his diary, "Miss Blind sick with influenza and not at 

office. I was very tired at night and retired at 8 o 'clock. "1 1 7  

The existing hospitals, the new hospitals, and all the health care workers could 

not keep influenza from taking victims. The Herald ran their daily death list on page 

8. The latest victims were: 

Anna Peregoini, 27; Maurice Mulevy, 33 ,  of 92 North Street; Rebecca 

Sabolsky, 35 ,  of 1 6  Herman Street; Concetta Randazzese, 28, of 37 Central Park; 

Laura Linn, 29, of 80 Norton Street; Mytrle Still, 27, of 7 Stanley Street; Margaret 

Miller, 22, of 92 Albemarle Street; Concettina Gugliardo, 35 ,  of 1 56 Jones Street; 

1 1 5Rochester General Hospital, Board of Lady Managers Executive Committee Minutes, Box 5, 9 1 -92.  
1 1 6 Democrat and Chronicle, October 2 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 1 3 .  
1 1 7 Frank Parker diary, October 2 1 ,  1 9 1 8  
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Mauro Procaccini, 29, of 1 1 0 Chestnut Street; Anna Flo rack of 1 3  72 Clinton A venue 

North; Margaret Gippe of 66 Beaufort Street; Theodore Cyballsto, 26, of 4 1  Kelly 

Street; and Marie Berth, 4, of 1 5  Sigel Street. 

Burials on the 2 1 st included Laura Linn, 59 ;  Alice Moore, 30 ;  James Morgan 

74; Catherine Reichenecker, 27 ; and Henrietta Ross, age 20. 1 1 8  

Tuesday, October 22, 1 9 1 8  brought bad news to Rochester. Readers of the 

Post were informed on page six that another emergency hospital was required due to 

the epidemic .  The headlines of the article reported that the Health Bureau confirmed 

6,590  cases of influenza in the city. The vast number of influenza patients pushed the 

existing medical facilities to their maximum capacity. The decision was made to 

convert the Convention Hall into an emergency hospital. Two hundred cots were set 

up in the Hall to accommodate the ever growing number of patients. City authorities 

were planning to convert the Armory into an emergency hospital if the Convention 

Hall could not handle the overflow from the other hospitals in the city. There were 

not enough health care workers going out into the communities to treat patients so 

patients were flooding the already overcrowded hospitals .  Bed space became 

premium. 

The other sub-headline for this article was chilling. It read, "Mortality List 

Reaches Record of 42 for One Day."1 1 9 

Dr. Roby addressed the increased mortality and the need for more hospital 

facilities .  Dr. Roby tried to calm readers by saying that the situation in Rochester 

"was nothing like so alarming as in other places and that the number of deaths did not 

1 1 8  Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
1 1 9 Post Express, October 22, 1 9 1 8, 6 .  
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begin to compare to those reported from other cities ."  That was very true. Cities such 

as New York City, Boston and especially Philadelphia reported much higher daily 

death tallies, but that was from much larger populations. The death rate was not 

calculated and presented to the public until years later when all the statistics were 

analyzed. Dr. Roby continued by saying that it were not for the "splendid work and 

valuable assistance of the volunteers the situation would be much worse."1 20 

The proposal to convert the Rochester State Armory into an emergency 

hospital was covered more in detail in the Herald. Dr. Roby believed that the 

epidemic had not yet crested. He estimated that the crest still might be a week to ten 

days away. If the epidemic conditions continued to spread and increase the Armory 

would be the next emergency site . Dr. Roby discussed this with Commissioner 

Hamilton and a lieutenant of the New York State Guard. If the Armory site was 

needed, it would be taken over by the City and administered by the Health Bureau. 

The next step would be for the city to take over all private hospitals and 

sanitariums within the city limits and operated as public institutions. This action was 

considered because the larger hospitals were working and filled to capacity. 

Dr. Roby also decided to establish district offices of the Department of Health 

out in the community. All needs growing out of the influenza epidemic within each 

community would be directed to the local office. 

Captain William J. Dean of the Second Ambulance Company ordered all 

members to report for active duty that night at 7 :45 .  The 50 men of the unit, along 

I zo Ibid. 



with their equipment would be deployed into the city to assist when and where 

needed. 1 2 1  

1 1 9 

The need for transportation of patients was so great in Rochester that privately 

owned cars were requested and at times donated for use. The Red Cross contacted the 

Auto1nobile Club of Rochester to ask for any assistance that might be rendered from 

their members. Augustus B. Hone loaned his touring car to the Red Cross House for 

use by the Emergency Aid Department. Every day from 7 AM to 7 PM, cars were 

lined up in front of the Red Cross House. Each car had a driver waiting to take a 

nurse or Emergency Aid volunteer to the homes of sick citizens that requested 

assistance. Some of the vehicles were driven by members of the Woman' s  Motor 

Corps .  Each car carried enough soup or broth for the destination and a lunch for the 

nurse or worker. The fleet of mobile health care workers was in constant motion. 

Visits were made not only to low income homes, but to any household that was so 

stricken that there was no one to give medical or to prepare food. There were both 

male and female volunteer nursing aids. The male population contained many 

university students and high school seniors . The female population contained many 

city school teachers that were available due to the closing of the schools. 

Influenza continued its deadly grip on Rochester. The latest influenza victitns 

were listed as : Bella K. Applebaum, 3 1 ,  of 1 83 Culver Road; William H. Hawkins, 

5 1 ,  of 433 Lyell Avenue; Ellen Grace Munro, 1 0, of 1 65 Floverton Street; Grace 

Mary Korts, 1 ,  of 44 Field Street; William Burkham, 33 ,  died at the Hotel Seneca 

while on business; Charles Lindsay, 32,  of 5 1 6  North Goodtnan Street; Guiseppa 

Zerretto, 3 1 , of 39 First Street; Stella Buono, 1 5 , 56 Hebard Street; Carmella Blepco, 

1 2 1  Herald, October 22, 1918, 8. 
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19, of 70 Ontario Street; Francesco Conxillosl, 23, of 1 55 First Street; Susan Lucas, 

43 , of 1 67 Averill Avenue; Peter Engel, 42, of 35 Morrill Street; Francesco Pecora, 

27, 3 Eighth Street; Pasqualino Palimiero, 26, of 383 Clinton Avenue North; Thomas 

Knight, 3 1 ,  of 8 Beechwood Street; Jeroinyous Roussos, 3 8, of 59 William Street; 

Ethel Lieberman, 35 ,  of 208 Rutgers Street; Rose Glaser, 28, of 4 1  Buchan Park; 

Edwin F .  Burgess, 56, of 99 East Avenue ; Henrietta Ross, 20, 2 1 1 Chestnut Street; 

Antonio Serilla, 28, 1 63 Kent Street; Catherine F. Scheid, 28 ,  of 1 0  Buchan Park; 

Lina Marelese, 3 ,  of 57  Oak Street; Francis Zawnacki, 7, of 33 1 Weaver Street. ; 

Gertrude Robeson, 32, of Ramsay Park; Minnie Kern, 4 1 ,  of 1 1 4 Weddale Way; 

Myron Dererell, 1 6, of 3 82 Sawyer Street; Marion Weaver, 1 9, of 68  Otis Street; 

Loretta Prendergast, 22, of 63 Priem Street. 1 22 

Influenza deaths in Rochester continued with the deaths of: Calogero Giunta, 

36, of 1 2  Vetter Street; Margaret Griffith, 4 months, of 1 2  Campbell Street; Sarah 

Toles, 3 3 ,  27 Birch Crescent; Joseph Jialel, 4 ,  of 1 00 Chatham Street; Catherine 

Komdoerfer, 7 ,  of 87 Sanford Street; Anna Goodwin, 43 ,of 407 Joseph Avenue; 

George F. Miller, 26, of 1 05 Pearl Street; Maria Evangelista, 29, of 59 1 Smith Street; 

Nelle H. Stewart, 29, of 56 Fountain Street; George Phillip Koester, 23 ,  of 5 1 0 Court 

Street; Fannie Caroline Oliver, 3 3 ,  of 8 Durham Street; Glenn Butler, 20, of 19 Finch 

Street; Mary Cole, 1 4, of 20 Newcomb Street; George Ricco, 44, of 24 Corrigan 

Street; Somenico Caneoto, 3 8, of 1 00 Central Park; Edward Wetzel, 60, of 1 6  Vose 

Street; Harry G. Banner, 37 ,  of 50 Grape Street; Edith Vanderbilt, 3 3 ,  of 38  Lark 

Street; Vincenzo Carapecci, 3 ,of 240 Monroe A venue; Condia Barbara McCrossen, 

30, of 1 42 Cottage Street; Munsinnano Ladadia, 1 yr, of 39 Niagara Street; Gina 

1 22 Herald, October 22, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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Italia, 1 8 , of 1 27 Portland Avenue; Olive L. Pierce, 30 ,  of 286 Michigan Street; and 

Salvatore Rallo ,  4 1 ,  of 1 1 8 First Street. 

Influenza struck tragedy twice into a single family on a single day. Ella 

Shavaller, 35 ,  of 1 005 Chili Avenue and her daughter Gladys, 1 5 , died of influenza 

on the same day. 123 

Rochester was the place of death for three soldiers from the School of Aerial 

Photography at Kodak Park. The Infants ' Summer Hospital reported the deaths of 

Private Frank J .  Shelvey, 28, of Waterbury Conn. ; Private Walter W. Weiz, 26, of 

Warsaw, NY. ; and Private James R. Cartwright, 23 from Trenton NJ. 1 24 

(Note: the above listed deaths are 1nore than the 42 the headlines listed. This 

discrepancy is probably due to the different reporting times and the printing times of 

each of the different editions of the referenced newspapers . None-the-less, by the end 

of the day on October 22, 1 9 1 8  all of these people were dead.) 

Wednesday, October 23 , 1 9 1 8  brought the need for the creation of yet another 

emergency hospital . The new hospital was established in the gymnasium of the 

Housekeeping Center on Lewis Street. This new hospital of 26 beds was for women 

and children only. Miss Kathryn Weidner, nurse for the Center, was put in charge and 

reported to the Red Cross. Miss Weidner was assisted by four other nurses and other 

volunteer workers . 

Rochester doctors and authorities on nursing organized a Corps of Inspectors . 

The new organization consisted of trained and graduate nurses . The inspectors had a 

certain route for each day that had them visit and observe the Emergency Aid workers 

123  Times Union, October 22, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
1 24 Herald, October 22, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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in the hmnes of patients. Miss Sophia F .  Palmer, former superintendent of General 

Hospital was named Director of the Corps of Inspectors. Miss Palmer charged the 

Corps members to again remind the Emergency Aid workers to dress warm, follow 

directions of the attending physician, to give medications only by physician ' s  order, 

wear gauze mask constantly always keeping the same side out, keep the patient clean 

and warm, keep their hands clean and away from mouth and nose, keep sick room 

well ventilated, and if food coal or bedding was needed to telephone the Red Cross 

House. 1 25 

Authorities from the City, Health Bureau and the Convention Hall toured the 

facility prior to throwing the doors open for patients . It was decided that the 

Convention Hall Annex building was better suited for the purpose. The Annex had a 

bigger kitchen and better ventilation. The staff and the 200 cots were in place and 

ready. 

The emergency hospital at the Franklin Street dormitories of the Y.W.C.A. 

reported that 63 of their 67 beds were influenza sufferers. 1 26 

The Health Bureau released a statement stating that since influenza became a 

reportable disease, 7 ,237 cases had been reported and 1 80 deaths were blamed on 

influenza. However, Dr. Roby believed that the number was much closer to 1 0,000 

cases city-wide. The difference in the numbers was attributed to the lack of precise 

reporting. Dr. Roby did say that he believed that the disease was burning itself out in 

some neighborhoods, but stopped short of saying that the epide1nic was waning. 1 27 

1 25 Times Union, October 23,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  
1 26 Times Union, October, 23,  1 9 1 8 , 8 .  
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Commissioner R. Andrew Hamilton ordered the Police Department to strictly 

enforce the uncovered sneeze/ cough ordinance. The ordinance passed by the City 

Council had the complete support of the State Department of Health, according to the 

Commissioner. Police were ordered to arrest on sight anyone disobeying the 

ordinance. 

School officials were hopeful that the order closing the schools would be 

lifted soon. Commissioner Hamilton and Dr. Roby both agreed that they saw no 

significant change that would warrant the re-openings of the schools . The city wide 

closings would continue indefinitely until there was a sustained decrease in new 

influenza cases. Reports frotn other cities supported the plan to continue the closing 

ordinance. 

A warning went out to all telephone users again on the 23rd. Readers were 

encouraged to frequently wash the tnouthpiece with disinfectant. Many places of 

business with telephones with multiple users replaced the composition mouthpiece 

with glass with was easier to clean. The City announced that all telephones in City 

Hall were sprayed with a disinfectant daily. 

Work on the Barge Canal project, in Genesee Valley Park, where it crosses 

the Genesee River was behind schedule . The delay was due in part to influenza 

reducing the work force. 

As winter in Rochester was approaching, an article in the Herald had special 

interest to readers. Coal production in the majority of the counties of West Virginia 

had been seriously curtailed due to lack of miners . James B .  Neals, Director of 

Production of the United States Fuel Administration reported that in one area of West 
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Virginia, 3 ,  1 00 miners out of 20,000 were out of work due to influenza. The coal 

carrying railroads were at about the same level of infection with 3 ,500 workers out of 

20,000 out of work. 1 28 

There was good news in the newspapers on the 23rd. Fifteen soldiers were 

discharged from the Infant' s  Summer Hospital and reported back to the Aerial School 

of Photography at Kodak Park. 1 29 

Even though influenza was near crippling Rochester, there was still the Great 

War to be won. A nation-wide call from the United States Surgeon General was 

acknowledged by officials here. The call was for 1 ,500 women to be aids to nurses in 

Red Cross hospitals in France. The plan was for at least 1 5  women to sign up for an 

intensive but short training class to be given by Miss Adda Eldredge at the Red Cross 

House. The number of available women to help fight influenza in Rochester was 

again reduced. 

Influenza claimed more victims on the 23 rd : Mabel Carlson,23 ; Lestor 

Carroll, 3 5 ;  Mary DiPasqualli, 1 1 , of 60 Pennsylvania Avenue; Mrs. Ladato of 1 65 

Davis Street; James B .  Chapman of 1 3 7  State Street; Dominic Bearanizonia of Wilder 

Street; George Bohtnan of 79 1 Meigs Street; Alice Wixied of 5 Terry Street; Emanuel 

Rodriguez of 8 Lincoln Park; Isabel Bushnell of 507 East Avenue; Margaret Grippe, 

20, of 6 1  Beaufort Street; John J. Meyer, 29, of Central Avenue; and Anna MacClurg, 

50, of 3 1  Genesee Street. 1 30 

Burials at Mt. Hope Cemetery on October 23 were held for: John Ernst, 3 6, of 

Wabash Street; Thomas Gelef, 3 8 ;  George Koesler, 23, of Court Street; Fannie C .  

128 Herald, October 23, 1 9 1 8, 1 .  
129 Democrat and Chronicle, October 23, 1 9 1 8, 1 7. 
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Oliver, 3 3 ,  of 8 Durham Street; Edward Wetzel, 60, of 1 6  Vose Street, and Earl 

Westbrook, 27. 1 3 1  

1 25 

The headline on page 1 8  of the Democrat and Chronicle on the morning of the 

24th was bittersweet to Rochester readers . As much as it was encouraging, it was just 

as depressing. The headline read, "Fewer Cases in Epidemic, More Deaths" Dr. Roby 

reported that the number of new cases to his office was down to 488 from 5 1 8  during 

the previous 24 hour reporting period. This good news was offset with his 

announcement that influenza deaths rose to 45 in the same reporting period. Some 

officials interpreted the decrease in the number of new cases as an indication that the 

epidemic was abating. However, Dr. Roby responded saying that he would not 

consider the epidemic burning itself out until the number of new cases continued to 

decrease over time. 

There was good news reported from the Infants ' Summer Hospital. Influenza 

was at a standstill there with the number of new cases being sent there from the 

School of Aerial Photography at Kodak Park being offset by the numbers of patients 

being discharged back to the school. 

The Herald reported that since the start of the epidemic 7, 725 confirmed cases 

of influenza were reported to the Health Bureau, but added that the actual numbers of 

real cases was probably 1nuch higher. 

General Hospital reported that 90 new cases of influenza were being treated 

there . A new ward for 1 00 more patients was created by rearranging the configuration 

of existing patients to more effectively treat all patients. 

1 3 1  Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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General Hospital Superintendent Miss Keith wrote in her diary, "Pupil nurses 

in place of doctor accompany the driver on the ambulance and carry one end of the 

stretcher. Miss K. on duty from 5 P.M. to 8 A.M. brought in 9 cases ." 1 32 

The Hahnemann Hospital reported they could take more influenza patients 

only if 25 women experienced in any type of nursing would volunteer to assist. The 

volunteers would fill the vacancy of the 25 staff nurses out sick with influenza. 

The emergency hospitals that had been activated in the past few days 

announced that they were full to capacity. Municipal Hospital, Baden Street 

Settlement Emergency Hospital, and the Y.W.C .A. Emergency Hospital all 

announced that their beds were full and their nursing staffs working at capacity. 

Plans for the opening of another emergency hospital were announced by City 

officials .  The Lewis Street Settlement was converted to a 3 5  bed facility. An 

ambulance from the Hahnemann Hospital was placed at the disposal of the Lewis 

Street Settlement. 

Commissioner Hamilton stated that the Convention Hall Annex was not yet 

opened, but was ready, could be staffed quickly to care for 60 patients. The Annex 

facility would be opened to care for the overflow of influenza patients from the other 

facilities in the city. 

The Herald continued its grim duty of reporting the increasing number of 

Rochesterians claimed by influenza. The death list on the 24th read: Jacob Sigolow, 

1 5 ,  of 200 Sellinger Street; Bernice C. Taylor, 8, of 437 Remington Street ; Mary 

Graus, 29, of 74 Rauber Street; Joseph Kelsel, 24, of 24 Cummings Street; Isabella 

Sharp, 4 1nonths, of 1 5  Winter Street; Stephen Zukoukas, 5, of 1 8  Peckham Street; 
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Eileen Anna Holenstein, 1 year, of 800 Genesee Street; Jacob Mersdorf, 4 7, of 3 14 

Ames Street; Anne May Vitale, 2 years, of 1 30 Bay Street; Luigi Monticelli, 2 years, 

of 1 8  Pansy Street; Mike Capuso, 36, of 3 78 State Street; Mary Nososka, 1 year, of 

303 Hudson Avenue; John Lacy, 3 1 ;  Walter Marks, 20, of 97 1 Jay Street; Henry 

Geteimwisner, 3 1 , of 485 Hague Street; Anna Ronelli, 1 2, of 467 1 Lake Avenue; 

Oliver Ennels, 6 years, of 477 Central Avenue; Francis E. Gregg, 1 6, of 420 

Columbia Avenue; Alice Wexted, 3 1  of 5 Terry Street; Venere Cassera, 1 year, of 49 

Fifth Street; Luigi Noto, 1 year, of29 Leopold Street; Giuseppe Pamoso, 23, of 3 8  

Second Street; Louis Sultan, 1 6, of 36 Rhine Street; Nora Ellen Hastings, 3 5 ,  of 63 

Stillson Street; Walter Romas, 26 ,  of200 Atlantic Avenue; Susan E. Worth, 62 ,  of 

367 Lyell Avenue; Ida Loretta Eckert, 26, of 1 2 1  Brooks Avenue; Lewis Salter, 26 ,  of 

177 Mohawk Street; Robert Earl Westbrook, 27, of 14 Windsor Street; Abe DiMallio, 

33 ,  of 5 Chapel Street; Max F. Utess, 43 , of 468 Exchange Street; James Michael 

Breen, 3 3 ,  of 1 2  Campbell; Arthur Schrappe, 23 , of 420 Maple Street; Thomas Gelef, 

38 ,  of 1 53 South Avenue; Mildred Schoeffler, 1 0  months, of 287 Jefferson Avenue; 

Frank Padellaro, 5 months, of 36 1  Clinton Avenue North; Alexander Branski, 3 0, of 

37 Durnan Street; Lucille E. Leippe, 1 year, of 1 5  Child Street; James Chap1nan, 32 

of 1 37 State Street; Dr. Bradford Augustus Richards, 4 1 ,  of 1 3 75 Highland Avenue; 

Sarah Rodrigues, 1 8 , of 8 Lincoln Park; C .A.Cociallo, 25 ,  of 1 70 Central Park; 

Walter Cappinger, 3 3 ,  of 1 14 Troup Street; Mark Dickerson, 25 ,  of 98  Ackerman 

Street; William Rudolph, of 28 Jefferson Avenue; George Grosser, 30, of 1 80 York 

Street; Eva M. Brayer, 29, 836 Jay Street; Mary Zachosline, 1 year, of 88 Hanover 



Street; Dmnenico Scaramocino, 3 3 ,  of 40 Wilder Street, and John Ernst, 3 6, of 1 4  

Wabash Street. 

Tragedy struck twice on the same day in the same family on the 24th . 

Alphonso Giglio, 55 of 1 94 Oak Street died of influenza on the same day as his 6 

month old son Giuseppe did. 

1 28  

Dr. Roby presented a different approach to fighting the epidemic on  October 

25 .  Previously, the advice had been to call a doctor when influenza symptoms set in. 

In the morning edition of the Democrat and Chronicle, Dr. Roby suggests that it was 

"wise to go to hospitals" 1 33 when symptoms of influenza were present. The hospitals 

in Rochester had proved to be adequate in providing care and more ilnportantly, 

provided an environment in which to isolate the sick. Previous advice to go to bed 

immediately at the onset of symptoms, in many cases, led to infection of the entire 

household. Once an entire family was stricken with influenza there was no one to care 

for the sick. The situation in the household quickly spiraled out of control. Hospitals 

provided care and isolation for and from the sick. Dr. Roby assured readers that 

anyone unable to pay for hospital accommodations would be cared for at the expense 

of the City. 

Rabbi Horace Wolf offered the use of the meeting hall of B 'rith l(odesh 

Temple as an emergency hospital. The Y.W.C.A donated the use of another floor for 

emergency care at their dormitory. This additional floor provided 3 6  new beds. The 

Y.W.C.A donated the space, cots and bedding but still needed nurses or nursing aids 

to provide care for the patients. Dr. Roby again appealed to the people of Rochester to 

volunteer as emergency nurse aids in the fight against the epidemic. 

1 3 3  Democrat and Chronicle, October 25 ,  1 9 1 8, 26 .  
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City officials again stated that they saw no indication the epidemic was 

subsiding and therefore there was no anticipated date for lifting the closings and bans. 

Organizations continued to follow the ban on gatherings .  The monthly 

meeting of Cigar Makers Union #6 was cancelled as were those of the Labor Open 

Forum, Past Matrons Association, Retail Grocers Association and the White Cloud 

Council and the dance at the Military Knitting Club.  

The Times Union printed a list of the available hospitals and their phone 

numbers. People stricken with influenza symptoms could call : Baden Street Social 

Settlement at Stone 33 1 6  or Main 70 1 ;  Lewis Street Housekeeping Emergency 

Hospital at Stone 6202; Rochester General Hospital at Stone 656 or Main 656; 

Homeopathic Hospital at Stone 400 or Chase 400; Hahnemann Hospital at Stone 

1993 or Chase 626 ;  Park Avenue Hospital at Park 6 1 2  or Chase 6 12 ;  St. Mary's 

Hospital at Stone 1 62 or Genesee 6 12 ;  Municipal Hospital at Stone 4 1 9 1  or Chase 

1320. City authorities were trying to make it easier for the sick to get to a hospital. 

All Rochester hospitals operated ambulances and the Red Cross also provided 

transportation to hospitals . 1 34 

Although the death list was shorter than the 24th , it was still tragic . Influenza 

victims were : George Yahn, 27, of 4 Treyer Street; Charles Schmidt, 24, of 400 

Clinton Avenue North; Izzo Barren, 20; Mary J. Mangan, 3 1 , of 37 Earl Street; Viola 

M. Carr, 43 ,  of 90 Clifton Street; George Hohmann, 20 of 79 1 Meigs Street; Robert 

Walker, 2 years, of 79 Seager Street; Kathleen Redshaw, 3 years, of 1 1 05 University 

Avenue; Rosalia Callari, 32 ,  of 7 Dake Street; Loretta Poggi, 5 years, of 1 9  Eugene 

Street; Maria Pernicano, 1 year, of 49 Saratoga Avenue; Angelo Cacaralo, 3 6, of 1 96 
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Central Avenue; Rosario Giarrizzo, 27, o f  4 1  Grape Street; Walter Copponger, 3 3 ,  of 

1 14 Troup Street; John H. Swanton, 36, of 3 9 1  Magee Avenue; Harriet L. Avery, 56, 

of 524 Colutnbia Avenue; Mary Dickerson, 26, of 93 Ackerman Street; Judd G. 

Thomas, 30 of 590 Garson Avenue; Guiseppe Salamoni, 1 year, of 35 Pennsylvania 

Avenue; Angelo Bugio, 1 year, of 320 Union Street North, and Guiseppe Bataglia, 

3 1 ,  of 1 8  Wait Street. 

Tragedy struck twice at 8 Lincoln Park. Influenza claimed Emanuel C .  

Rodriquez, 27 ,  and 1 9  year old Sarah C .  Rodriquez. 1 35 

After releasing the death list, Health Bureau officials stated that they were 

encouraged by the reduced fatality numbers . They were hopeful that if the next few 

days continued with reduced fatalities, that 1night be an indication that the epidemic 

was burning itself out. Officials noted that it might be another full week before the 

city was out of further danger of the epidemic spreading. 

As of October 25 ,  1 9 1 8, there were a total of 8,047 confirmed cases of 

influenza reported to the Health Bureau. 1 36 

Burials were held on the 25th for Nicoletta Agnello,25 ;  Walter Carter, 52; 

James Chapman, 32;  Oliver Ennels; Anna Goodwin, 43 ; John Granger, 2 1 ;  Lucile 

Lieppe, 1 year; Harry Paris , 26; Raymond Patterson, 37 ;  Kathleen Redshaw, 3 years ; 

Jeromeymos Roussos, 30 ;  William Rudolph, 29; Elmer Smith, 65 ; Myrtle Still, 27; 

and John Swanton 36  years old. 1 37 

As encouraging as the news of the 25th was, the news of October 26 was just 

as discouraging. The epidemic pendulum had swung towards the worse in the 

1 35 Herald, October 25, 1918, 9. 
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previous 24 hours. During the last 24 hour reporting period, 525 new cases of the 

disease were reported to the Health Bureau. 1 3 8  

1 3 1  

In an unusual 1nove, the daily Red Cross advertisement was moved to page 

two of the Times Union. The daily appeal from the Red Cross was usually on page 8 

or 9 .  Moving it to page two was an indication how severe and serious the influenza 

situation was in Rochester on the last Saturday of the month. The urgent appeal, 

tucked in between articles about the European war, read: 

''Men and Women of Rochester 

The city faces a grave crisis from Spanish Influenza. 

Thousands of your fellow citizens are ill and likely to die unless immediate 

attention is given them. 

Whether you know anything of nursing or not, you can help 

Come to the Red Cross House now and volunteer; join the Emergency Aides. 

Surely you can and will do something. 

Apply any hour day or night." 

The need for volunteers to help was so desperate that each day and evening 

staffing needs were printed in the newspaper. The sick of Rochester were in need of 

transportation to the hospitals ,  along with care in their hmnes .  The plea went out to 

men and women with leisure time and for the first time, a plea for volunteers from the 

ranks of the employed men and women of Rochester. 

The members of the Public Health Comtnittee of the Chatnber of Com1nerce 

donated their time and automobiles to transport nurses and supplies where needed. 

138  Herald, October 26, 1 9 1 8, 3 .  
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The Chamber member volunteers assumed all responsibility for transportation 

between 6 PM and midnight every night. Five members and their automobiles were 

ready at the Red Cross House while another group of five was on call at their homes; 

ready if needed. The busiest time of day for calls for assistance was between 5 : 30  and 

8 : 30 PM. This time frame aligned with day shift workers returning home to find 

either their families sick or themselves so sick that they were in need of assistance. 

Chamber of Commerce volunteer, H.O. Alderman told of going to one home 

with a nurse .  On the front door of the home was a sign that said, "Family all sick-

Walk in" Mr. Alderman and the nurse found a family of four so sick that they could 

not do anything for themselves. The nurse went to work cleaning and feeding the 

family while Mr. Alderman made a fire to warm the stricken family. At another home 

the family had already lost the father and two children to influenza. The 1nother and 

the remaining children were found cuddled up in one bed, too ill to move. 1 39 

City officials announced that city schools would not open on the upcoming 

Monday as previously planned. Schools were ordered closed until further notice .  The 

decision was unanimous between Com1nissioner Hamilton, Dr. Roby, Mayor 

Edgerton, and Dr. Frederick R. Zilntner of the Board of Education. Students and 

parents were told that when a decision was made to reopen the schools that all 

Rochester newspapers would be notified. The closing restrictions continued for 

churches, theaters, saloons and other places of public gathering. 1 40 

At the bottom of the column of the school closing story there was a brief 

about how history in the Health Bureau repeated itself. The story noted that 20 years 
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prior when there was a smallpox epidemic i n  Rochester, the Health Officer, Dr Goler 

was in Europe and his assistant was in charge of health issues in Rochester. Dr. Goler 

was again in Europe, this time running Emergency Hospital # 1 9, and again his 

assistant (Dr. Roby) was in charge of health issues in Rochester. 

Dr. John Weaver of 469 Meigs Street returned to Rochester after volunteering 

out of state to combat the influenza epidemic. Dr. Weaver returned with useful 

knowledge and experience .  Dr. Weaver received special instruction in Boston on the 

latest methods of handling and dealing with influenza. Boston, the place of origin of 

the epidemic, presented deplorable conditions for doctors to work and learn. Dr. 

Weaver urged that anyone sick at all to go to bed immediately for total rest. Care 

givers should wear masks; keep the patient warm but in a fresh air environment. Dr. 

Weaver also reminded care givers to bum used masks and any material used to collect 

body fluids . Bedding should be washed in boiling water before being re-used. 

The neighborhoods in the vicinity of the Baden Street Settlement Emergency 

Hospital were hit especially hard. The overcrowding in the ethnic neighborhoods was 

prilne for spreading influenza. Miss Nancy Stahl and her small staff cared for 24 

patients in the hospital and made 120 house calls in just one day. The needs of the 

neighborhood kept Miss Stahl and her staff away from the Settlement Hospital tnost 

of the day and long into the night. The patients at the hospital were all men. The 

volunteers that cared for them were members of Cavalry Troop II, Companies A, G, 

and H. along with the An1bulance Corps of the Third Regiment of the New York 
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State Guard. The soldiers worked in groups of  three, working six hour shifts. The 

soldiers took orders from the professional nurses and did whatever was required. 1 41 

Another emergency hospital in an ethnic neighborhood faced another 

problem. The Lewis Street Housekeeping Center Emergency Hospital was in the 

heart of an area with a very high mortality rate. Health officials had trouble 

persuading persons with influenza to go to a hospital. Instead they remained in their 

crowded homes and apartments. Many of the deaths in these neighborhoods could 

have been prevented, according to Dr. Roby. "Persons susceptible to influenza are 

almost certain to catch the disease if they are exposed," stated Dr. Roby. Due to the 

conditions within these ethnic communities, "persons susceptible" meant almost 

everyone. 1 42 

An effort to re-assure the public that public transportation was as safe as 

possible; the Herald printed a picture of a streetcar worker spraying disinfectant on a 

streetcar. The caption next to the picture stated the New York State Railways, 

Rochester Lines sprayed all the coaches with disinfectant twice a day. The seats and 

window sills were wiped off with the same disinfectant. Special care was taken on the 

sills of the entrance and exit doors where the long skirts of women brushed on. The 

streetcars developed a peculiar odor due to the constant disinfecting. 1 43 

The daily death listing in the Herald was moved from the usual page eight to 

page three on the 26th. The latest victims of influenza were: Rev. Mortimer L. Nolan, 

32, of St. Patrick' s  Cathedral; Harry Paris, 26, of 1 44 North Street; William 

McDonough, 30 ,  of 99 Lincoln Street; Albert Schank, 6 months, of 200 Mt. Vernon 
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Avenue; George Liciano, 6 years, o f  2 7  Leopold Street; Jennie Allietto, 28, of 82 

Mague Street; Micheline Manimana, 3 years, of 42 Rohr Street; Eva Heisler, 29, of 

836 Jay Street; Margaret Shannon, 32, of 2 Colbert Terrace; John William Quinn, 3 3 ,  

of  43 Kent Street; Asunta Gugliuzza, 2 years, of  3 8  Ward Street; Maria Donofero, 27, 

of 1 20 Jones Street; Ethel Mason Cariola, 1 7, of 1 8 1  Peck Street; Dorothea Spencer, 

8 years, of 7 McFarlin Street; Betty G. Gilroy, 1 0  months, of 906 Clinton Avenue 

North; Nicoletta Agnello, 25 ,  of 1 08 First Street; Bertha Dunham, 24, of 23 Richard 

Street; Raymond Patterson, 37 ,  of 520 Plymouth Avenue South; Helen Elizabeth 

Temey, 6 years, 23 1 Caledonia Street; Howard Wooden, 8 years, of 859 St. Paul 

Street; Josephina Cursias , 43 ,  of 1 34 Frankfort Street; Michalina Gravonia, 30, of 29 

Ward Street; Antonetto Fiaveese, 2 years, of 85  Litchfield Street; Bartalomio 

Lombardo, 3 1 , of 1 4 1  Atkinson Street; Carl Dalaba, 22, of 3 1 5  North Goodman 

Street; Sarah J. Van Ness, 73 ,  of 89 Curlew Street; Elmer Smith, 65 ,  of Front Street; 

Giuseppe Buongugliermo, 4 months, of 28 Hebard Street; Frank Ognebene, 6 years, 

of 1 27 Lewis Street; George Osgoodby, 27, of 46 1 Averill Avenue; Derodie 

DeCarallis, 3 8 ,  of 1 Orange Street; Peter Seggae, 23 , of 43 King Street; Lela Weeks 

of 1 3 0  Post Avenue; Carmel Viavettine, 35 ,  of 3 6 1  Bay Street; Anna Larata, 2 years, 

of 1 65 Davis Street; Margaret Salter of 1 77 Mohawk Street; Peter Drees of 9 Cataract 

Street; Grover Troutman, 29, of 420 Columbia Avenue; Henry Sarken, 44, of 3 8  

Ambrose Street, and Alma Laura Scotney, 1 9, of 98  Crouch Street. 
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Burials were held at Mt. Hope Cemetery on  the 26th for: Charles Heineman, 

34; Dorothea Spencer, 8 years, and Julius Sager, 3o ,  who died of influenza at Fort 

Hancock New Jersey. 1 44 

There was no outward indication the epidemic was subsiding on the tnoming 

of October 27, 1 9 1 8 . The Herald reported that as of six o 'clock the previous night, 

57 6 new cases of influenza had been reported to the Health Bureau. Officials were 

still reacting to the huge spike in deaths recorded on Wednesday the 23rd. If no 

improvement was noticed in the next few days, officials were contemplating using 

placards to isolate houses where influenza patients were recovering. This process was 

considered in an attempt to isolate the influenza patients that would not or could go to 

a hospital. This procedure had not been implemented previously due to a lack of 

manpower to place the placards . It was readily accepted that physicians and the 

Emergency Aid workers were already far too busy to be expected to place and 

monitor the placard policy. However, Health Bureau officials did use the threat of 

displaying placard on the front doors of homes where influenza patients had 

repeatedly been asked to go to a hospital for sanitary reasons . These households were 

given one last chance to correct the sanitary conditions that health workers objected 

to. 

The Herald reported the situation in a different way on the 2ih. Along with 

printing the daily list of epidemic deaths, the Herald showed the previous week death 

tally in a table of the daily statistics .  It was also reported the Health Bureau registered 

9, 1 0 1  confirmed cases of influenza in Rochester. 

144 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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Dr. Roby stated that the Health Bureau had "declared war on the spitter and 

sprayer." The target of the war effort was the people that did not cover their coughs 

and sneezes. Roby called them, "the human atomizers."  Roby authorized Health 

Bureau workers to arrest violators on the spot. Roby emphasized his point by saying, 

"the filth and dirt must be cleaned up." 145 

In another story on page ten, the Herald reported about what was being done 

for the sick of Rochester. The Red Cross doubled its efforts to bring aid and comfort 

to the community. The Red Cross emphatically advised people that were cmning 

down with influenza or were already suffering from the disease to go to one of the 

many hospitals receiving patients throughout the City. The Emergency Hospital at the 

Y.W.C.A added 35  more beds to accommodate more sick women and was planning 

to install 35  children size cots . Sick mothers could stay with their sick children. 

The Red Cross announced that their house on East A venue would be open all 

the time for services .  Again, the plea went out to the people of Rochester to come 

forward to help. The Red Cross pleaded with people to register to help even if they 

did not want to do nursing work. Men were wanted that could do any heavy lifting 

that might be required, to run errands for health care workers, and to just be an extra 

set of hands and feet to do whatever was needed. Women were wanted that could 

cook, do housework, straighten up homes of the sick, care for healthy children of sick 

parents, run errands and just be another set of helping hands and feet. 

All the newspapers in Rochester on the 2ih again ran the Red Cross "grave 

crisis" appeal that had ran earlier in the week. In each paper, the appeal advertisement 

was prominently placed. 
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It was the opinion o f  the Red Cross officials, as o f  the 27t\ that more needed 

to be done to try to stop the epidemic from spreading. Red Cross officials suggested 

to Dr. Roby that placards reading "Contagious Disease . Keep Out. By order of the 

Health Bureau." be placed on the front doors of influenza patients staying at home. 

People continuing to mingle in groups were a concern of the Red Cross. Funerals 

continued to be source of contamination. The majority of funerals in 1 9 1 8  were held 

at home. This was especially true in the immigrant and ethnic communities . Due to 

religion and/or tradition, it was very common for 20 to 3 0  people to be packed in the 

front parlor of a home holding a funeral. Red Cross officials stated that people 

attending such a type of funeral, a majority of them became sick within 24 hours . As 

the spreading of the disease continued so did the call for volunteers of all sorts. The 

Rochester Police Department started reporting cases of the disease to health officials 

and at times used their "patrol wagons as ambulances ."1 46 

It was reported by some doctors that the influenza they had treated in the last 

few days was a less severe form than a week ago. No details were given in support of 

the doctors '  comments . 

However optimistic a report of less severe influenza might have been, the fact 

remained that people were still dying of influenza in Rochester. The Sunday death list 

read: Marcella Mandery, 1 7, of 92 Plymouth Avenue South; Angelina A1nico, 26, of 

12 White Street; Florence Casey, 1 year, of 200 State Street; Alfonso Alessi, 12, of 

126 Third Street; Charles Heineman, 34, of 1 7  Melville Street; Minnie Hohrer, 29, of 

Seyle Terrace ;  Nicholas Capellupo, 2 years, of 68 Baden Street; Rocco Fascano, 29, 

of 368 State Street; Baby DeCarolis, 1 day old, at General Hospital where her mother 
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died the day before; Salvatore Delconte, 7 months, o f  50 Jay Street; Joseph Purclo ,  

3 6, of 7 Philander Street; Mary Lowe, 33 ,  of 44 Third Street; Edward Cunningham, 

27, of 322 Genesee Street; Grace Booker, 27, of 1 48 South Fitzhugh Street; Private 

George Scheidemantel, 20, of the Mechanics Institute; Charles Bates of 5 5  James 

Street; Ida Friedman, 40, of 28 Rhine Street; Edna Holden, 30, of 83 Savannah Street; 

Margaret Salter, 25 ,  of 1 77 Mohawk Street; Peter Sargese, 23 ,  of 43 King Street and 

Giacomo Paraio of 289 Smith Street. 

Henry V enneulen died of influenza on the 2 ih . Mr. Vermeulen was a member 

of the Second Ambulance Company of the New York Guard. He volunteered his 

services to nurse the sick at Municipal Hospital where he died after being sick for 

only two days 

Florence S .  Thompson, the wife of Municipal Hospital Superintendent J. 

Ward Thompson, died of influenza at their apartment at the hospital. Mrs . Thompson 

gave her time and services continuously helping hospital staff members s ince the 

epidemic hit Rochester. Mrs. Thmnpson died three days after being stricken. 1 47 

There were no burials listed for Sunday, October 27, 1 9 1 8 . Miss Keith wrote 

in her diary, "3 1 0 patients . 1 20 flu. 9 deaths last night.' ' 1 48 

Monday, October 28 brought no good news to newspaper readers in 

Rochester. Dr. Roby was quoted as stating that in consideration of the number of new 

cases 

and the continued high mortality rate that the "situation cannot be considered too 

encouraging."1 49 Roby cited the total number of reported cases of influenza was 9, 703 
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with 4 1 3  deaths from influenza and other related complications .  Dr. Roby responded 

to the suggested of using placards saying that as of the present time he did not 

contemplate using placards but assured the population that he did have the authority 

to implement a placard policy if the situation and conditions in the City made it 

necessary. 

The members of the Automobile Club of Rochester made a suggestion to City 

and Health Bureau officials . Members of the Club were volunteering their services 

and automobiles to transport nurses and aides to their destinations . After dropping off 

the health care worker, the car and driver returned to the Red Cross House on East 

Avenue to pick up another health care worker. The suggestion was made for a placard 

to be placed in the windshield of the automobiles being used by the Red Cross. Any 

health care worker, needing a ride, could hail down any automobile with the placard, 

anytime, anyplace and be taken where required. This suggestion was 1nade in an 

effort to save time getting health care workers to patients quicker . 

. Public Safety Commissioner R. Andrew Hamilton announced to the press 

that there would be no lifting or loosening of the restrictions and closings for an 

indefinite period. 

The Democrat and Chronicle reported on page 1 3 ,  that after the mass 

casualties of the previous few days, the 1najor hospitals in Rochester were near 

capacity in caring for influenza patients . Hospital officials noted that even though the 

number of new cases was increasing, the mortality rate was decreasing. This led some 

officials to be optimistic that a less severe form of influenza was currently sweeping 

the city. However, health care was still required on a massive scale . To accomplish 
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this, a plea to the Emergency Hospitals was made to increase their capacity. General 

Hospital had around 1 00 beds set aside for influenza patients and all beds were full. 

The Hahnemann Hospital reported all available beds in the men' s '  wards were full. 

The Homeopathic Hospital reported only two beds available. St. Mary's  Hospital had 

only one bed open in the w01nen' s  ward. All available beds were occupied at the 

Municipal Hospital. The Infants ' Summer Hospital was full of sick soldiers but did 

report that no deaths occurred there in the last 24 hours . 

The condition of the major hospitals left the care of incoming patients up to 

the Emergency Hospitals set up around the city. The Emergency Hospital at the 

Y.W.C .A was being expanded into the administration building in order to 

accommodate another 60 beds . The Hospital at the Housekeeping Center at Lewis 

Street was rearranging to add to their 24 beds . The Hospital at Baden Street 

Settlement was trying to squeeze in more beds among the 32 beds already there and 

full. 

Dr. Roby clarified his position on placarding homes of housebound influenza 

patients . Roby was hesitant in using placards, especially in ethnic neighborhoods. 

Roby believed that accepting the fact that smne immigrant and ethnic com1nunities 

were very hesitant to go to a hospital, the fear of having their home branded with a 

contagious disease placard forbidding entrance would cause such people to refrain 

from requesting any type of assistance or help. The disease would then run rampant 

and unchecked through the entire fmnily Roby pointed out that casual exposure to the 

disease seldom resulted life threatening sickness. Roby was trying to promote 

interaction within these communities to advance the fight against influenza. Roby did 
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again stress that he had the authority and would placard any home where there was 

too much visiting or mingling. 

An entire new aspect in the battle against influenza was reported by the 

Herald on page nine. The Red Cross announced that they were prepared to open an 

emergency facility for children. The family of the late E. Franklin Brewster donated 

the Brewster house at 1 14 South Fitzhugh Street for the Red Cross to use for children. 

The facility was named the Emergency Home for Children. It was to be used for 

simply removing healthy children from homes where their parents were too sick to 

care for them. No sick children were admitted. The children would stay at the Home 

until their parents recovered or other situations arose. Two cooks were hired and a 

matron would be hired to be in charge of the home. The public was requested to bring 

donations of toys to the East A venue Red Cross House for use by the children. 

Rochester Police Chief Joseph M. Quigley announced he sent out policemen 

to investigate reports of saloons and hotels in violation of the ban against selling 

alcohol to be drank on the premise. The ban and the enforcement had been lacking in 

the past few days and the action was taken to reinforce the policy of no public 

gatherings or mingling in order to stem the continuing spread of the disease. 

Cosmos Camello, 45, of 6 1 9  Smith Street was arraigned in City Court on 

charges of violating the ban by not closing the sitting room at a hotel at 533 State 

Street where he was etnployed as the 1nanager. 1 50 

Influenza made its impact on the florist industry in Rochester. The detnand for 

floral funeral arrangements was so great that most florists worked day and night to fill 

orders and that their supply of flowers was declining, smne varieties not available at 

1 50 Times Union, October 28,  1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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all . Prices for roses climbed from four cents apiece to twelve cents apiece. Full, long 

stem roses became extremely expensive at 50 cents apiece. Pieces and cuttings that 

had previously been discarded were finding themselves being used in new creative 

ways. 

The constant, daily appeal from the Red Cross and Health Bureau for nurses 

and nursing aides demonstrated the need for nursing education available to the public. 

George S .  VanSchalek, Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce Public Health 

Committee spoke of the "Live a Little Longer" courses offered by the Board of 

Education for adults at various schools . VanSchalek said "the present influenza 

epide1nic is a demonstration of how valuable a home nursing course is to women." 

These nursing courses have the full support of the Chamber once the schools reopen, 

VanSchalek added. 

Influenza was so crippling the staffing of the Coast Guard Station at Charlotte 

that sailors were brought in from other stations to man the Charlotte Station. Seven of 

the twelve 1nan crew were out sick. Keeper W.N. Fobes was so weakened by his bout 

with influenza that he was given a leave of absence in order for him to regain his 

strength enough to perfonn his duties .  1 5 1  

There was no exception to  the ban on gatherings and the closing of the 

churches for the funeral of Rev. Mortimer Nolan of St. Patrick' s  Cathedral. 

Nolan ' s  funeral was held at his mother' s  house on Rugby Avenue. The short service 

was attended only by family 1nembers and a small group of priests . Graveside 

15 1 Democrat and Chronicle, October 28, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  



services were conducted by Bishop Hickey. Public services for Rev. Nolan were 

scheduled to be held in the Cathedral once the ban was lifted. 1 52 

General Hospital set up a special ward for pregnant women suffering from 

influenza. As soon as the ward was created, it had ten patients. There were 1 20 

confirmed influenza cases at the General Hospital. 1 53 

1 44 

It had become the accepted page of death in the Herald, when on page 9 the 

list read: August Gerst, 26, of 3 14 Sherwood Avenue; Edna Kaiser, 4 years, of 32 1  

Exchange B lvd; Angelino Mogairo, 1 8, o f  1 6  Emmett Street; Mrs . Rocco Donatelli, 

3 1 , of 28 Hanover Street; Assunta Tamborino, 2 years, of 7 Saratoga A venue; Harry 

Damascke, 8 years, of 857 St. Paul Street; Charles Patrick Cowley, 32, of 77 Hudson 

Avenue; Samuel Gottry, 20, of 52 Phelps Avenue; Antonio Ricotta of 32 Niagara 

Street; Fillipo Falsone, 2 years, of 32 Grape Street; John Frederick Kohler of 58  

Broadway; George Ralph Harieux, 15 ,  of 97 Aberdeen Street; Jennie Schwerstein of 

30 Morris Street; Fillipo Sidoro, 6 years, of 9 1  Hebard Street; Filomena Marranesa, 9 

years, of 25 Romcyn Street; Guiseppe Testafurro, 1 3 ,  of 54 Lewis Street; Marie 

Scarpulla, 1 3 ,  of Hillcrest Street; Aurellia D 'Amico, 6 years, of 45 Hand Street; Rosie 

Scorson, 30, of 42 Ward Street; Michael Stein, 27, of208 Joseph Avenue; Peter Nasis 

of 1 74 Joseph Avenue; Fred Noak of 1 143 Garson Avenue; Frank T. English, 37 ,  of 

20 Winthrop Street; Angeline Hardji , 3 years, of 5 1 9  Central Avenue; Bessie McGurn 

of 1 05 Ridgeway Avenue, and Samuel Dusky, 9 years, of 4 1  Kelly Street. 

Clifford F. Bates, 3 5  was buried on the 28th at Mt Hope Cemetery, next to his 

wife who was buried on the 24th. They died of influenza within four days of each 

1 52 Times Union, October 28, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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other. Other burials were for :  Minnie Bohrer, 29; Charles Cowley, 32 ;  Joseph Cox, 

52; Harry Damascke, 8; William H. De Visser, 39 ;  Elizabeth Doherty, 77 ;  Samuel 

Gottrig, 29; J. Fred Kohler, 1 3 ;  Aritta Smith, 3 8 ;  and Helen Van DeWar, 2 years 

old. 1 54 

Influenza victim, Henry V ermuelen, the volunteer from the Second 

Ambulance Corps, was buried as a hero with full military honors . No public services 

were allowed, and Vermuelen had no fmnily in this country, but a contingent of 

military personnel was present to honor a man who gave his life helping others. 1 5 5  

The news about the epidemic in Rochester was re-assuring if anything on 

October 29, 1 9 1 8 . The headlines on page nine of the Herald informed Rochester 

readers that new cases of influenza were down from the previous day and that 

authorities believed that the epidemic was in check. However, further down in the 

article, Dr. Roby is quoted as saying he did not expect any great change in the status 

of the epide1nic for at least another week. Roby believed that the disease was not 

spreading to new areas of the city and should be burning itself out in the areas already 

hard hit by the epidemic. This development in Rochester mirrored the trend of 

influenza on the national level. Health officials were opti1nistic that any decrease in 

new cases was an indication the epidemic was at least stagnant. The total number of 

cases reported to the Rochester Heath Bureau was listed at 1 0,076 .  

Two new e1nergency hospitals opened on the 29th ; however, these were a 

different kind of hospital. The two new hospitals were for convalescents . Once 

patients were discharged from a hospital after surviving the influenza attack, patients 

154 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
155 Democrat and Chronicle, October 30, 1918, 17. 
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were transported to the convalescent hospitals to regain their strength and recover 

fully enough so they could return home. One convalescent hospital was at Gannett 

House, the parish house for the Unitarian Church at the comer of Cortland and 

Temple Streets. Gannett House was for men only and accommodated 75 beds . The 

other convalescent hospital was set up at the Rochester State Armory. The Armory 

hospital was set up for men and boys and had no restrictions on number of beds. Both 

hospitals were opened by the Rochester Tuberculosis Committee under the direction 

of Dr. Roby. Gannett House was under the supervision of Mrs . Grace F. Sherrill, 

supervising nurse of the Tuberculosis Division of the Health Bureau. The Armory 

was operated under the authority of Dr Roby and the Health Bureau, but manned by 

military personnel . 

Arrangements were in place to convert Temple B ' rith Kodesh on Gibbs Street 

to an emergency hospital on a days notice if the bed spaces were required. 

Cmnmissioner Hamilton announced that the Convention Hall Annex building would 

be used as a hospital only at last resort. 1 56 

There was some cheery news for Rochester to read about. The Emergency 

Home for Children in the Brewster mansion on South Fitzhugh Street, received its 

first residents less than 24 hours after being established. About a dozen children were 

being fed and cared for there. Cots with fresh clean bedding were ready for bedtime. 

The Home was for children 1 to 1 0  years old. Requests out to the general public were 

made for donations of clothing for both boys and girls of that age group. As soon as 

the children were brought to the Home, they were completely bathed and their 

clothing changed. These children were removed from homes where their parents were 

1 56 Herald, October 29, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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too sick with influenza to properly care for the children. Their old clothes were 

im1nediately washed in boiling water to avoid spreading the disease into the Home. 

The Emergency Home for Children was supervised by Miss Birtha Van DerCarr, her 

assistant Miss E .  Bird and Mrs. Robert Raulet, chairman of the Red Cross committee 

in charge. 1 57 

City officials, including representatives from the Mayor' s  office, Health 

Bureau, Police Department and the County Sheriff Department met to discuss what 

should be done regarding violators of the restrictions closing saloons. Violators could 

be charged with a misdemeanor and fined $300 and/or six months in jail. Officials 

met to discuss the possibility of increasing the penalty. As the epidemic dragged on, 

thirsty Rochesterians were searching for somewhere to buy a drink and get away from 

it all briefly. The number of saloons, bars and hotels that were breaking the 

restrictions increased as the epidemic continued. 

All of the hospitals in Rochester announced that their ban of visitors to the 

hospital floors and wards would continue until further notice. The lifting on the 

prohibiting of visitors would be released to all the newspapers. 

In the on-going quest to secure more assistance to the sick of Rochester, the 

Commander of the Transportation Division of the Monroe County Home Defense, 

ordered each captain of the five divisions of the unit to supply 10 men each to report 

for duty at the Red Cross House. 

General Hospital Superintendent Keith reflected the grim reality of the 

epidemic in her diary entry; "Influenza particularly fatal to pregnancy. Premature 

babies that live have beds on linen closet shelves .  Undertakers swamped with work. 

1 57 Democrat and Chronicle, October 29, 1 9 1 8, 1 8 . 
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Strangers die- we don' t  know their names or names of their friends . Pupil nurses are 

true blue. Never quiver an eyelash either when stricken or when returned for duty at 

the previous post ." 1 58 

The Times Union published the death list for the 29th on page eight. Tragedy 

visited the families of: Merbon E. Brown, 35 ,  of 1 3 5  Baden Street; Abe Endzuk, 35 ,  

of  1 35 Baden Street; Arletta Smith, 38 ,  of  490 Tremont Street; Elizabeth Dodie, 55 ,  

of  15  Regents Street; Nicola Nacca, 1 year, of  1 1 8 Jones Street; Rose Searson, 29 ,  of 

42 Ward Street; Bogdon Givinski, 4 months, of 2 1 5  Stanislaus Street; Frank Breton, 

2 1  of 200 Sellinger Street; William H. DeVissor, 33 ,  of 14 Clarkson Street; Charles 

Steingraber, 24, of 24 Hughes Street; Frank G. Feignor, 26, of 1 7  Maria Street; 

Nathan Waltman, 32, of 30  Merrimac Street; Patrick Maloy, 29, of 26 Elm Street; 

Rose G. O 'Brien, 34, of 484 Chili Avenue; Giacomo Purato, 27, of 3 89 Smith Street; 

Savario Luccheso, 1 1  months, of 20 Pennsylvania Avenue; Samuel Falbe, 27, of 370 

Cottage Street; Louis Schnopp, 26, of 299 Caroline Street; Malaldo Borelli, 1 year, of 

377 State Street; Frank English, 37 ,  of 20 Winthrop Street; James St. Helens, 1 3  of 

644 Main Street; John Lynch, 75 ,  of Joslyn Park; Anna Lodata, 3 years, of 1 65 Davis 

Street; Samuel Lusky, 9, of 4 1  Kelly Street; Edward Vemneuter, 45 ,  of 49 Rowley 

Street; Charles Richard, 28, of 76 Home Place; Jessie Rappaport, 1 8 , of Chatham 

Street, and Olimpa Frederick, 26, of 22 Emmett Street. 

The records from Mt Hope Cemetery show burials on the 29th for: Frank 

Feigner, 25 ;  Flora Ferlissi, 8 months; Bryant Hills, 25 ;  Mary Martin, 75 ;  and 

Frederick Nowack, 39 .  

1 58 Smith, Century o.f Service, 1 43 . .  
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The news of the epidemic on October 30, 1 9 1 8  was as encouraging as it was 

depressing. In two stories, on two consecutive pages, the Democrat and Chronicle ran 

two different types of stories . On page 1 7, there was an article reporting about two of 

the Emergency Hospitals in Rochester. A health worker at the Baden Street 

Settlement Emergency Hospital was cheery when asked the status of the patients 

there. "They are getting well. Three were sent out to-day on the road to recovery," she 

said. The nurse went on to say that all the hard work and long hours required could 

not have gone as well as it did without the men from Troup H, New York Guard. The 

men were used to do heavy lifting, and at times were required to strap down delirious 

patients the nurses could not handle. Considering that this hospital was conceived, 

created and became functional in about one day ' s  time, now people were being 

discharged. Proper nourishment for the sick was part of the success. Miss Marion 

Russell, a teacher of domestic science at the Mechanics Institute, opened and ran the 

kitchen, assisted by a few of her students . 

Human drama was witnessed at the Y.W.C.A. Emergency Hospital on 

Franklin Street. This hospital took care ofwmnen and children only. "I don' t  think I 

ever saw so much sorrow and I don' t  think I saw such bravery," commented a 

volunteer. The volunteer went on to tell of one man that saw three of his chiidren 

carried dead out of the hospital. The man was near insane with grief. Another man 

lost his wife to the epidemic at another hospital and still had their small daughter sick 

at the Y.W.C.A. hospital. The broken hearted man left his dead wife at one hospital 

and visited his daughter. The man told stories and played with the child, trying to 
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make her happy and smile. When he left, the man told the volunteer that the bad news 

of the mother would wait for better health. 

At the other end of the ward, a young mother and infant child died within hours of 

each other. As the mother took her last breath, her two year daughter was playing on 

the cot next to her. 1 59 

The headline of the epidemic article on page 1 8  of the Democrat and 

Chronicle read "Lower Death Rate, High Case Totals, Worse Elsewhere."  The article 

explained the reduced death count in the previous 24 hour reporting period. The 

number of new cases reported to the Health Bureau increased over the previous 24 

hour reporting period. (The idea of a 24 hour reporting period was confusing at times. 

The official list was released at 6 PM every day, but newspapers with morning 

editions included the overnight additions . )  

The overall condition of the epidetnic in Rochester changed little from the previous 

day. People were getting sick, people were dying. Total number of influenza cases in 

Rochester since the epidemic was declared was 1 0, 5 1 9 . 

On a comparative basis , Rochester was better off than most other cities. Some 

large East Coast cites , especially Philadelphia, were hit extremely hard by the disease . 

According to a report released by the United States Census Bureau, Rochester had as 

low a mortality from the epidemic as any city its size in the country. If the mortality 

rate of Philadelphia was applied to Rochester' s  population of 250,000, it would mean 

that 60,000 people would be afflicted. Rochester was at one sixth of that. 1 60 

159 Democrat and Chronicle, October 30,  1 9 1 8, 1 7 . 
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There still was no indication that any changes would be made to the closing 

orders. Commissioner Hamilton released a statement refuting rumors that churches 

were going to be allowed to open the coming Sunday, followed by theaters and 

saloons on Monday and Tuesday respectively. Hamilton again stated the official 

position that as long as the number of new case increases and the death count does not 

greatly decrease, all bans and closing orders will continue to be in place. 

The Health Bureau announced that it was formulating plans to care for well 

children exposed to influenza or those children whose parents died of influenza 

leaving them without guardians .  This type of work was outside of the regular work of 

the Bureau but the nurses at the Bureau agreed that due to the health crisis the city 

was in, they would do what was necessary. 

The Red Cross put out another plea for volunteers. The plea stated that 

emergency aids come and go frotn the Red Cross house night and day and that if the 

epidemic was retreating, it was due to in no small measure to the over 1 ,000 

volunteers fighting the battle .  The advertisement ended "Be one of the loyal citizens 

who have helped to put down this plague." 1 6 1 

Miss Keith reported on the condition within General Hospital in her diary 

entry on October 30, "Dr. Zim1ner of senior staff substitutes as inten1. Sleeps here. 

Takes night calls . Wears white duck and stands at respectful attention to take orders 

from juniors which he writes down and fulfills ." 1 62 

Page nine of the Herald contained the grim results of influenza. The latest 

victims of influenza as of the 30th were: Louise Luka, 23 ,  of 1 93 Ridgeway Avenue; 

1 61 Democrat and Chronicle, October 30, 1 9 1 8, 1 8 .  
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Leah Rosenberg, 28 ,  of 54 Hollister Street; Gertrude Koehler, 3 years, of 332 Mt 

Hope Ave;  Corinne Keon, 29, of 334 Duman Street; Jessie Hillis, 25, of 36 Aurora 

Street; Mary Vogt, 60, of 4 1  Charlotte Street; Anna Weaver, 35 ,  of Rock Beach 

Road; Tereso DeMarco, 37 ,  of Charles Street; Maria Burgo, 44, of 9 Philander Street; 

Luciano Solla, 2 years, of 27 Leopold Street; Silvester Paris, 2 years, of 789 Smith 

Street; Mrs. Bernie McGuire, 52, of 1 05 Ridgeway Avenue; Natalie Aquilla, 2 years , 

of 1 6  Syracuse Street; Michael Obbie, 1 year, of 1 22 Pennsylvania Avenue; John C .  

Flaherty, 34 ,  of 6 1 5  Flower City Park; Ehna Tschetter, 1 8 , of 30 Marlow Street; Paul 

Baslak, 3 0, of 30  Corrigan Street; George Robertson, 36, of 242 Reynolds Street; Ella 

Hill, 50, of 446 Atlantic Avenue; Josephine Gudace, 30, of 229 Troup Street; Carrie 

Gaglio, 23 ,  of 3 1 5  Central Park; Taddeus Adams, 9 months, of 52 Duman Street; 

Fioro Ferliard, 8 months, of 1 78 Campbell Street, and Dominick Corrado, 1 year, of 

523 Jay Street. 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the final resting place for influenza victims : 

Elizabeth DeDir, 5 5 ;  Mary Dibble, 52; Frank English, 37 ;  John Falst, 27; Gertrude 

Koehler, 3 years ; Donald Lawler, 5 years; Rose O'Brien, 34 ;  Louise Reuter, 65 ; 

George Robinson, 36 ;  James St. Helens, 1 3 ; William Shirley, 25 ;  and Anna 

Weaver, 3 5 .  

Thursday, October 3 1 , was Halloween in Rochester in 1 9 1 8 . The Times Union 

ran a story on page 4 with the headline, "Halloween Fun Should Be Curtailed." 

Officially the celebration of Halloween was not prohibited, but the somber condition 

of the city did not lend itself to the usual types of activities . Commissioner Hamilton 

appealed to the children of Rochester asking for restraint. In deference to the large 
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nmnber of city residents sick with influenza, Hamilton urged children to abandon the 

usual noise making Halloween practices . Hamilton instructed the Police Department 

to be extra vigilant of Halloween participants while on patrol. With absolute rest and 

quiet being part of the treatment of influenza, Hamilton was hoping for a subdued 

Halloween. 

Perhaps it was that Halloween was not a type of crowd gathering activity that 

it was not prohibited. The day after Halloween, All Saints Day was a different 

situation. All Saints Day was a day of obligation in the Roman Catholic Church and 

other denominations held services to commemorate dead fmnily members . The ban 

on all church services was still in effect. The ban prohibited all public worship 

services, common prayer gatherings, and the administration of the sacraments in 

public. There was no record of All Saints Day being celebrated on any other day than 

November 1 st . The clergy of the Episcopal Churches in Rochester announced that 

their celebration of All Saints Day was postponed to November 22. They were 

optimistic that the epidemic would be burned out and life back to normal in three 

weeks. There was no report frmn the Catholic Church in Rochester. 

The numbers released from the Health Bureau were encouraging, but Dr. 

Roby was not. The number of new cases was down by 87 frmn the previous day, and 

the nutnber of deaths was reduced by 5 in the same time period. These totals were the 

lowest in a week. This itself should have been promising to the officials at the health 

Bureau, but it was not. Dr. Roby was quoted as saying the "worst not yet over" in a 

Herald article. 1 63 Roby believed that the nutnbers were artificially deflated due to 

doctors in the cmntnunity being tardy in reporting the true daily condition. It was 

1 63 Times Union, October 3 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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reported that Roby believed some doctors were even withholding reports that would 

show the epidemic remaining stable. Roby warned against being too optimistic too 

early. He stated that only after sustained reductions in the numbers of new cases and 

deaths would it be prudent to assume the epidemic was retreating. Restrictions and 

closings would continue to be in effect until there was no chance for a flare-up. For 

the restrictions to be lifted there must be no room for doubt, according to Dr. Roby. 

Governor Whitman activated Company G, Third Infantry, New York State 

Guard for duty in Rochester at the request of Mayor Hiram H.  Edgerton. The 90 men 

and three officers of the Company reported to the Amory for active duty. They were 

under the command of Captain C.J .  Hammond and were at the disposal of the Red 

Cross in Rochester. There were two other companies of New York State Guard 

stationed in Rochester. They were put on standby status, to be activated only if 

needed. 1 64 

The status report from all the hospitals was that all except the Gannett House 

were full to capacity. Some bed space was expected to be created as a few patients 

were discharged from critical care to the Convalescent Hospital at the Armory. 

It was reported by the various newspapers, that Dr. Roby had, in the past two 

days, personally inspected all the hospitals being used to treat influenza patients. 

Roby was pleased to report that the organization of the various groups, volunteers, 

Red Cross and 1nilitary had developed into a comprehensive system, effectively 

rendering aid throughout the City. The system was working far beyond any 

expectations from the first days of the epidemic. 

164 Democrat and Chronicle, October 3 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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Photographs were again used to emphasize a point in the Herald. Two photos 

by Irving Stone showed a positive side of the battle against influenza. The first photo 

showed the house at 1 4 1  South Fitzhugh Street, donated by the Brewster family, used 

as the Emergency Home for Children. The photo was of a well kept two story house, 

with trees in the front and a small barn in the back. The second photo was of the 

interior of the house. It showed about a dozen children, all well kept and clothed, 

being attended to by five adult women. Three kindergarten teachers volunteer to take 

care of the children during the day along with supervisor Miss Bertha Van De Carr 

and dietician Miss Bernice Bird. A H01ne Defense member spent every night with the 

children. 1 65 

Unfortunately, right next to the cheery photos ran the grim list of the latest 

victims of influenza. Influenza claimed: Clarence Albert Spanza, 9 months, of 79 

Spruce Avenue; William Lee Shirely, 25 ,  of 129 Arnett Blvd . ;  Ambardo Damiani, 8 

months, of 207 Oak Street; William C. Coates, 27, of 295 East Avenue; Martin T. 

Anbol, 26, address unknown; Antonio Maia, 2 years, of 302 Exchange Street; Donald 

Lawler, 5 years, of Charlotte Street; Clara T. Keisel, 2 1 ,  of 290 Cummings Street; 

George J. Maier, 32, Of 403 First Street; Maria Areno, 4 years old, of 1 2  Waite Street; 

Joseph Lippardo 12 ,  of 37 Magne Street; Nunzia Mantegna, 2 years, of 1 34 Frankfort 

Street; Mrs . Francis Lense, 27, of 3 1 5  Marion Street; Mrs. Angelo Cololrocco, 40, of 

220 Troup Street; Howard Poulton, 3 years, of 1 54 Orchard Street, and Mrs. Mary 

Schiff, 25 ,  of 2 1 9  Reynolds Street. 

1 65 Herald, October 3 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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7 1  Orange Street was the scene of triple grief on the 3 1 st . Antonetta Sachele, 

4 years old, her one year old brother Calyero, and their housekeeper, Michela 

Morobondo 40, all died within hours of each other. 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the final resting place for influenza victims : George 

Bausch, 3 5 ;  William Beckman, 68 ;  Lester Francis, 1 year; Valentine Gerling, 3 8 ;  

Carrie Olds, 39 ;  Michael Strim, 5 5 ;  and Howard Wright, 34. 

By the end of the day on the last day of October, 1 9 1 8, 405 deaths in 

Rochester had been attributed to influenza. 1 66 

"To be sure conditions are much better, but there is nothing to warrant a 

proclamation lifting any of the restrictions and I have no intention of taking any such 

step. Churches will not be opened for services this Sunday. What will happen next 

week will depend altogether on developments mean-while ." commented 

Commissioner Hamilton. 1 67 

IX. November 1918 

While most activities were curtailed in October, one activity flourished. On 

November 1 ,  1 9 1 8, the Times Union reported that more administrators in Surrogate 

Court were appointed in October than any previous month in the history of the 

Monroe County Court. This resulted from the enormous death rate brought to 

Rochester by the influenza epidemic .  The courtrooms and court staff were worked to 

capacity probating the wills of influenza victims. 

Friday, November 1 1 9 1 8  also brought contradictory news about influenza. 

While both the Democrat and Chronicle and the Times Union ran articles that were 

1 66 Post Express, October 3 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 6 .  
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encouraging, one was optimistic while the other one was cautiously conservative. The 

Democrat and Chronicle article ran a sub headline reading "Ban May Soon Be 

Lifted." 1 68 It was reported that the number of new influenza cases decreased echoing 

the decrease in new cases in Buffalo where the ban on public gatherings was 

eliminated effective on the 1 st . The article in the Times Union cited the same 

observation in the decrease of new influenza cases in Rochester, but quoted 

Commissioner Hamilton saying that he did not have the "slightest intention of 

removing the restrictions . Reports indicate a gradual improvement but we will move 

slowly. It is better to move slowly than to have cause for regret." 1 69 

In the satne edition of the Times Union, a box article ran on page 24 that 

specified the care of and for children. This was apart from the norm of reporting 

general precautions and warnings to the public as a whole. Why it was printed is a 

mystery. Perhaps the editors took notice of the large number of children listed in the 

influenza death lists of the past week to ten days. The chilling box article read: 

Ten Rules Framed To Protect Children Endangered By Flu 

Every little boy or girl, every little baby, just now is in danger. A contagious 
disease- Spanish Influenza- is scattered throughout our country. 
Safety for the little ones comes first. 
Ten rules for helping them dodge the flu 
1 - Keep them home and off the streets 
2- Wash their hands and faces three times more than usual. Use a clean towel 

for drying 
3- Stop kissing them. If you 1nust kiss them, put the kiss only on the backs of 

their necks never on the mouth. 
4- Stop feeding them with your own fork or spoon. Don't spread their bread 

with your own knife when at the table. 
5- Don't give them a drink from your own glass or cup. Another dish to be 

washed is nothing when their health is at stake. 

1 68 Democrat and Chronicle, November 1 ,  1 9 1 8 ,  2 1 .  
1 69 Times Union, November 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  



6- Keep them out of doors when the weather is good, but warmly clothed 
when winds are cold. 

7- Open the bedroom window at night with bed and cradle protected from 
draughts . 

8- Every child should sleep alone, well covered in cool weather. 

1 5 8  

9 - Mouth toys, such as whistles, mouth organs, blow pipes or horns spread 
disease. 

1 0- Guard against cats or dogs that are sick. Keep them away from children. 

As of the first day ofNovember, Rochester had confirmed 1 1 ,3 1 0  cases of 

influenza since the disease became a reportable disease. The hospitals reported only 

17 new cases in the prior 24 hour reporting period. 1 70 

Even though the number of new cases was declining to numbers that had not 

been seen in weeks, influenza continued to kill in Rochester. The death list for the 1 st 

read: 

Carrie Olds, 30, of 8 Lakefront Avenue; William Beckman, 68, of 1 450 South 

Avenue; Howard W. Wright, 3 1 , of 123  South Union Street; Bryant Burr, 60, of 1 70 

Parkway; Lester Francis, 1 year, of 700 Hudson Avenue; Carmelo Niendu, 2 years, of 

98 Hebard Street; Joseph Ingvagluto, 1 9, of 72 Pennsylvania Avenue; Augusto 

Gentillo, 1 1  of 1 8  Ritz Street; Raurolo Famaluro, 1 5 ,  of 6 1  Frank Street; John 

Hetzler, 30 ,  of 830 Jay Street; Mary Huck, 24, of 1 2 1 5  Dewey Avenue; Emma Long, 

63 , of 1 40 Bartlett Street; Leonardo Sciabbarrasse, 7 months, of 25 Phillander Street; 

Angelo Colico, 40, of 230 Troup Street; Joseph Guduce, 30, of 228 Troup Street; 

George F. Bosse, 27, of 630 Birr Street; Charles Keyo, 59, of 68 Bartlett Street; 

Estomo Mayo, 29, of 30  Vienna Street; Matilda Richert, 33 ,  of 1 0 1  Chestnut Street; 

Giuseeppe Incicilo, 1 year, of 542 North Street; Manuel Spaellane, 1 8, of 63 Richard 

Street; Giovanni Masinone, 53 ,  of 122 Chatham Street; Joseph Kalsel, 24, of 208 

1 70 Times Union, November 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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Cummings Street; Mrs . Elizabeth Voss, 32 ,  of Driving Park Avenue; Rosario 

Mucanto, 32, of 307 Jay Street; William Cochrane, 27, of 39 Violetta Street; Jere1niah 

Corrigan, 25 ,  of 82 Orchard Street; Mrs . Zaka Mayo, 28, of 30 Vienna Street; and 

John Dosemus, 43 , of 94 Sherman Street. This death list was even more tragic due to 

the fact that three families had been wiped out by influenza. Mr. and Mrs. Mayo of 

Vienna Street died on the same day. Joseph Kalsel ' s  wife Clara had died of influenza 

two days before . Mr. and Mrs . Angelo Coli co of 230 Troup Street died within 24 

hours of each other. 1 7 1 

Burials for influenza victims were held on the 1 st for: 1 year old Wallace 

Eader; William Harder, 56 ;  Clara Keisel, 2 1 ;  William Kepler, 1 9, of Laser Street; 

Emma Long, 63, of Bartlett Street; and George Maier, 32, of First Street. 1 72 

Hopeful news was reported to the people of Rochester on the evening of 

Saturday November 2 .  The Times Union ran a story on page 9 with the headlines, 

"Closing Order To Be Lifted Tuesday Night." C01n1nissioner Hamilton made the 

announcement to the press after he read the recommendation from Acting Health 

Officer Dr. Roby. Roby' s  report to Hamilton was prompted by the steady decline of 

new cases of influenza over the past few days. Roby also concluded that the infecting 

agent was so wide spread throughout the city that any type of quarantine was useless, 

communicable diseases could only be controlled by vaccine; there was no vaccine for 

influenza. Roby also suggested that mortality rates could be reduced if the post-

influenza pneutnonia was aggressively treated. To avoid the chance of pneumonia, 

Roby recommended using the pneumonia vaccine developed by Dr. William H. Park. 

1 71 Herald, November 1, 1918, 9 .  
1 72 

Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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Mass use of the vaccine could do no harm and could develop into a preventative 

measure. Roby' s conclusions took into account the declining new infection rates ,  the 

declining death rate, the length of time the disease had been raging in the city and the 

prospect that the disease was burning itself out. The disease was running out of 

potential victims. Roby was hopeful that the educational efforts put forth into the 

community in the previous few weeks, played a part in the waning affects of the 

disease in the city. The closing order had been in effect for four weeks . During those 

four weeks the focus of the city was on the epidemic and on the developments in the 

war in Europe. 

The article stated that it was expected that a formal order lifting the bans and 

restrictions would be made public on Monday the 4th . 

At a meeting of officials of the Health Bureau, the City and the Board of 

Education, it was agreed that before the schools would be allowed to reopen, each 

school building would be disinfected. In each facility, all the desks, tables, chairs, 

benches, etc . would be thoroughly cleaned to guard against germs, dirt and re

infection. 1 73 

As optimistic news for the future was presented to the people of Rochester, 

the need to address  the reality of the present continued. All the newspapers on 

November 1 st ran a block notice from the Red Cross .  It appealed again for volunteers 

to come forward "NOW" stating that "Humanity Calls You to Join the Emergency. 

Lives Depend Upon Your Answer."  The future might be promising but the infected 

citizens of Rochester needed help immediately. 

173 Herald, November 2, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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The part the Armory played in the battle against the epidemic was discussed 

in an article in the Democrat and Chronicle. Health officials believed that the fact 

that patients could be released to the Armory from hospitals once their condition was 

stabilized was crucial. Although the patients at the Armory were not in life 

threatening conditions, they were still very susceptible to a relapse that was very 

likely to be fatal . By going to the Armory, the patients were allowed time to fully 

recover before returning back to their communities. The patients rested in clean 

bedding arranged for by the Red Cross. The cots were placed so that two people could 

walk between the two cots . This spacing helped to prevent patients from coughing on 

each other. Nutritious meals were prepared by young women trained at the Mechanics 

Institute. Round the clock care was provided for the convalescents. When the nurses 

went home in the evening, at least two students, sent by Bishop Hickey from St. 

Bernard' s  Seminary spent the overnight. 

The Etnergency Hospitals set up across the city shared good news with the 

people of Rochester. Although all these hospitals still had many sick patients, the 

general perception was that the vast majority of patients was improving and would 

soon be moved to the Armory. The Hospital at the Lewis Street Housekeeping Center 

reported no new cases of influenza during the last 24 hours . 

In an attempt to show its appreciation for the jobs being performed by 

volunteers, the Red Cross ran a list of the volunteers in the newspapers . The article 

took up three columns, top to bottom. Granger A. Hollister, president of the Chamber 

of Comtnerce, said," Rochester has reason to be profoundly grateful to, and proud of 
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its volunteers. They are holding the front line in this epidemic. They are the soldiers 

in the trenches." 174 

A reporter for the Post made a visit to the Emergency Hospital at the 

Y.W.C.A. As he was speaking with the receptionist, a pleasant smell filled the room 

as three large boxes were being delivered. The boxes were filled with fresh cookies, 

cupcakes, pies and a small cake that a group of neighborhood ladies donated. Soon 

after, a man brought a basket of fruit for the women in the ward where his wife was 

being cared for. At lunchtime, a man brought a kettle of chicken broth for his three 

sick children. In the afternoon, a young woman stopped by to offer her time off from 

work. The reporter later learned that Mrs. Henry A. Strong, the President of the Board 

of Managers of the Y.W.C.A. , arranged for a soldier to have his leave extended so 

that he could volunteer his time while his new bride was being cared for in one of the 

wards. Mrs. Strong coordinated all efforts taken at the Y.W.C .A. to insure smooth 

and efficient operations. She made sure that volunteers and nurses were fed properly, 

that proper sleeping arrangements were available for overnight stays and that a car 

was available to drive any nurse home for a well deserved rest. Mrs . Strong also 

directed the collection of food donations, using the Y.W.C.A. as a distribution centers 

in order to get food to whoever needed it. 1 75 

October of 1 9 1 8  set a unique record for the city. The epidemic caused a record 

number of ambulance calls :  1 9 1  ambulance calls were recorded by the health Bureau, 

a record to that date. 

1 74 Democrat and Chronicle, November 2, 1 9 1 8, 23 . 
1 75 Post Express November 2, 1 9 1 8 ,  3 .  
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Unfortunately, an ambulance ride was not soon enough for some people. The 

victims of influenza, whose deaths were recorded on November 2 were: Frank 

DeRosa, 4, of 3 8  Ward Street; Margaret H. Kalb, 67, of235 Mt. Hope Avenue; Ester 

Kepl, 2 years, of 1 88 Jones Street; Walter Sweolltek, 28 ,  of 234 Andrews Street; 

Alfred Marciane, 1 year, of 1 1 0 Magne Street; Marie Ventura, 28 ,  of 3 39 Orchard 

Street; John Monfredo, 2 years, of 1 06 Dewey Avenue; Domenila Bruno, 1 year, of 

1 2 1  Saratoga Avenue; Tony Gibson, 5 6, of 81 Prospect Street; John J. O'Neil, 50, of 

1450 South Avenue; John Gall, 52, of 73 Rauber Street; Mrs. Beatrice Zelo, 32, of 22 

Barkley Street; Thomas Moore, 45, of 14 Chili Terrace ;  Dorothy Pokowsky, 40, of 

3 5 1  Hudson Avenue; Susie Sidora, 20, of 8 1  Hebard Street; William Keppler, 19 ,  of 

Laser Street; Angelene Sardella, 2 years, of 5 1 9 Central A venue; Harry R. Parent, 6 

months, of 1 07 Syke Street; Howard Poulton, 4, of 294 Orchard Street; Wallace L. 

Kader, 1 year, of 774 University Avenue; Ethel Thompson, 25, of 3 3  Champlain 

Street; Edward Stickel, 32, of 9 Roth Street; Frank Scully, 34, of 204 Dickinson 

Street; Sylvester Powers, 1 7, of 440 Exchange Street; Mrs . Dorothy Michaels, 3 5, of 

3 5 1  Hudson Avenue; and Michaila Feliaci, 22, of 507 Garfield Street. 1 76 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the site of burials for :  Edna Alexander, 29, of 

Virginia Street; vVilliam Cochrane, 72; Franco Habel, 43 , of lV1ain Street East; 

Waegaret Kalb, 67, of Mt Hope Avenue; Esther Kepl, 1 year, of Caswell Place; 

Charles Kiyo, 5 9 ;  Frances Lense, 27; Marie Letson, 27 ;  and Ruth Nobles, 24, of 

Brooks A venue. 1 77 

176 Herald, November 2, 1918, 9. 
177 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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The Sunday morning edition of the Democrat and Chronicle on November 3 

infonned readers of the day and time that the closing orders would be lifted. The ban 

would be lifted on Tuesday, November 5 at 7 : 00 PM. No exceptions would be made, 

so the article reminded readers that all churches would still be closed until the 

following Sunday. The Tuesday night opening was for theaters, saloons, soda 

fountains, roller rinks and all other gathering places that were included in the closing 

orders . City officials released a statement praising Rochester businesses for their 

compliance with the closing orders. The City acknowledged that a great many 

establishments suffered significant financial losses in the four weeks of the closings . 

The Herald reported the 7pm opening time was chosen as to not interfere with 

Election Day voting. Officials wanted to prevent a rush of patrons into saloons, 

theaters and other establishments closed for the past four weeks when the polls closed 

at 6pm. 

Dr. Mathias Nichols Jr. ,  head of influenza relief work for the State 

Department of Health, commented that "Rochester had been very fortunate in having 

a splendidly organized volunteer relief program. This highly organized effort was 

largely responsible for the low mortality from influenza."1 78 

Dr. Roby released two new staternents that were reported on the 3rd. In a list 

of conclusions about the epidemic, Roby stated that he believed Rochester was clear 

of further danger from influenza. In fact the headline for this story was "Epidemic As 

Such Thought To Be Spent." However, Roby warned all who have been affected 

with influenza to exercise more than usual care during their convalescence in order to 

prevent the onset of pneumonia and for the first time tuberculosis was mentioned. 

1 78 Herald, November 3, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  



Total number of confirmed influenza cases by the Health Bureau, as of Sunday 

November 3 ,  was 1 1 ,5 92 .  
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The death list for the 3rd was the lowest since October 20, promising news for 

the general public, yet tragic news for the families of the 1 3  victims. Influenza 

claimed: Marie Litson, 27, of 82 Turpin Street; Edna Alexander, 29, of 5 1  Virginia 

Avenue; Wilhelmina Mattem,6 1  of 3 Emerson Street; Elizabeth S .  Voss, 32 ,  of 459 

Driving Park Avenue; Daniel Van Esbrock, 30, of 3 1 8  Emerson Avenue; Catherine 

Finnegan, 27, of2 Fenwick Street; Francisco Antonitto, 25 ,  of 1 2 1  Pennsylvania 

Avenue ; Jerry Corrigan, 26, of 82 Orchard Street; Rose Sperry, 36 ,  of 3 1 6  Rosewood 

Terrace; Mrs. C. Gunn, 28 ,  of 4 1 1 Murray Street; Leonardo Borgio, 3 1 , of 133  

Pennsylvania A venue; Frances Habel, 42 ,  of  484 Main Street East; and Agnes 

Connolly, 3 7, of Hotel Windsor. Connolly was acting as a Red Cross nurse at the 

Emergency Hospital at the Y .W.C.A. when she becmne ill and died just days later. 1 79 

The headlines that greeted readers in Rochester on November 4, reported that 

schools would be opened on Wednesday morning, the 6th of November. 

Superintendent of Schools Herbert S. Weet announced notices were sent to all 

teachers of the district. Custodians were already preparing the buildings for 

reopening. All students were to report to their schools at regular times .  Regular night 

classes would open Thursday night. Health courses were scheduled to open on 

Monday November 1 1 . Playgrounds were still closed but reopening schedules were 

expected in the next few days .  Farmers were expected to pay and release all school 

boys who helped then1 during the closings. 

1 79 Democrat and Chronicle, November 3 ,  1 9 1 8, 3 1 .  
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School Board President J. Warrant Castleman commented that he was worried 

about how the missed 20 days of classes would be made up. He was sure that they 

would have to be 1nade up during the fall semester but was not sure how it was to be 

accomplished. Castleman said that he was waiting to see if state education officials 

would adopt a general plan that Rochester could implement. 1 80 

Authorities did not announce the opening date for the parochial schools, but it 

was expected that in would be no later than Monday November 1 1 . 

All departments at the Mechanic Institute will resume classes on Wednesday, 

. 1 d' 
. 

1 1 8 1  1nc u 1ng evening c asses. 

The number of influenza deaths in Rochester continued to decline and there 

was a huge drop in the number of new cases reported. The reductions in both gave 

officials more support in their decision to lift the restrictions. Health Bureau officials 

were hopeful of closing the convalescent hospital at the Armory by the end of the 

week. The permanent hospitals were expected to be able to handle the load if the 

number of new cases continued to decline. The Homeopathic Hospital and St. Mary's 

Hospital reported no new case and no deaths in the previous 24 hour reporting period. 

The Health Bureau announced that a statewide report showed that the influenza death 

rate in Rochester was lower than any other city of approxilnately the smne size in the 

state . 1 82 

The Emergency Hospital at the Lewis Street Housekeeping Center still had 

about 50 patients but was a unique situation [was the unique situation the low death 

1 80 Democrat and Chronicle, November 4, 1 9 1 8, 1 3 .  
1 8 1  Post Express, November 4 ,  1 9 1 8 , 6 .  
1 82 Herald, November 4, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
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rate?} . The hospital had been open for almost two full weeks but recorded only one 

death. 1 83 

In an effort to assist at the Y.W.C.A. ,  George H. Smith organized the 

"Dishwashers and Scrubbers in General Club." This was a group of tnen who 

volunteered their services to do the cleaning at the center. They scrubbed the floors, 

wiped down all the woodwork, swept the stairs and dusted. The "Club" prided itself 

by not having any female worker at the center do any cleaning for the previous two 

weeks. It was reported that each man had become a master of pots and pans scrubbing 

and cleaning. Membership in the "Club" is open to all men interested. 1 84 

Even though the epidemic was waning in the city, and the future looked 

promising, people in Rochester continued to die of influenza, just not as many as in 

days past. Influenza claimed: Aimee K. Clark, 29, of 63 Stillson Street; Tony 

Disonato, 32 ,  of 366 Saxton Street; Abraham Mendville, 3 years, of 1 32 Central Park; 

Elizabeth Hasselwunder, 30, of 3 8  liz Austin Street; Carmel Donofrio, 4 years, of 120 

Jones Street; Rosaline Catanza, 2 years, of 2 1 8  Lyell Avenue; Rose Manusia, 2 years, 

of 3 3  Second Street; George Marcario, 1 0, of 83  Nassau Street; Maude Van Hohe, 30, 

of 29 Cypress Street; Gertrude Sauter, 52 ,  of 8 Elser Terrace; Archibald J. Grant, 75, 

of 1 23 Chestnut Street; John O'Neil, 27, of 1 84 Lennox Street; Adeline Green, 40, 

of 88 Dewitt Street; Marie Shaw, 22, of 42 Copeland Street and Elizabeth Pechelter, 

43 , of 3 0  Marlow Street. 

1 83 Democrat and Chronicle, November 4, 1 9 1 8 , 14 .  
184 Post Express, November 4, 1 9 1 8, 6. 
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Sister M. Francis Byrnes, of the Sisters of St. Joseph, died on November 4 of 

influenza. Sister Francis contracted influenza while volunteering her services aiding 

influenza patients . Sister Francis became ill on Friday and died on Monday. 

Burials were held for influenza victims : Frank Albert, 32 ;  Richard D. 

Baldwin, 2 hours old (his mother had influenza) ; Josephine Boyden, 75 ,  of Fitzhugh 

Street; Ruth Brown, 4 years ; Annie Dault, 1 5 ;  Mary M. Jackson, 3 3 ;  Elmore Mayer, 

5 ,  of Woodsen Street; James Northern, 32, of Lyell Avenue; Thirza Wiseman, 84, of 

Park View; John Yeager, 32, of Benton Street; and Martha Young, 29, of Frank 

Street. 1 85 

Tuesday, November 5 ,  was the day Rochester had been looking forward to for 

the past four weeks. City Hall re-opened their doors to the public . Only municipal 

workers and health officials had been permitted entry. This was the day all the 

restrictions and closing orders through out the city were rescinded. Saloons, soda 

fountains, dance halls, roller skating rinks, theaters and other places of public 

assembly that were closed, were preparing for their re-openings .  The Democrat and 

Chronicle reported that the only condition attached to the rescinding of the closing 

was in regard to the schools. Cmnmissioner Hamilton ordered that "any child or 

person residing or dorniciled in a house, horne or habitation in which a person is sick 

with influenza shall not and shall not be permitted by any person to attend any public, 

parochial or private school ." 1 86 

1 85 
Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 

1 86 Democrat and Chronicle, November 5, 1 9 1 8, 1 8 . 
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A few of the restrictions that were initiated by the City remained in effect for 

an indefinite period. Street cars and trolley cars still had to keep their windows open 

and spitting in public was still prohibited. 

In 1 9 1 8 , the most popular recreation was going to the theater. Theaters in 

Rochester provided both tnotion pictures and vaudeville shows. Thousands of patrons 

visited the theaters every night. After four weeks of dark, empty theaters, preparations 

and advertisements were in full force. All the theaters in Rochester were presenting a 

7 PM show except the Tetnple Theater. The Temple could not assemble a vaudeville 

bill on such short notice. The Gordon Theater was presenting the official United 

States government war film "America ' s  Answer." The Gayety Theater was re

opening with Jean Bedini ' s  "Puss Puss" company, described as a Parisian novelty. 

The Gayety promoted itself stating it was thoroughly disinfected and ventilated 

throughout the closed period. 1 87These were just a few of the live theater listings. The 

movie theaters had listed their showings in the newspapers on Monday. 

Bishop Thotnas F. Hickey announced that the parochial grammar schools and 

Catholic high schools would re-open Monday, November 1 1 th . Bishop Hickey 

detennined the delayed re-opening because the Sisters of the Diocese needed to rest 

for a few days after 1r1inistering to patients sick with influenza. The delay would also 

allow for the facilities to be cleaned and prepared for the return of the students. 

Bishop Hickey also announced that all Catholic churches would be permitted 

to re-open the following Sunday. Hickey retninded all Rochester Catholics that even 

though the churches have been closed, the Holy sacrifice of the Mass had been 

187 Herald, November 5 ,  1 9 1 8 , 12 .  
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regularly offered for them and that the priests and nuns had always been with them in 

prayer and in spiritual and temporal ministrations. 1 88 

All the newspapers were full of announcements of organizations listing re-

openings. Classes were resumed at the University of Rochester, Mechanics Institute, 

Kodak Union Free School, Rochester Public Evening Schools, and at the Columbia 

Preparatory School just to name a few. Exalted Ruler James F. McMahon announced 

all activities at the Rochester Lodge of Elks would resume. Rochester Lodge 1 1 2 ,  

Loyal Order of Moose announced their re-opening announcing the resumption of the 

series of dances given by the Moose Aid League; soldiers and sailors need only to 

show up in uniform. The Corps of Cadets announced the resumption of the usual 

drilling schedule .  All young men between the ages of 1 6  and 1 9  were reminded that 

by law they were required to enlist and participate fully in the Cadet program prior to 

securing employment or attending school. The Boys Clubs of Rochester announced 

the resumption of their programs at all 3 5  clubs around Rochester. The recreational 

system in use by the Rochester City schools being operated by the Boys Clubs would 

start their winter program when the schools reopen. The Memorial Art Gallery and 

the Rochester Art Club announced new shows opening. The Dental Dispensary would 

be open for business on 'vV ednesday n1orning the 6th. 

It was sadly ironic that the "Live a Little Longer" health classes had been 

postponed due to the epidemic. They were scheduled to resume the week of 

November 1 1  at three city schools across the city. 1 89 

1 88 Times Union, November 5, 1 9 1 8 , 8 .  
1 89 Democrat and Chronicle, November 5, 1 9 1 8 , 14. 
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Good news associated with the hospitals was printed by the Democrat and 

Chronicle. Officials were starting to plan the closing of the emergency hospitals . 

Esti1nates were that within a week to ten days all the emergency hospitals would no 

longer be needed. 1 5  people were discharged in the morning from the hospital at the 

Y.W.C.A. As good as the discharge news was, it was even better news that their beds 

retnained etnpty. Officials at the Armory convalescent hospital reported the vast 

majority of the patients there were improving. The improvement in the general health 

was attributed to the military style of strict rule enforcement. Lights out was promptly 

at 9 PM and mealtitne was strictly enforced. The areas within the Armory where the 

wards were set up were open and airy with lots of light from the high windows. The 

Armory was an appropriate place for a convalescent hospital . 

Education officials from the State and the City announced plans regarding 

making up lost instructional time due to the epidemic. The State Education 

Department would not defer or delay the scheduled state examinations .  Extending the 

examination timeframe into the summer would interfere with farm labor. City School 

officials announced that time would be made up by eliminating holidays. The school 

day was already scheduled to the maximutn allowed by law. Classes could not be 

scheduled for Saturdays due to the large nmnber of district students that observed 

Saturday as a day of religious obligation and the number of students that worked on 

Saturdays. In many cases, it was the Saturday wages that kept students in school .  

Schools in  Rochester would be closed for only one day at Thanksgiving, Christlnas, 

and New Year' s .  A number of teachers had contracted influenza while acting as 

nurses with the Red Cross . As of Tuesday morning it was not known how many 
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teachers would be unable to report to school on Wednesday morning. Regardless ,  the 

schools would be re-opened as announced. 

Another problem faced Rochester as the schools prepared to open. Many of 

the volunteer nurses were teachers. With the teachers returning to their classrooms, it 

would create a need for 1nore volunteers to fill the void. For instance, the Red Cross 

Emergency Home for Children faced a serious situation as most of the volunteers that 

cared for the children during the past week were all school teachers. The Red Cross 

put out an appeal for women to come forward and volunteer to help. The Home still 

had close to 40 children ranging in age from a few months to 1 2  years old. 

A reporter from the Post Express visited the Children' s  Home on Fitzhugh 

Street on Tuesday morning and found 38  children registered at the H01ne with nine of 

them under two years of age. The entire house was adapted for the care of the 

children. The large living roo1n was converted to a playroom with another smaller 

playroom in the back of the home. All the bedrooms were turned into dormitories 

with many beds. The mansion' s  former library was used by voluntary superintendent 

Mrs. Robert Ranlett as her office. The reported noticed that some of the older children 

actively took part in the care of the younger children. One 1 3  year old girl was there 

helping to care for two younger brothers and a baby sister. Vvhen not helping with the 

children, the older children helped out where they could, picking up things and 

keeping things tidy. The children there appeared to be comfortable and happy. The 

kitchen was well stocked and toys were scattered throughout the Home. The urgent 
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need at the Home during the reporter' s  visit was for warm outside clothes and 

shoes. 1 90 

Frank E .  Parker wrote in his diary: "Theaters and amusements places opened 

again after 4 weeks close on account of influenza epidemic." 1 9 1 

Even though the restrictions were being lifted, the schools re-opened and the 

future looking promising, the Red Cross still needed volunteers to continue the battle 

against influenza. All the newspapers on Tuesday ran a block advertisement from the 

Red Cross. The plea stated that the influenza epidemic was not over by any means 

and that volunteers were needed immediately. The Red Cross lacked fifteen relief 

nurses the night before and the coming week would be critical in continuing the 

reduction of new cases and influenza related deaths . 

In an effort to attract more businessmen with automobiles to volunteer, a new 

plan was started. Each automobilist was assigned to a case . He would take a nurse to 

and from the case, once in the morning and once in the evening. He would stay with 

each case until the nurse was no longer needed. This new arrangement would only 

take about 30  minutes a day for the businessmen, permitting volunteering without 

interfering with regular business hours . 1 92 

The Rochester Health Bureau, at 82 Chestnut Street released the influenza 

victims list for the previous 24 hour reporting period. Even on such a promising day, 

influenza still claimed: August Smith, 22, of 449 Exchange Street; Elizabeth 

Tascheiter, 48 ,  of 20 Marlow Street; Luia Colligan, 34, of 94 Tremont Street; Joseph 

Dawes, 27, of 1 078 Dewey Avenue; Ruth Brown, 4 years, of 474 Westfield Street; 

1 90Post Express, November 5, 1 9 1 8, 3 .  
1 9 1 Frank E. Parker diary, November 5, 1 9 1 8  
1 92 Herald, November 5 ,  1 9 1 8, 6 .  
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Elisabetta Ferrano, 24, of 60 Miller Street; Rosina Celentano, 34, of 1 89 Whitney 

Street; Florence Helen Master, 1 year old, of 88 Prospect Street; Roy A. Young, 1 

year old, of 336 Central Park; Carmella Nucci, 62, of 1 0 1  Ambrose Street; Josephina 

Brydun, 75 ,  of 1 63 Fitzhugh Street; Ellinor C. Mayer, 5, of 20 1 Wooden Street; 

Emmett M. McGuire, 3 8 , of 1 48 Plymouth Avenue; Elizabeth F. Georgens, 24, of 

1 2 1  Villa Street; Catherine H.  Gribbroek, 42, of 683 Park Avenue; Evelyn Viola 

Robinson, 9, of 4 1 5  Remington Street; Mary Jackson, 3 3 ,  of 450 Clay Avenue; John 

Yeager, 22, of 1 3  Allmaroth Street; Camilie Lippa, 4 years, of 1 7 1  Brown Street; 

Charles M .  Zimmer, 30 ,  of 420 South Avenue; Rosie Zirpola, 1 3 , of 761  Flower City 

Park; Eunice Hoover, 6 1 ,  of 55  Frank Street; Julia Zablonska, 60, of 50 Watkins 

Terrace; Cesare Lucarelli, 3 8, of 1 56 Atkinson Street; William A Dupont, 32, of 360 

liz Jefferson Avenue; Ciro Pollins, 1 year, of 7 Dake Street; and Augustus Vetter, 23 , 

of 5 1 1  Colvin Street. 

The DiGiontomasi family of 3 3  Gordon Park was devastated by the deaths of 

twin girls Lola and Ruth. They were only two weeks old. 

Influenza was especially cruel to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Josulis of 229 Joseph 

Avenue. Anthony, 32 ,  and his wife Ursula, 30  died on the same day but not even in 

the san1e hospital. Anthony died at the men ' s  emergency hospital at Baden Street 

Settlement and Ursula died at the women' s  emergency hospital at the Y.W.C.A 

Mt. Hope Cemetery was the final resting place for influenza victims : Edward 

Elias, 66; Frank Mason, 30 ;  Edward Pietgold, 1 3 ,  of Clinton Avenue South; and 

Charles Scheyer, 1 7, of Baden Street. 1 93 

193 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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By the end of Tuesday November 5 ,  1 9 1 8  the Health Bureau had recorded 

1 1 ,742 cases of influenza in Rochester since influenza was declared a reportable 

disease. 1 94 

Schools in Rochester re-opened on Wednesday November 6. Attendance was 

noticeably down at smne schools across the city. Officials explained the low 

attendance due to influenza still in the homes thus prohibiting children from or from 

fear of influenza being brought into the schools . School officials allowed teachers of 

special subjects to continue emergency work until the following week. Officials used 

the example of a physical education teacher that was nursing an Italian immigrant 

mother and caring for her eight children. The mother' s  life was dependent upon the 

assistance of the teacher. In such cases where interruption of care would be critical, 

the teacher was excused by the Board of Education. 

Mayor Hiram Edgerton released an appealed to the general public for still 

more volunteers . The Mayor reminded the citizens of Rochester that "if the disease is 

to be stamped out completely and rapidly, the people must assist by ean1est and 

unselfish service." Edgerton requested volunteers to do nursing and to "citizens who 

posses cars to co-operate with the Red Cross. Lend your cars to help wipe out the 

epide1nic . 1 95 

The actual number of new cases of influenza reported on the sixth was higher 

than the previous two days. Health Bureau officials attributed this increase to the 

expected normal fluctuation in any epidetnic before the disease completely 

disappeared. Dr. Roby was quoted as saying the situation in Rochester was no longer 

194 Herald November 5, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
195 Post Express, November 6,  1 9 1 8, 6 .  
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alarming. However, as of noon on the sixth, the Health Bureau had recorded 12, 054 

cases of influenza. 1 96 

All the newspapers ran listings of meetings and activities that were resumed 

following the quarantine. Organizations across the city let their members know that 

business was back to normal. All activities at the O'Rorke Post 1 ,  G.A.R. resumed, 

prayer meetings at Lyell A venue Baptist Church resumed, a special feature dance at 

the J .Y.M.A was scheduled for the upcoming Saturday night, the Masonic Temple 

threw open their doors again, and there were multiple listings of service times at 

churches citywide. St. Joseph' s  Orphan Aid Society announced an urgent meeting at 

2 Pm at the asylum. The resumption of all sorts of evening classes, such as English 

for foreign born, grammar school subjects, war cookery, dressmaking and sewing, 

millinery, typewriting, stenography, tnachine shop practice, and a variety of 

commercial classes began on the sixth. 

Rochester rebounded back from the four weeks of restrictions with a flurry. 

All the newspapers reported how the night life of Rochester suddenly sprang to life at 

7 PM the previous night. There were long lines at all the movie theaters and the live 

entertainment theaters .  Restaurants were crowded and waiting lines were seen in front 

of the more popular eateries . 

Even as Rochester started to return to pre-quarantine conditions, influenza still 

commanded attention. The re-openings in Rochester depleted the ranks of volunteer 

health care aids . The Red Cross put out an appeal for yet still more volunteers. People 

going back to work left some households without health care assistance, therefore, the 

need for more volunteers . Along with the need for health care aids, there was a need 

1 96 Times Union, November 6, 1 9 1 8 , 20. 
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for more cars to carry aids to housebound patients. The Secretary of the Rochester 

Automobile Club, George C. Donahue, called out to club members to volunteer their 

time and cars. Donahue was looking for 1 00 members to step forward and contribute 

an hour in the morning and an hour in the evening. 1 97 The Red Cross ran a block 

advertisement that appealed to all drivers in Rochester; "If you drive a car, please 

take this appeal as a personal appeal to you to volunteer." 1 98 

Influenza claimed 1 3  victims on the sixth. Families in Rochester lost: Owen 

Bashor, 25, of 1 73 Troup Street; Mrs. Adaline Green, 49, of 8 8  DeWitt Street; Joseph 

Firpo, 5 months of 86 Prospect Street; Charles C. Quinn, 26, of 1450 South A venue; 

Irene C. Simon, 2, of 6 1 5  North Street; Stephen Mederio, 38 ,  1 7 1  Joseph Avenue; 

Rosario Pollina, 3 0, of 7 Dake Street; Charles H. Schryver, 1 7, of 1 8  Hyde Park; 

Giuseppe Filipponi, 29, of 1 8  Salem Street; Alfred R. Kraushaar, 27, of 32 Raeburn 

Avenue; Ella Hooker, 23 ,  of 1 22 Allen Street; Rosina DiAntonio, 1 year, of 46 

Fleming Street; and Lucy Cardinale, 22 months, of 320 Jay Street. 1 99 

Influenza victims : Alfred R. Keshaun, 27, of Rubib Street; and Annie 

Quissen, 3 1 ;  were buried at Mt Hope Cemetery of the sixth.200 

More optitnistic news was reported to the people of Rochester on Thursday 

Noven1ber 7, 1 9 1 8 . Health Bureau officials announced that only 89 new cases of 

influenza had been reported in the last 24 hour reporting period. This was the lowest 

number in weeks?0 1  Officials from the Health Bureau, the City, local hospitals and 

the Red Cross agreed that the dmnage from influenza had been reduced to a level 

1 97 Times Union, November 6, 1 9 1 8, 20. 1 98 Herald, November 6, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
1 99 Ibid. 
200 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
201 Post Express, November 7, 1 9 1 8 , 6 .  
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where no outside help would be needed and local hospitals were able to handle the 

demand. The Emergency Hospital at the Gannett House was closed when the few 

remaining patients were transferred to General Hospital. Officials agreed that the 

danger from influenza would continue to diminish as long as the precautions taken 

during the height of the epidemic were continued. They reminded citizens to continue 

to cover coughs and sneezes and observe other published precautions . As of the 

afternoon release of statistics from the Health Bureau, 12, 1 6 1  cases of influenza had 

been recorded in Rochester that resulted in 53 1 deaths.202 

City school officials reported that on the second day of classes since the re-

opening, attendance increased over the first day but total attendance was still far 

below normal . Officials again attributed the still low attendance numbers to absent 

students being fro1n homes where influenza was still present, thus being prohibited 

from attending school, and from parents being fearful of their children contacting the 

disease in the classrooms. School #5 , located at Jones and Dean Streets, a 

neighborhood hit especially hard by the epidemic, reported only a 50% 

attendance?03The teacher population was found able to cope with the situation even 

though a few teachers were out sick and a few were excused to continue their work as 

e1nergency health aids. 

More organizations in Rochester announce resumptions of activities .  They 

ranged from meetings of Lodge # 1 78  of Titania Rebekah, and Active Review 1 1 7 of 

the W.B .A. Macabees, to the regular 1nonthly 1neeting of the Mothers ' Club of 

Nathaniel Hawthorne School to a 1neeting of the Local Union 433 of the Hoisting and 

202 Times Union, November 7, 1 9 1 8, 8 .  
203 Post Express, November 7, 1 9 1 8 ,  6 .  
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Portable Engineers. A sausage roast was announced for Friday night at the White 

Cloud Council, with a dance to follow.204 

It was reported that the Needlework Guild of Rochester had quietly helped to 

meet the clothing requirements brought on by the epidemic. Guild members had 

donated and solicited clothing that was given to influenza patients through out the 

city. Mrs . Margaret Lucy, Guild treasurer, reported that Guild donations went to the 

Emergency Hospitals at the Y .W.C.A. Baden Street Settlement, Lewis Street 

Housekeeping, the Emergency Home for Children at the Brewster house, the girls 

home on Driving Park and to the Red Cross House for distribution by the Red Cross. 

Countless other individual donations by Guild members were also reported.205 

Through out the entire influenza epidemic, the Rochester Chapter of the Red 

Cross took the lead and coordinated activities to battle the disease. In commenting on 

the recent work of the Red Cross, Dr. Roby of the Health Bureau said, "I have never 

been so touched in all my life as I was by the self-sacrifices of the Red Cross workers. 

I believe that the low 1nortality of the epidemic in the city is entirely due in the 

intelligent care of the doctors, the efficient management of the hospitals and the self-

sacrificing devotion of the nurses and nurses' aids."206 

As optirnisrn and good news increased, the nurnber of deaths decreased. The 

decrease in deaths was good news in and of itself, but still tragedy resulted. Influenza 

clailned 7 more victi1ns : Domenic Masiello, 6 months, of Big B Place, Rosaria 

Panara, 27, of 1 Dake Street; Mrs .  Rose Perranova, 29, of 36  Niagara Street; Tito 

204 Times Union, November 7, 1 9 1 8 , 8 .  

205 Democrat and Chronicle, November 7, 1 9 1 8, 22 .  
206 Post Express, November 7, 1 9 1 8 , 6 .  
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Pantalee, 29, of 32 1 Orange Street; Jesse Gray Mortimer, 36, of 535 Sawyer Street; 

Mrs. Victoria Ferrallis ,  22, of 74 Walnut Street; Frank Basco, 39 ,  of 140 Davis 

Street.207 

Burials on the ih were for: Sarah Jerkofsky, 45 ; Elsie Sanders, 24; and Sarah 

Skafsky, 45 .208 

The major news stories carried by the newspapers on Friday November 8 ,  

1 9 1 8  were about the frenzied and hectic news from the war in  Europe .  Allied forces 

were advancing and gaining on the retreating, demoralized and confused German 

forces. The news in the Rochester newspapers about influenza in the city reported that 

it was still on the wane. Although the number of new cases had in fact increased since 

the day before, the overall status of the disease in the city was diminishing. Health 

Bureau officials warned that there would still be tnore deaths due to influenza, but 

they would be frmn already existing cases. Mortality from epidemic diseases could 

not be expected to end abruptly. Officials also warned that people could still contract 

influenza and it was itnperative top follow the already proven methods and directions 

for caring for influenza infection. 

The Etnergency Hospital at the Baden Street Settlement closed on November 

8. The emergency facility was open just under tree weeks, treated 56 patients and lost 

16 of them.209 

Influenza continued to bring sorrow to Rochester with the deaths of: Treba 

Grace Pixley, 1 year, of 1 1 2 Parkway; Mrs. Asunta Cincoli, 24, of 295 Exchange 

207 Herald, November 7, 1 9 1 8, 9 .  
208 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
209191h Annual Report of the Department of Public Safety of the City of Rochester, New York.for the 
Year Ending December 31, 1918, 32 1 .  
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Street; Vincenzo Maggi, 22, of 20 1 Troup Street; Mrs. Alfa Marah, 2 1 ,  o f  3 1 3  

Clinton Avenue North; and John Zanula, 30, of 37  Buchan Park. Double tragedy 

struck a husband and wife at 1 1 8 University Avenue. Hugh Brislin, 33  and Veronica 

Brislin, 3 1 ,  both died on the smne day at General Hospital .2 1 0  

On Saturday, November 9 ,  1 9 1 8 , the overwhehning local news was that 

churches would be open the next day. All the newspapers ran long lists of churches, 

their addresses and times of worship. Each denomination had a listing for their 

congregations : Advent, Baptist, Evangelical, Catholic, Congregational, Episcopal, 

Lutheran, Methodist, and Presbyterian, with some listing special sermons or 

celebrants. In all the Catholic Churches, a letter from Bishop Hickey would be read 

that reviewed the reasoning behind having closed the churches for four weeks. B ishop 

Hickey invited all Catholics to take the re-opening of the churches as an opportunity 

to renew their faith, receive the sacraments and practice their special devotions . 

Bishop Hickey declared the liturgical color to be green, the color of hope. It was also 

announced that all parochial grammar schools, Catholic High Schools and Academies 

would open on Monday November 1 1 .  All meetings of church societies and all 

church and parish activities would resume immediately once all Masses had been 

completed on Sunday. 2 1 1 

Herman J. Norton, Director of Physical Education in the city public schools 

announced a new policy. Believing that hygiene instruction was one of the most 

important aspects of physical education, Norton implemented a simple policy of 

personal hygiene for students to be taken back into their homes. Having learned 

2 1 0  1-ferald, November 8,  1 9 1 8 ,  8 .  
2 1 1  Post Express, November 9,  1 9 1 8, 5 .  
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lessons frmn the influenza epidemic, Norton instructed his staff to ask students if they 

all had clean handkerchiefs ready to smother any coughs or sneezes . Students were 

also asked if they had clean faces, ears, necks and hands. They were asked if they had 

brushed their teeth the night before and in the morning. The students were asked to 

look at themselves to see if they appeared in a presentable manner in the school 

setting. The policy called for unclean children to wash in the school before entering 

the classroom and extremely unhygienic students to be sent home. Norton' s  purpose 

was to teach the community proper hygiene through school children and that proper 

personal hygiene would lead to improved social health standards .2 1 2  

The Emergency Hospital at the Baden Street Social Settlement closed on the 

9th after being opened for three weeks. The last four sick patients were transferred to 

General Hospital and the last few convalescent patients transferred to the Amory. 

The E1nergency Hospital at the Housekeeping Center at Lewis Street 

remained open to continue caring for its remaining 36  sick patients. Officials were 

planning to admit no more patients there and to close the Emergency Hospital once 

the remaining patients were well enough to be moved to the Convalescent Hospital at 

the A1nory. 

Praise continued to come forth fron1 city officials regarding the actions taken 

during the epidemic. Ambulance drivers in general were applauded for not only 

transporting nurses and patients, but for the dignified manner in which they treated 

and transported the bodies of influenza victims. Calls for medical assistance were at 

2 1 2  Post Express, November 9,  1 9 1 8, 8 .  
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times too late and the nurse and driver found a corpse instead of a patient. 

Ambulances were often used to deliver bodies to undertakers.2 1 3  

By the end of the day, in total, 1 2,636 cases of influenza had been recorded by 

Dr Roby and the Health Bureau since the epidemic began. Saturday night, Dr Roby 

released a statement saying, "I feel sure that influenza has almost entirely bun1ed 

itself out in this city. While there is a chance that it might light up again, that chance 

is remote, in my opinion. Improvement has been shown almost steadily, and we have 

nothing more to fear."2 1 4  

Fear had passed for the nine influenza victims: Alfred Arthman, 36, of24 

Clairmount Street; Maria C. Ventura, 3 7, of 234 Frank Street; Dorothy Spangenberg, 

1 1  months, of 5 87 Tremont Street; Arlene M. Miller, 1 year, of 1 1 3 Thomas Street; 

George W. Arend, 30, of 66 Curtis Street; Elizabeth Stockmeister, 3 9, of 596 Maple 

Street; Raymond Spahn, 5 months, of 268 Ames Street; Thomas Wilmont, 8, of 1 55 

Rosewood Terrace; and Carrie Johnson, 54, of 54 Avenue D.21 5 

Influenza victims Victoria Norton, 35 ,  and George Webster, 27, were buried 

at Mt Hope Cemetery on the ninth.2 1 6  

The few articles about influenza in Rochester were squeezed in and around the 

exciting news fro1n Europe on November 1 0, 1 9 1 8 . Rochester as well as the rest of 

the world was focused on minute by minute developments in Europe. 

Dr. Roby assured the citizens of Rochester that the continuing death rate frmn 

influenza was the remnant of the waning epidemic .  Roby warned of relapses and 

2 1 3Post Express, November 9, 1918, 12. 

2 14  Herald, November 9, 1918, 8. 
2 1 5 Democrat and Chronicle, November 9, 1918, 19. 
2 16 Mt. Hope Cemetery Burial Records 
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possible fatalities as a result of too early activity by influenza patients . Roby believed 

that 80% of the Rochester influenza deaths occurred because patient left their beds 

too soon. 2 1 7 

The few organizations in Rochester that had continued their closings past the 

lifting of the restrictions on the 5111, announced their resu1nptions for the next week. 

The week of November 1 1 111 would see the reopening of the Old Guard of Rochester, 

Sherman Command of Union Veterans, Captain Henry Lomb Circle- Ladies of the 

G.A.R. , The Rochester Florists ' Association, and various Mothers ' Clubs of the 

various public schools . The J.Y.M.A announced the resumption of their weekly 

Wednesday night dances featuring a four piece orchestra. 

As Rochester and the world hopefully anticipated events in Europe, Rochester 

was open for business as usual . 

Frank E. Pahner wrote in his diary; "Church opened again today after closing 

for 4 Sundays on account of Spanish Influenza epidemic."2 1 8  

On the 1 0t11, influenza claimed eleven lives: Ellen Magrunder, 5 8, of 706 

Smith Street; George Meinkey, 40, of 5 8  Ontario Street; Charles Ullrich, 3 7, of 423 

Portland Avenue; Joseph Massaro, 1 year, of 224 Davis Street; Maria Amico, 7 

1noths ; Phillamenco D '  Arnbrosia, 1 7 ,  of 75 Lyell Avenue; Robert Kinchler, 1 year, of 

5 Treyor Street; Maria M.  Rotondo, 22, of 12 Julia Street; Loretta Bums, 1 year, of 

266 Melville Street; Mary C. Miller, 27, of 1 5 8  Breck Street; and Louis Fusilli, 3 ,  of 

301 Smith Street.2 1 9 The number 1 1  soon had a happier connotation. 

2 17 Herald, November 1 0, 1 9 1 8, 12 .  
218 Frank E .  Palmer diary, November 1 0, 1 9 1 8  
219 Democrat and Chronicle, November 10, 1 9 1 8, 36 .  
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At the eleventh hour, of the eleventh day, of the eleventh month the guns in 

Europe and around the world fell silent. The Great War was over. The war to end all 

wars ended. The news of peace and celebration filled the Rochester newspapers. The 

public was hungry for the details that finally brought the slaughter to a halt. The 

details of influenza in Rochester were put behind the euphoria of peace. 

A few articles were printed about the epidemic. All the newspapers carried the 

letter by Bishop Hickey that was read in all Catholic Churches the day before. The 

Bishop called on all Catholics for "an expression of gratitude to God and of petition 

for His fatherly care over us ."  The Bishop reflected on how the church closings came 

to be, that he "recognized duly constituted authority' and by obeying civil authorities, 

"we suffered the privation of the greatest consolations in our religious life, i .e . 

assistance at Holy Mass and the reception of the Holy Eucharist ." Bishop Hickey 

acknowledged that many Catholic families had been stricken by the epidemic. Many 

families had suffered a death, tnany families tnultiple deaths, and in the worse case 

both the mother and father died and left their children as orphans. The Bishop asked 

the people of his Diocese to consider the orphans and other demands put on the 

Church due to the epidemic. Hickey assured all Catholics that the many devotions and 

sacraments that were postponed due to the restrictions would be provided for at a later 

date.220 

Influenza played an important role in how Rochester celebrated the end of the 

Great War. Acting on orders from Mayor Edgerton, Police Chief Quigley, at around 

1 1 : 30  in the morning, ordered all saloons, bars and liquor stores to be closed until 

further notice to reduce the opportunity for drunken and unruly celebrations .  The 

220 Post Express, November 1 1 , 1 9 1 8, 6 .  
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official statement called for celebrations that were "dignified in character and worthy 

of the cost paid for peace." Health Bureau officials had lobbied the Mayor' s  office for 

this restriction to limit the size and nmnber of mass gatherings of people in order to 

prevent a city wide relapse of influenza. It was feared that influenza precautions 

would be ignored or forgotten in celebrations fueled by alcohol.22 1 

Dr. Roby issued a statement urging the citizens of Rochester to continue to 

observe the precautions against influenza during their celebrations and in their every 

day activities .  Roby noted that he remaining Emergency Hospitals would be closed as 

room for their patients became available at the four major large hospitals in the city. 

The Post Express ran an interesting article stating no record of the epidemic 

would be complete without an acknowledgement of the diet kitchens that fed the 

warriors in the war against influenza. The systems of kitchens were managed by 

Marion Russell and the central kitchen at the Mechanics Institute, under the direction 

of May Benedict. The kitchen of the Household Arts Departlnent at the Institute was 

brought into the battle against influenza at the request of Ernest R. Willard, of the 

Red Cross and Mrs. Charles H. Stearns of the Red Cross Emergency Co1n1nittee. The 

28 young women of the Red Cross Canteen section already taking classes at the 

Institute tun1ed their learning into real-life on the job experience. Young men of the 

Institute ' s  Students ' Army Training Corps did all the heavy moving assistance. The 

staff of the Household Arts Department turned their job duties from an academic 

scale to the major scale that the epide1nic de1nanded .  Their efforts and labor 

supported six Emergency Diet Kitchens throughout the city. Staff, volunteers and 

patients were fed round the clock, seven days per week, as long as the demand was 

221  Times Union, November 1 1 , 1 9 1 8, 9. 
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there, at the Baden Street Settlement Emergency Hospital, the Housekeeping Center 

Emergency Hospital at Lewis Street, the Convalescent Hospital at the Armory, the 

Emergency Home for Children on Fitzhugh Street, Emergency Hospital at Gannett 

House and the Emergency Hospital at the Y.W.C.A. The article ended by listing the 

natnes of the people that 1nade all this assistance possible.222 

It is noteworthy to mention that on the day the Great War officially ended, the 

Rochester newspapers did not list of mention any deaths from influenza. 

However, four influenza victims were buried on the 1 1 th : Alfred Arthman, 30 ;  

George Arend, 30; Carrie Johnson, 54, of Avenue D; and Arlene Miller, 1 year, of 

Thomas Street. 223 

The day after the announcement of peace had sparked wild celebrations in 

Rochester and across the world, Rochester Mayor Edgerton asked the citizens of 

Rochester for their cooperation in restoring the city to normal. This would be the first 

of many announcetnents and activities that celebrating the end of the war. The desire 

of all was to put all activities associated with the war in the past. The hoped for future 

was one of peace and prosperity. Daily death notices, of any kind, were hopefully part 

of the past. 

In a three sentence blurb at the botton1 of page 7, the Post Express reported 32 

new cases of influenza in Rochester. The Herald reported the new cases were a result 

of the peace celebrations that started prematurely on Sunday the l Oth. 

Tuesday, November 12 ,  1 9 1 8  was the last day that individual nmnes of 

influenza victims were published in Rochester newspapers. Nine citizens of 

222 Post Express, November 1 1, 1 918, 6 .  
223 
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Rochester had this morbid distinction: Harold J. Brayer, 1 7 , of 82 Orchard Street; 

Anna Niger, 29, of 52 Davis Street; John Beggy, 46, of 7 1  Richmond Street; Gumian 

Hanford, of 1 3  South Union Street; Martha Boss, 27, of 84 Baldwin Street; George 

Coon, 72; Frank Crimbring, 34, of 202 Child Street and Sophie Scarpi, 23 ,  of 707 

Clinton Avenue North.224 

Burials on the 1 ih were held for influenza victims: Guardan Hanford, 40; 

Martha Ross, 27, of Baldwin Street; William Rudolph, 29, of Quincy Street; and 

Mary C .  Miller, 27, of Breck Street.225 

On the 1 3th of Nove1nber, influenza victims were no longer listed individually. 

They were referred to as a group number in reporting by all the newspapers. The 

Herald reported that since October 1 ,  1 9 1 8, 568 people had died of influenza in 

Rochester. 226 

The City of Rochester announced on November 1 3 ,  1 9 1 8  that upon the 

approval and acceptance of a motion made by Alderman H. Bradley Carroll, a 

contract between the Commissioner of Public Safety and the Rochester Chapter of the 

Red Cross authorized the City to pay for all expenses incurred by the Red Cross in 

connection with the fight against the influenza epidemic in the City of Rochester?27 

X. Conclusion and Anaiysis 

The Great War was over and everything associated with it was relegated to the 

past. The public wanted to hear good news and opti1nis1n about the future. Peace and 

prosperity grabbed the headlines and com1nanded the subject of the majority of the 

224 Democrat and Chronicle, November 12, 1918, 15. 
225 
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226 Herald, November 13, 1918, 4.  
227 
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articles . If a war associated story was negative or depressing, it was done discretely 

and buried at the bottom of newspaper columns on the back pages of the edition. 

Influenza, the Grippe, Spanish Influenza, or whatever name one associated with the 

respiratory disease that deci1nated the world in 1 9 1 8 , the disease was blended into the 

general horror and nightmare of the Great War. 

Rochester was part of a world wide pandemic. The National Institute of 

Allergy and Infectious Diseases, a division of the National Institutes of Health, 

estimates that 30% of the world population was infected resulting in up to 40 million 

deaths .  In the brief year long pandemic, the mortality was one-quarter of the four year 

span of the Black Death epidemic in the 1 4th century. Of those 40 million deaths, the 

majority of them were in the 20 to 40 year old bracket. The A1nerican chapter of the 

pandemic began in the spring of 1 9 1 8, took a brief rest in the summer, and then 

retuned with a vengeance in the fall. October of 1 9 1 8  was the deadliest month in 

American history recording 1 95 ,000 deaths from influenza. 228 

Influenza treated Rochester the same as the rest of the country. Rochester 

knew it was coming, it came, and it killed, and then left. But as of Armistice Day, 

death from war and /or influenza was in the past. 

Rochester was no different than the rest of the country. Rochesterians wanted 

to forget the trials and tribulations of the war and 1nove forward. Obviously, influenza 

did not magically disappear from Rochester as of Armistice Day, but it was no longer 

a top story. The epidemic in Rochester had never been a page one story on any of the 

four major English-language newspapers . That dubious honor fell to the war. As of 

November 1 1 , Rochester had been back open for business for six days . Life was 

228 
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returning to pre-quarantine conditions and people were looking forward to the 

Holidays that were quickly approaching. The newspapers reflected the new attitude in 

the City with their reporting. People were still dying from influenza to be sure, but 

not in the huge numbers that the month of October brought. Each and every 

additional influenza death in the City was a tragedy to the family of the victims, but 

now the victims were just numbers in a tally in a small article on a back page at the 

bottom of a column. The Herald stopped running its morbid daily influenza death list 

that listed each victim by name, age and address .  As the days of November continued, 

a small story would run that said that a certain number of people had died of influenza 

the past day and then those victims would be listed in the ordinary obituary listings. 

The morbid uniqueness of being an influenza victim no longer commanded attention. 

Each continued influenza death was a tragedy to the individual family but not to the 

city as a whole. The Health Bureau officials announced that the epidemic had burned 

itself out, and was no longer a threat to the populace. Influenza slowly drifted out of 

the attention of readers in Rochester. News that did relate to the former epidemic was 

quietly released to the public. As bed space became available in the four major 

hospitals, the remaining emergency hospitals transferred their remaining patients to 

the rnajor hospitals . By rnid -November, all emergency hospitals were closed. The 

Convalescent Hospital at the Armory was also disbanded as hospitals had the beds to 

allow patients to convalescence where they were. 

The people of Rochester put up a gallant fight in doing battle with influenza. 

It is stressed that it was the people of Rochester that took the lead in the fight with the 

invader. In the six weeks that influenza held a death grip on Rochester nearly 1 3 ,000 
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citizens became infected, at its worst, killing over 40 and prostrating over 800 in a 

single day.229 The government of the City of Rochester took only two official actions 

regarding the epidemic. The first was at the meeting of the Common Council on 

October 8, when by unanimous vote, the Council authorized the Commissioner of 

Public Safety to take whatever steps necessary regarding the "great and imminent 

peril to public health in the City of Rochester." The Commissioner then executed his 

authority by issuing orders closing places of public gatherings. The other action was 

at the meeting of the Comtnon Council on Novetnber 1 3 ,  when the Council voted 

unanimously to allow the Commissioner of Public Health to enter into a contract with 

the Rochester Chapter of the American Red Cross, agreeing to pay the Red Cross for 

all their influenza related expenses. 230 

The City issued resolutions, the Commissioner issued orders but it was the 

efforts of the Red Cross that coordinated all activities and logistics . The officials at 

the Red Cross House on East A venue reached out to the Rochester medical 

community, the social support systems in the city and to the people of Rochester in a 

spontaneous ad-hoc mobilization of resources . At the height of the epidemic, the Red 

Cross in one way or another was involved with the coordination of over 800 

volunteers, four major public hospitals , one tnunicipal hospital, six En1ergency 

Hospitals and one Convalescent Hospital. The Health Bureau collected data and made 

recotnmendations but it was the brave volunteers and medical personnel of Rochester 

that risked their l ives in order to help others, that tnade a difference. 

229 
www .rochestergeneral .org 
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Records of the volunteer nurses and nurses ' aids were not available if any did 

exist. Surviving records frotn the hospitals in Rochester shed some light on the near 

overwhelming task presented to them. 

The Superintendent of General Hospital reported that 870 influenza patients 

had been cared for, with 1 60 deaths. The hospital converted five floors and two 

porches into influenza wards. The wards on the floors were lined with three rows of 

beds instead of the customary two rows. The staff at General Hospital suffered as 

well; 80  had contracted influenza with one nurse and one doctor dying. The staff 

worked 1 2  hour shifts with some living at the hospital for days at a time. The staff 

dealt with 6-8 deaths per day at the peak of the epidemic.23 1  

The Rochester Homeopathic Hospital reported 343 influenza cases cared for, 

with 63 deaths ,  with one third of their staff ill. The Hahnemann Hospital reported 265 

influenza patients cared for with 60 deaths; St. Mary ' s  Hospital reported 264 patients 

cared for with 48 deaths. Municipal Hospital recorded 48 deaths from 234 influenza 

patients.232 

The Red Cross Motor Corps, staffed by volunteer women and teenage girls, 

distributed food and supplies all over the City. In one 24 hour period, 3 85 calls were 

received. The volunteers at the Red Cross Canteen Service, with the support of the 

Mechanics Institute, served 1 2,49 1 meals. They also delivered 5 ,  0 1 7  mea1s .233 

Fourteen volunteers and/or staff medical personnel across the City died of 

influenza, contracted while they were helping others . 

231 Annual Report a_[ Rochester General Hospital 1913-1931,  RG Book 5, 1918 Report, I0-12. 
232 19'h Annual Report of the Department of Public Safety of the City of Rochester, New York for the 
Year Ending December 31, 1918, 323. 
233 Ibid, 324 
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The death pattern in Rochester followed the state and national trends. 

Influenza traveled along the routes of mass transit, in 1 9 1 8 , that was the railroads . 

From reading the various newspapers ' accounts of the spreading epide1nic, Rochester 

readers watched as the disease invaded New York State, surrounded Rochester and 

then finally entered Rochester. 

Rochester readers of the New York Times and other out-of-town newspapers 

knew early in September about influenza breaking out in the military camps in the 

Boston area and along the East Coast. Syracuse New York was the site of a large 

Army camp that served as a collection point for service men bound for the East coast 

for shipment over to Europe. Due to the nonnal traffic between Army cmnps, it is not 

surprising that the first epide1nic influenza death in upstate New York Sate occurred 

in Syracuse on Septetnber 1 8 .  Influenza spread out from the military camp at 

Syracuse, as well as invading upstate New York from New York City and from 

across the Hudson River in Massachusetts. Albany was the next large upstate city to 

record an influenza death on September 2 1 ,  followed by Buffalo on the 22nd and 

Rochester on the 24th. By the end of September, Rochester newspapers had been 

reporting about the influenza situation in Syracuse. By September 30 ,  Syracuse 

registered 80 influenza deaths while Rochester only recorded 3 official deaths, 

Albany 2, and Buffalo 4.  The first tilne the daily death count exceeded 20 was 

October 4 in Syracuse, October 1 0  in Buffalo, October 1 6  in Albany and October 1 9  

in Rochester. The death rate exceeded 30  per day quickly in Syracuse and Buffalo, 

was delayed in Rochester and never happed in Albany. The date with the highest 

mortality in Syracuse was October 1 5 ,  October 1 9  in Albany, October 20 in Buffalo 
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and October 26 in Rochester. However, absolute daily death counts do not accurately 

reflect the level of damage done in each city due to their different sizes . The 1 9 1 0  US 

Census ranked Buffalo the tenth largest city in the nation with 423 ,7 1 5  people . 

Rochester was listed with a population of 2 1 8, 1 49, Syracuse with 1 3  7, 249 and 

Albany with 1 00,253 .  The death rate percentage in Buffalo was .40 1 %; in Rochester 

. 3 1 3%; in Syracuse . 509%, 

and in Albany .483%. 234 Rochester had the lowest death rate. 

A study was conducted investigating the influenza mortality rates (per 

100,000) 

in the nation' s  49cities of more than 1 00,000 .  The mortality rates of these cities were 

calculated as a ratio between the 1 9 1 5  mortality rate and the mortality rate of 

1 9 1 8(non-epidemic year vs, epidemic year) . Of the 49 cities Syracuse ranked #1 8 ,  

Albany ranked #22, Buffalo #28 and Rochester ranked #34 .  235 

October, 1 9 1 8  was the deadliest 1nonth in Rochester history. The average 

monthly death count in Rochester in the winter 1nonths in 1 9 1 8  was 344, while the 

average monthly summer death count was 265 .The death rate in October was 85 8 .236 

October 1 9 1 8  was also the deadliest month in the State ofNew York to date . 

It is interesting that the preceding months of June, July and August 1 9 1 8  had the 

lowest death rate to date. 237 

234 Otto R. Eichel, A Special Report on the Mortality From Influenza in New York State During the 
Epidemic of 1918-1919, 16-34. 
235 Thomas A. Garrett PhD., "Economic Effects of the 1918 Influenza Pandemic," Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis, http;/ /www.stlouisfed.org/community/other _pubs.html./ 
236 Margaret O 'Malley, Registrar V.S., Registrar 's Table ofMortality, City of Rochester, 1918. 
237 State of New York Thirty-ninth Annual Report of the State Department of Health for the Year 
Ending December 31, 1918 Vol. I Albany New York : J.B.Lyon Co., 1920 p.2 
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A graph of the number of influenza deaths in Rochester sorted by age matched 

the national data. It was referred to as a "W" graph. The graph showed an expected 

high rate of deaths in ages less than five years and an expected high death rate in 

persons over 65 years of age. The unique influenza graph showed an unexpected 

spike in deaths in the 20 to 40 year old bracket. In Rochester 14%> of the deaths were 

victims under 5 years of age. 5% of the deaths were victims over 65 years old. The 20 

to 40  year old age bracket accounted for 55% of all deaths in Rochester. 

The occupation of the male victims was charted. Laborers accounted for 4 1% 

and 3 6% of  the victi1ns were artisans and 1 0% were clerks . This data indicates 

influenza severely hit the working class. This could be due to factors such as working 

class living conditions, use of mass transit and working in large groups as factory 

workers or day laborers . 

The social status of victims in Rochester was also charted. More single men 

died than single wmnen. More married women died than married men. More 

widowed women died than widowed men. 

Rochester in 1 9 1 8  was a bustling city filled with native born Americans and a 

very large immigrant population. The vast 1najority of influenza victims were native 

born, 68%. The Italian in11nigrant corn1nunity suffered the largest percentage of 

deaths of any ethnic group, accounting for 1 3% of the total influenza deaths in 

Rochester. Rochester' s  Italian community was so large that the Rochester Police 

Department employed an interpreter of Italian for the Police Court. Located so close 

to the Canadian border, Rochester' s Canadian immigrant population was significant 

and as such suffered 3% of the total influenza deaths. The Gennan in1n1igrant 



com1nunity owned a little more than 2% of the deaths while the Russian born 

com1nunity accounted for a little less than 2% of the influenza deaths. The various 

other immigrant communities, such as the English, Austrian, Dutch, Irish, French, 

Greek, and Scandinavian each absorbed the rest of the deaths.238 
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An analysis of the addresses of the influenza victims verified the nationality 

accountability. A large Italian immigrant community had developed in the 

neighborhood around the area of the Rochester Public Market. Deaths with Italian 

surnames from streets in that neighborhood, such as on First Street, Fourth Street, 

Central Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue confirmed the conclusion. 

Further analysis of address information showed that influenza spread quickly 

up and down streets in 1 9 1 8  Rochester. The streets where multiple deaths occurred 

were in working class neighborhoods where houses were built very close to each 

other. Addresses on the same street, with street numbers close to each other, suggest 

apartment or tenement buildings where it was co1n1non for many people to be living 

in very small, tight quarters; a perfect breeding ground for influenza. 

The efforts of officials and the hard work of the workers coordinated by the 

Red Cross in Rochester, upon post epiden1ic review, showed that their plans and 

actions brought positive results. Comparing and contrasting what took place in 

Rochester with actions and conditions in other cities, shows that conditions in 

Rochester could have been much worse. Studies of data fro1n the epidemic shows a 

strong correlation between excess 1nortality and how early epide1nic interventions 

were introduced. Cities such as Rochester and others that in1ple1nented interventions 

sooner to the acknowledgement of influenza within city limits, suffered a smaller 

238 Margaret O 'Malley, Registrar V.S., Registrar 's Table of Mortality, City of Rochester, 1918. 
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excess mortality rate. A delay of just a few days showed to significantly impact the 

excess mortality rate. 

The excess mortality rate is the death rate per 1 00,000 above or below the 

median rate. The excess mortality rate is a useful tool in comparing the effect of the 

epidemic on cities of different sizes. The rate can be reduced into monthly and even 

weekly segments . These smaller units of measure allow for an illustration of how the 

epidemic swelled and then receded. October 1 9 1 8  was the deadliest 1nonth in 

Rochester' s  history. The excessive mortality rate (EMR) for October 1 9 1 7  was +20, 

the EMR for October 1 9 1 8  was +2,248 and the EMR for October of 1 9 1 9  was +26. 

As a comparison, the October EMR for Albany was +5005 ,  for Buffalo +4264, for 

Syracuse +4374 and New York City +32 12 .  The weekly EMR showed the rise, crest 

and fall of the death that influenza brought to Rochester. The EMR for the week of 

October 5, 1 9 1 8  was +27 ;  the week of October 1 2  was +583 ;  the week of October 1 9  

was + 1 ,82 1 ;  the week o f  October 2 6  was +3 ,908 ;  the week ofNovember 2 was 

+3 ,882;  the week of November 9 was + 1 ,83 1 ;  the week of November was +844 and 

the decline continued from then on. As morbid as these Rochester numbers appear, 

the October EMR for Philadelphia, the hardest hit city in the nation, was +7499.239 

Interventions in Rochester that helped to rninirnize the excess rnortality rate 

were the closing of schools, churches and other places of public gatherings .  Other 

interventions were the central coordination of 1nedical resources, staggering of 

factory work shifts to tninimize rush hour overcrowding in mass transit, mandated 

239 US. Treasury Department Public Health Service: Public Health Reports, Vol .45, No.39, September 
26, 1930. 
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cough and sneeze coverings, mandated gauze mask wearing by medical workers and 

infectious case isolations. 

Studies of data also show that cities that relaxed their interventions too soon 

after the perceived peak of the epidemic in their cities saw the return of the epidemic 

and had to reintroduce the interventions. 

It is clear that the most effective interventions were the ones initiated early in 

the epidemic and continued longer past the peak of the epidemic. 

Quarantine in the strictest sense was impractical in large urban areas such as 

Rochester. A total quarantine was only effective in isolated cases that were 

implemented in retnote areas of small cotnmunities?40 

An analysis of data regarding children during the epidemic confirmed the 

effect of influenza on school age children in Rochester. Deaths of school age 

children during the epidemic accounted for 1 0% of the total deaths. The Rochester 

public schools in the fall of 1 9 1 8  were three high schools, one junior high school, one 

Normal School, and 40 gramtnar schools in Rochester. The epidemic hit Rochester 

after school started in the fall of 1 9 1 8 . A comparison of the number of students 

enrolled in each of the 45 schools in the fall of 1 9 1 8  and the fall of 1 9 1 9 showed an 

increase of enrolled students of 6 ,5 5 1  (8%). An annual increase of school age 

children in the type of city that was Rochester in 1 9 1 8  was between 5% and 10%. 

Only one school showed a drmnatic decrease in enrolhnent frotn 1 9 1 8  to 1 9 1 9 . This 

was School #2 on King Street, the Vocational School for Girls .  The decrease in 

enrollment at School #2 was easily reflected in the increase in 25 other schools in the 

240 
Martin C.J. Bootsma and Neil M. Ferguson, "The Effect of Public Health Measures on the 1 9 1 8  

Influenza Pandemic i n  U.S. Cities", Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, May 1 ,  2007, 
vol. 1 04, no. 1 8, 7588-7593.  
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city. The girls that left School #2 could have easily been absorbed into the growth in 

the enrollment numbers of the neighborhood schools. 

The number of children being cared for at the four orphanages in Rochester 

increased in three of the four. St. Patrick' s '  Orphan Asylu1n on Clifton Street, 

increased enrolled students from 1 6 1  in 1 9 1 8  to 1 73 in 1 9 1 9 . In the Saine time period, 

St. Josephs ' Orphan Asylum on Andrews Street increased for 1 1 4 in 1 9 1 8  to 120 in 

1 920; St. Mary' s Orphan Boys Asylum on Main Street West increased enrollment 

from 247 to 252. Only the Rochester Orphan Asylum on Monroe Ave saw a decrease .  

Their enrollment fell from 92 to 76 in the Saine time period.24 1 The conclusion that 

may be drawn from this comparison is that even though school age children died 

during the epidemic, their deaths were not in such numbers that it reflected negatively 

on the whole school system. The students lost to influenza were replaced by children 

coming into school age and new residents of the City in 1 9 1 8  that sent their children 

to school. As for school  age children increasing the enrollments of the orphanages in 

the City, it was a net increase of only seven more, a number that is statistically 

insignificant. There is no doubt that children were orphaned in Rochester due to the 

epidemic, but a more practical answer to the question of where did the orphans go- is 

faruily. In 1 9 1 8 , the ties within extended fan1ilies were very tight knit. It was very 

common for aunts or uncles to take in their orphaned nieces and nephews in times of 

CriSIS . 

The epidemic affected the business com1nunity in Rochester as well. The 

obvious effect was sick employees and reduced customer traffic into their shops and 

businesses. Both e1nployees and customers stayed at hmne either because of being 

241 1918 Rochester City Directory, 25-28 ;  1919 Rochester City Directory, 25-28 .  
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sick or being afraid of getting sick. All aspects of the Rochester economy suffered 

impacts . The obvious largest impact was on the establishments subject to the 

mandated closings . Businesses that supported the closed establishments also suffered 

financial loss . The fear of sickness drove 1nany citizens in Rochester to return directly 

home after being out in the cmnmunity for whatever reason. 

The infrastructure of Rochester suffered as well. In 1 9 1 8  new building 

authorizations were listed at 705 . This was down from 14 1 2  in 1 9 1 7, a 50% 

reduction. After the epidetnic, the building authorizations rebounded to a healthy and 

prosperous 2 1 93 ,  an increase of 200 % over 1 9 1 8 .242 

Some businesses in Rochester prospered in the epidemic. Florists in Rochester 

were so busy, the supply of flowers and supplies ran short. Grave diggers could not 

keep pace with the demand for a proper hand dug grave . The impersonal use of 

mechanized trench diggers was used to create the needed graves . City Sanitary 

Inspectors were busy all day long and well into the evenings perforn1ing their duties . 

The funeral industry in Rochester suffered a huge impact. Coffins quickly 

became scarce in Rochester. Fancy elaborate caskets gave way to quickly produced 

plain generic caskets .  A survey between the 1 9 1 8  and 1 9 1 9  editions of the Rochester 

City Directory shows that even though there were 3 7 undertakers listed in 1 9 1 8, there 

was enough business for one 1nore. John Frear sent up his undertaking shop at 73 1 

Main Street East. To provide all those undertakers all the supplies and materials 

required, two more undertaker supply companies were added to the already existing 

five in the city. Embalming was a growing funeral industry in the early 20th century. 

242 W Barnes "The City ' s '  Golden Age." Rochester History, April 1 97 3 ,  35 (2) :  1 -24. 
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Rochester saw the number of embahners grow from three in 1 9 1  7 to eight in 1 9 1 9 .243 

The number of funeral directors increased after the epidemic by two, when Vito 

Ci1nino opened for business at 49 Ontario Street and Hedges & Hoffman opened at 73 

Scio Street.244 

The final act of an epidemic was burying the victims. In 1 9 1 8  there were three 

major cemeteries and eight very s1nall cemeteries listed in the City Directory. The 

three major cemeteries were Holy Sepulchre Cemetery on Lake A venue, Riverside 

Cemetery, across Lake Avenue from Holy Sepulchre and Mt. Hope Cemetery on Mt. 

Hope A venue. Holy Sepulchre Cemetery is owned and maintained by the Diocese of 

Rochester. Mt Hope Cemetery is owned and operated by the City of Rochester. 

Riverside Cemetery in 1 9 1 8 was privately owned and operated and did not keep 

detailed records. However, by using the records from Holy Sepulchre and Mt. Hope, 

the final act of the epidemic can be appreciated. The cemeteries '  information is listed 

in total internments for any given year. By reviewing consecutive years leading up to 

the epidemic, a pattern of average number of internments and average yearly increase 

in intern1nents at these cemeteries can be deduced. The data for the time frmne 

covering the epidemic in Rochester showed an increase above the expected number of 

internments at Holy Sepulchre of 20% and at Mt. Hope an increase of 1 7%.245 

More people from Rochester died fr01n influenza than from the Great War. 

In the fall of 1 9 1 8, Rochester New York was invaded by pandemic influenza. 

The disease came; it killed, and then left. The people of Rochester and their 

243 191 7 Rochester City Directory, 1 1 50; 1 918  Rochester City Directory, 1 1 50 ;  1919 Rochester City 
Directmy, 1 1 52 .  
244 1918  Rochester City Directory, 1 1 1 7 
2451918 Rochester City Directory, 36 ;  1919 Rochester City Directory, 36 .  
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organizations banded together to battle the invader. The people of Rochester, not the 

government, were the front line soldiers in the war against influenza. The fight 

against influenza was just as much of a war as the Great War. An enemy was killing 

Americans and threatening our way of life . Surgeon General of the United States 

Army in 1 9 1 8  said in the early days of the epidetnic, "If the epidemic continues its 

mathematical rate of acceleration, civilization could easily disappear from the face of 

the earth within a few weeks."246 

The war against influenza was thrust upon the people of Rochester with little 

warning. The battle was fought on a steep incline, in a war theater with no precedent. 

The difficult summit of victory was finally achieved. 

What lessons were learned from the 1 9 1 8  influenza epidemic in Rochester? 

An im1nediate lesson learned was the conditions in which some people in 

Rochester lived. The health care workers going into the homes of influenza patients 

illuminated the conditions that some people were forced to live in. It was common to 

find whole families living out of one or two rooms in a tenement building. Many 

tenement buildings that housed the working poor and especially immigrants had no 

running water and one outhouse for the whole building. Filthy, overcrowded 

conditions were prilne breeding grounds for not only influenza but tnany 

communicable diseases. A review of the 1919 Proceedings of the Common Council 

show an increase in sanitary and water projects across  the city. The Department of 

Public Safety was authorized to send health inspectors through out the city looking 

for violations of newly implemented codes. 

246 Barry, 365 .  
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The lack of general health care abilities and the lack of proper hygiene 

practices in the cmnmunity were acknowledged. Classes in general health care and 

personal hygiene were provided by the City through the schools. The availability of 

these types of education was expanded by religious groups, social organizations and 

ethnic support groups .  

Analysis of  data regarding health interventions, social restrictions, public 

education and deaths has yielded invaluable information. Health officials and 

historians acknowledge influenza as a recurring, communicable disease . Influenza 

epidemics will happen again, but to minimize the devastation, the lessons of 1 9 1 8 

must be implemented. The structure, perception, and the part that government plays 

in everyday life have changed since 1 9 1 8 . Governments and the huge resources they 

command must be intimately involved from the first moments of potential danger. 

Early acknowledgement that an outbreak of influenza is on the pathway to epidemic 

proportions needs to be made early in the cycle of infection. Influenza patients need 

to be identified and isolated as quickly as possible . In 1 9 1 8 , the isolation was referred 

to as quarantine but that concept has been fine tune to a process of social distancing. 

In the present world, quarantine cannot be impletnented but minimizing tnovement of 

people, social distancing, can be. Medical care to the patients needs to be quick and 

intense to prevent development of killing complications . Mobilization of resources 

must be activated as quickly as possible. Efficient mobilization can only be achieved 

through pre-planning. A thorough and comprehensive plan of action tnust be in place 

prior to any future outbreak. All organizations and resources within the community 

must be on board and prepared to do their part in a multi faceted attack on the 
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epidemic .  The mass media must be used quickly to inform and educate the public but 

at the same time prevent fear and panic .  Public participation is vital for public health 

in the conditions of epidemic or possible epidemics. Medical science had evolved 

tremendously since 1 9 1 8 . The latest developments in vaccines and medications must 

be employed promptly on a mass scale . Influenza is not curable but it is preventable . 

The spread of the disease must be at the worst, minimized. Science, information and 

education in the 2 1 st century will be key to preventing another epidemic such as 

Rochester stood up to in 1 9 1 8 . 

The 1nost important lesson that can be learned from the 1 9 1 8  epidemic is that 

the people are the most valuable tool in fighting the next attack of influenza. 

Influenza knows no boundaries of race, class, age, or sex. People get sick from 

influenza and people die from influenza. The best laid plans are useless unless people 

carry them out. It is a populace that is prepared, educated and participates, that will be 

successful in future conflicts with influenza. We have the privilege of knowing this 

today due to the heroism, dedication, sacrifice and the unyielding spirit of the 

thousands of persons that did battle with influenza in 1 9 1 8  when Rochester coughed. 
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Rochester Herald, November, 1 - 1 3 , 1 9 1 8 . 

Rochester Post Express, September, 20, 2 1 ,  2 5 ,  27,  1 9 1 8 .  

Rochester Post Express, October 2 ,  4 ,  7 - 1 2, 1 4 - 1 6, 1 8 - 20, 2 2  -26, 28,  29, 
30, 3 1 , 1 9 1 8. 

Rochester Post Express, November 1 ,  2, 4 - 9, 1 1 , 1 2, 1 9 1 8 .  

Rochester Times Union, September 1 8, 2 1 ,  2 3 ,  24, 2 5 ,  2 6 ,  2 7 ,  2 8 ,  3 0 ,  1 9 1 8. 

Rochester Times Union, October 2, 7 - 1 3 ,  1 5 - 1 9, 2 1 - 23 , 2 5 ,  26, 28 - 3 1 ,  1 9 1 8. 

Rochester Ti;nes Union, November 1 ,  2, 4 - 9, 1 1 , 1 2 ,  1 9 1 8 . 


